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ABSTRACT
The topic of electron stimulated secondary electron emission 

is introduced in relation to studies in surface physics. In addition, 
some of the more recent literature in this subject is reviewed and 

critically appraised.

An apparatus for high resolution energy analysis of low 

energy (0-2keV) secondary electrons is described, along with its 

associated circuitry. Additional experimental features are discussed 

enabling both scanning electron microscopy and quantitative Auger electron 
spectroscopy to be used in the experimental apparatus. Ultra-high vacuum 

techniques (giving 10 10torr pressure) enabled the observation of clean 
surfaces for many hours, before contamination ensued.

The results presented relate to several problems in Auger
/

electron spectroscopy and affiliated techniques. The problems of 

quantifing Auger spectroscopy are discussed and the cesium on gold 

system is investigated for quantification purposes. Calibration curves 

for this system are given. Also, the strong surface reactivity of 

zirconium is investigated using Auger spectroscopy. Zirconium is now 

in wide use as a bulk gettering material although little is known about 

its pumping action. The presented results shed more light on this 
topic. The production and analysis of temperature-resistant low 

secondary yield metal blacks, indicate a strong preference for platinum 

black coated surfaces in many technological applications. Also, 

observations of the anomalous 'free-eleotron like* behaviour of antimony- 
are made, using the technique of electron energy loss spectroscopy.

Perhaps the most important results, relate to characteristic 

slow secondary electrons originating from 'very clean' magnesium and 

aluminium surfaces. Much of the recent literature in this area is 

shown to be inaccurate by these new experimental data. Also, a new 

interpretation of these data indicates that high-energy band structure can



influence slow secondary electron energies. The interpretation 
enables critical point energies to be determined accurately. In 

addition, this slow peak spectroscopy is shorn to be capable of 
greater sensitivity to surface contamination than Auger electron 

spectroscopy.



CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION

When a beam of charged particles strikes a solid surface, 
many interactions and excitations take place in the surface which may 
result in the emission of electrons. The complete analysis of such 

electrons (e.g. angular variations, energies, intensities etc.) can 

yield much information regarding surface and electronic structures, 

surface species, chemical environments and so on. One of the best 

means of exciting such electrons is electron stimulation using a 

primary electron beam. This is due to the fact that an electron is 

a strongly interacting particle in matter.
The main topics of this thesis will be concerned with electron 

stimulated secondary electron emission and its uses in studies of 

surfaces. This subject also has many technological applications in 

fields such as friction, corrosion, fracture, adhesion eto. In 

addition, the subject is related to devices such as electron multipliers, 

camera tubes and microwave power tubes requiring specifio secondary 

yield values for surfaces.
Although some work was done between 1920 and 19^0 on the 

energy distribution of secondary electrons, it was Lander ^  in 1953 

who made the significant step of suggesting Auger electron analysis 
for surface compositional studies. It is the technique of Auger 

eleotron spectrosoopy which has enabled the confident determination of 

the atomically ’clean* surface.

Some related techniques for surface analysis are beiefly 

introduced at the beginning of this chapter. Hie remainder of the 

chapter is concerned with electron stimulated secondary electron 

emission, which will be divided into four basio areas of work as follows:

(i) Secondary electron yield
(ii) Auger eleotron spectroscopy

(iii) Characteristic energy loss spectroscopy
(iv) Slow secondary electron spectroscopy

- 1 -



TABLE 1.1

Relationship between forms of energy Input and output for various 

spectrographio methods.

''NEnergy in

Energy
out

Elec tromagne tic 
Radiation 
(hV )

Electrons
(e)

Ions Electrostatic
Energy

h v
X-ray
flucrescense

Electron
Microprobe
APS

IEX

e
Auger 
electrons 
UPS & XPS

AES
Ion
Neutral
ization

FIM
Atom Probe

Ions
Ion mic
roprobe 
SIMS 
ISS
Ruther
ford high 
energy 
ions

KEY: AES —  Auger electron spectroscopy; APS —  Appearance
potential spectroscopy; XPS and UPS —  X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy and Ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy;

FIM —  Field ion microscopy; 3EX —  Ion- X-ray spectroscopy 
ISS —  Ion scattering speotroscopy, SIMS —  Secondary ion 

mass spectroscopy.
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1.1 Some Techniques for Surface Analysis
Various forms of excitation energy may be used as probes for 

surface analysis; these are electromagnetic radiation, electrons, ions 

and electrostatic energy# Emitted energy can be detected using an 

appropriate spectroscopy for electromagnetic radiation, electrons and 

ions# Table 1#1 shows the many spectroscopies available for surface 

analysis together with their respective excitation and detection means. 

Several of these spectroscopies will be briefly disoussed together with 

the technique of low energy electron diffraction(LEED). Auger electron 
spectroscopy(AES) will be discussed in greater detail in sub-section

1.2.5#
2

The eleotron microprobe (Reuter ) identifies the presence of 

chemical species by the emission of characteristic X-rays generated in 

the specimen by a focussed electron beam (up to JOkeV). The spatial 

resolution can be better than one micron; with quantitative measurements 

of about 5# error. However, the electron microprobe is not a true 

'surface* tool since the sampled depth is usually greater than one 

micron due to the depth of pehetration of the electron beam.
The at6m probe and field-ion microscopy (Milller^) are powerful 

surface characterization techniques. The atom probe field ion microprobe 

can identify single atoms. The specimens however, must be in the form 

of fine spherical tips (radius of a few hundred AngstrBms). In addition, 

the surfaces must be studied under very large applied electric fields, 

and the methods are only applicable to refractory metals.
In the ion microprobe, a focussed beam of rare-gas ions strike 

the surface and surface atoms are sputtered into a sensitive mass
ij.spectrometer (Socha ). The method can detect surface concentrations 

down to a few parts in 10^, with quantitative interpretation. The 

technique is sensitive to the top surface layer, but is destructive 
and requires complex instrumentation.
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy(XPS) was developed by 

Siegbahn and co-workers (Siegbahn et. al."’). A beam of X-rays Is 

directed onto a specimen and the emitted electrons are collected and 

energy analysed. Direct photoelectrons ejected from the specimen have 

well-defined energies allowing the emitting species to be identified* 

Information on the chemical state of the emitting atom can be obtained 
by the measurement of the 'energy shift' from that of the free-atom 

energy. In ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), excitation is 

by ultra-violet radiation and detailed information on the outer bonding 
electronic energies may be obtained. Both XPS and UPS are surface 

sensitive techniques since the sampling depth is determined by the escape 

depth of the ejected electrons, as in AES (see sub-section 1.2.3c). 

However, the cross-section for photoelectron emission is small and long 

counting times are needed in this method.

Ion scattering methods measure the change in energy of light 

ions, usually H+ or He+ scattered inelastically from a surface (Smith*’). 

The energy loss may be related to the scattering particle and ion 
masses, hence the scattering particle can be identified. The method 

requires an accelerator and incident energies from keV to MeV have been 
used. The technique is destructive and is without quantitative 
interpretation.

Perhaps the most productive and widely used method to date is
n

that of low energy electron diffraction(lEED), (Estrup and McRae ,
3

Prutton ). t j t o is a true surface technique, sensitive only to the top 

few atomic layers, but it is applicable only to single-crystal surfaces. 

It gives only structural information concerning the two dimensional 

surface order and exact unambiguous interpretation is difficult, 

especially in the absence of surface chemical information. For this 

reason, the majority of IEED systems are now combined with AES (Weber 
and Peria^).
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In the LEED technique, a low energy (lO-l,OOOeV) electron beam 
is made to strike a crystal surface at normal incidence. Elastically 
scattered electrons are accelerated to a fluorescent screen and usually 

produce a geometrical pattern of bright spots on the screen. Diffraction 

occurs when the primary electron wavelength is a simple fraction of the 

surface atomic spacing. The complete analysis of LEED data is still 
open to question, but the technique has proved of great value in 
adsorption studies.

It is therefore apparent, that no single technique is capable 
of giving all the surface information potentially available. Hence 

many workers are now using a combination of such techniques, in order to 

maximise data. This is particularly important in clean surface work, 

where it may be difficult to observe a specific surface for more than a 

few hours or minutes, depending on contamination problems.

Secondary electron emission spectroscopy (including AES) is 

another powerful tool for obtaining chemical and solid-state electronic 

information for surfaces. The subject will now be discussed in detail 

in the remaining part of this chapter.
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1.2 Secondary Electron Emission
An electron may be emitted from a solid surface if it reaches

the surface with sufficient energy to overcome the surface potential
barrier. Secondary electrons may originate in a variety of ways; some
will have energies that are characteristic of the surface atoms and others

not so. Those electrons with characteristic energies, yield much

information about the physical and chemical make-up of the surface,

whilst the trandom* energy electrons have only nuisance value at present,

by giving noise problems. This spectral variety of secondary electrons

will be systematically discussed.

1.2,1 The secondary electron yield
When a surface is bombarded with electrons, it may be possible

for the surface to emit more, or less electrons, than those in the

primary beam. Hence, conventional current can either flow to or from

the target* The secondary electron yield & , is a ratio which quantifies

this property. If i and i are the total secondary and primary currents
b p

respectively, then £ is defined as:

Also, a baekseattering coefficient f) may be defined as the ratio of they
backscattered current to primary current, so:

" ^backscatterec/1?
Secondary electrons with energies greater than 50eV are arbitrarily 

defined as backscattered, constituting the backscattered current.

The relationships of <f and to primary electron energy Ep , 
are useful in many technological areas and are known as yield curves.

Such curves are shown schematically in Pig. 1.1 The yield $ increases 

linearly at low primary beam energies, reaches a maximum & at
lilSUC« p  ulcUCa

and then decreases at higher energies. Insulators may have maximum 

yields much greater than unity ( f >1)* which make measurements 
difficult due to surface charging effects (Bruining*0). Low yield surfaces 

such as metal blacks may have yield values as low as 0.5 (see Chapter 6).
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The yield curves have the following qualitative interpretation. 

At low values of E , most of the primary beam energy is dissipated closer
to the surface, allowing secondaries to escape easily. As Ep increases,
so the primary beam penetration increases, and many secondaries produced

at deep levels ( t>3oS), suffer Inelastic collisions before reaching the

surface and fail to escape. Hence, when this penetration depth is

reached by the primary beam, the yield curve turns over to form a

maximum and then falls away. In contrast, the ^  curve rises and
flattens as E increases, since backscattered electrons have approximately P
the same penetrating power as the primary beam. Hence, the backscattered 
electrons ( >50eV) can easily penetrate to the surface and escape. From 

the above argument, it can be seen that a glancing incidence primary 

beam will give a larger value of £ than a normal incidence beam, since 

more secondary electrons will be created close to the surface so 

allowing more electron escapes. In addition, contamination can 

severely effect the yield curve, either by shielding the surface or by 

influencing the work function. This makes ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
a prerequisite condition for accurate yield measurements.

Although no completely satisfactory quantitative theory of 

secondary electron emission has been developed to date (Bruining^, 
Hachenberg and Brauer^), several attempts have been made to formulate a 
unified theory, which predicts a ’universal yield curve' for all 

materials, in view of the fact that, apart from quantitative differences, 
the secondary yield curves exhibit the same general shape. This has been 

observed to be the case for metals, semi-conductors and a variety of 

inorganic insulating materials Also, Willis and Skinner^ have

recently demonstrated the validity of the 'universal yield curve* in 

organic polymer films.

The information obtained from these yield studies is relatively 

limited and more valuable data may be obtained by the study of the 

energy distribution of secondary electrons. This topic is discussed in 
the following sub-sections.



Figure 1.2 Schematic energy spectrum of secondary electrons
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1,2,2 The Secondary Electron Energy Distribution
A schematic diagram of the energy distribution of secondary 

electrons under primary electron excitation Is shown In Pig, 1.2,

This distribution curve Is usually known as the N(E) curve, where E Is 

the energy of electrons leaving the surface of the solid. Ep Is the 

klnetio energy of the impinging electron. E and Ep are referenced to 

zero at the vacuum level of the target. For convenience, the 

distribution curve is usually divided into the three energy regions 
shown in Pig. 1.2.

Region I contains the elastic peak (E»E ) and the characteristic
Mr

energy loss region. These loss peaks appear at an energy E-Ep-E' where

E' is an energy characteristic of the mechanism producing the peak.
Hence, these loss features move as E is varied. The loss peak isP
observed when an incident electron produces a characteristic excitation 

in the solid (e.g. lonisation/plasmon generation etc.) and is baokscattered 

out of the surface with the loss of this characteristic energy. Hence, 

region I contains energy features which are essentially associated with 
the elastic peak.

The small peaks observed mainly in region II are of particular 
interest since they arise from Auger electrons emitted from the surface.

In order to observe them more easily however, it is clear that a 
convenient means must be found for suppressing the large background 
current. Harris1'* first pointed out that this could readily be done by 

electronically differentiating the energy distribution thereby obtaining 

dN(E)/dE and suppressing the background. The details of the method are 

discussed in Chapter J.

The large peak at low energy (2-5eV) in region III, is due to 
the so-called ’’true secondaries". The energy position of both this low 

energy peak (slow peak) and Auger peaks is essentially independent of 
primary energy Ep, Such structure is truly the result of secondary

- 7 -
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processes, i.e. the emitted electrons have no "knowledge” of the initial
excitation energy. Hence, the Auger peak is easily detected by the

fact that its energy does not change as Ep is varied. This is also

true of the 'slow' peak. However, the magnitude of particular structure

will invariably change with E variations, resulting from changes in theP
excitation strength.

Other features in the energy distribution include the broad 
high energy background of secondaries, which while featureless, is 

important with respect to measurement problems. Also there are two 

step processes involving for example both an Auger electron and a discrete 

energy loss. These will be discussed as necessary,

2,2,3 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES^

Auger electron spectroscopy has emerged as one of the most 

important experimental techniques for the characterization and study 

of solid surfaces. lip to the present, the technique has been used more 
for studying the Chemistry* of solid surfaces than as a high energy 

spectroscopy applicable to solid-state physics. This results primarily 
from the relative complexity of the physics of the Auger process as 

compared to XPS or UPS (section l.l). While these complexities make 
it somewhat difficult to determine energy levels using AES, they do not 

in general render the spectra so complex as to impede the qualitative 

analysis. Indeed, the high sensitivity achieved by the use of electron 

inpact excitation and the high transmission of electron energy analyzers 

make the technique unrivaled in terms of surface sensitivity.
lliIn 1925, Pierre Auger discovered the Auger electron while 

studying particle tracks in a cloud chamber irradiated with white 

X-rays. He detected not only photoelectrons but also electrons of 

constant energy irrespective of the X-ray excitation energy. As 

stated earlier, it was Lander* in 1955, who first pointed out the

applicability of AES for surface analysis and suggested that the technique
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provided a complement to soft X-ray emission for the determination of 
energy band densities of states. However, it seems that Lander’s work 

went virtually un-noticed (perhaps due to the lack of ultra-high vacuum 

technology) until 1968 when Harris^* ̂  reported his extensive studies 

of the Auger spectra of metals, by detecting the differential of the 

energy distribution (dN(E)/dE). The work of Weber and Peria^ and 

Palmberg, Bohn and Tracy^ demonstrated the use of LEED analysers and 

cylindrical mirror analysers (see sub-section 2.5.2) for obtaining Auger 
spectra. The scene was then set for rapid growth in the AES field.

In view of the relatively brief introduction to the topic of 

AES, the reader is referred to the following introductory papers;
1 7  *i Q «i q  O f t

Chang ', Gallon and Matthew-1 , GJostein and Chavka y and Weber .
a) The Auger Process

Auger electrons are emitted when an atom, excited by a primary 

beam, relaxes to a lower lying energy state. Fig. 1.3 shows the 

energy level diagram for aluminium and aluminium oxide (binding energies 

in eV). A typical Auger process is depicted on the left of the figure. 
The primary beam produces a vacancy or ’hole' in an inner level 
(aluminium Lg ^ level) thus forming a highly excited ion. The coulomb 
replusion between two higher lying electrons (in the valence band in 

this case) may give rise to a radiatioriLess deexcitation producing an 
ejected (Auger) electron and leaving a doubly ionised ion of lower 

energy. Of course, in the case given in Fig. 1.3# the final two hole 

state will be relaxed immediately by valence band electrons. Thus, the 

Auger process consists of a higher level electron moving down into the 

core hole and giving its energy to a second outer lying electron which 
is then emitted.

The Auger transitions are usually designated according to the 

three levels participating in the process. This is done with the aid 

of the X-ray level notation K - Is; - 2s; ^ - 2p; M1 - 3s;

“ 3p; ^ — 3<i etc. Thus, in Fig. 1.3 (for aluminium), the
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Figure -1.^ Energy level diagram for aluminium and 
aluminium oxide showing Auger transitions.
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initial hole was in the L„ , level and the two participating electrons2,5
were in the valence band. Hence, the designation is Lg for the 

67eV Auger electron, where V represents the valence band electron. Also, 

the convention of order is to write the subshells in order of increasing 

index. Therefore, with a K-shell vacancy and and Lg participating 

electrons, the Auger electron process would be KL^Lg not KLgL^. The 

Auger electron group originating from K-shell holes and L-shell electrons 

is termed the KLL Auger electron group and so on for other groupings.

Pig* 1»5 (right-hand side) shows a possible origin for the 

'chemical shift' of Auger electron energies when chemical bonding of 

the element occurs. In the case of oxidised aluminium, it has been
pi

suggested (Quinto and Robertson ) that the valence band structures

for aluminium and oxygen are different, and that the Auger spectrum of

the oxidised surface results from a 'cross-transition' i.e. a vacancy

in the Lg ^ level of aluminium is filled by electrons from the high

density region of the oxygen valence band. Such a cress-transition is

believed to be permissible as a result of the overlap of the wave

functions that occurs due to band formation between aluminium and
oxygen. Hence, the new Auger electron energy is 52eV. Such chemical
shifts will be reviewed later in sub-section 2.2.4.

Inner shell ionisation for primary energies of JkeV occurs in 
"l6times less than 10 sec, The lifetime of a core hole is usually

*15greater than 10 sec., therefore it is easy to see why the Auger 

electron energy distribution is Independent of the primary energy.

Hence, Auger electrons are characteristic of the excited atoms from which 
they are emitted.

An excited ion may relax by Auger electron or X-ray emission.
The probability for X-ray emission is called the fluorescence yield *w', 

while that for Auger electron emission is 'a*, the Auger yield. Clearly 
'a+w' must equal unity. However, for binding energies <^2keV, the 

fluorescence yield is less than 10# and hence the Auger mechanism dominates.
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In order to maximise the number of inner shell vacancies, the

primary electron beam energy is normally set to between three and six

times the core level binding energy (Bishop and Riviere ), In other

words, this primary energy gives an approximate maximum for the

ionisation cross-section of the inner shell level. Complications to this

argument can arise since many ionisations are produced by backscattered
23electrons (Neave, Poxon and Joyce ). However, in practice, this 

general rule is satisfactory.

Finally, when considering Auger processes involving L and M 

shell holes, one must take account of a special type of radiationless 

process called a Coster-Kronig transition. These are of the type

or MjMjX and involve transitions between subshells of a particular 

shell. These transitions are very strong when energetically allowed, and 
cause a rapid redistribution of core holes which strongly influences the 

relative intensities of the observed lines in the L and M groups.
b) Auger Electron Energies

An approximate equation for the calculation of Auger electron 
energies is given below,

e a b c  -  e a  -  -  Ec - h  ................tl)
where E^,

involved in the process, and is the work function of the analyser.

This simple summation can be easily seen by reference to Fig. 1.3.

For the Aluminium Lg process, we have :

jW  “  7 7  ’  4 , 2  " * * 2  "  "  6 8 , 6  ‘  **A (e V )

where V is the approximate peak in the density of states (about 4.2eV), 

and is approximately 4eV. The agreement with experiment is fair.

However, upon ionisation of the inner shell electron (energy 
level A), all the electrons, especially those in shells outside of A, 

are subject to an effective higher nuclear charge. Consequently, their 

ionisation potentials should shift towards the corresponding levels of the

Eg and E_ are the binding energies of the three electrons
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atom with the next higher atomic number (i.e. from Z to Z+l). Hence 

24-Burhop suggested equation (2) to account for this effect.

EABC(Z) " EA(Z) ‘ ' EC(Z+1) ............ (2)
However, for processes involving outer shell electrons, the situation

is even more complicated. If B and C are different levels then

experimental agreement with equs. (l) and (2) is not so good. Chung
and Jenkins^ pointed out that the transitions E ^ ^  and E ^ ^  are quantum

mechanically equivalent since the initial and final states of the

transitions are identical in both cases. Hence, the kinetic energy

of the Auger electron (taking the average process) becomes:

eabc -  eacb -  V z> -  ¿ < V Z) + V z+1)) * i(E c(z) *  Ec(z+1)) '  h
.......... (3)

In the case when the two electrons involved in the Auger 

transition are equivalent in energy level, equs. (2) and (?) become 
identical. Chung and Jenkins25 claim to obtain better agreement with 
the observed Auger electron energies using equ. (?) rather than equ. (2), 

but the difference is only marginal.

Hence we see that Auger electron energy spectra act as a 
'fingerprint' of the emitting atom, enabling chemical indentification of 

that atom. Fig. 1.4 shows the principal Auger electron energies of the 

elements. Immediately one can see that each element has its own 
characteristic set of Auger electron energies. Ih addition, there are 

the obvious trends in each Auger 'family* (i.e. KLL,LMM etc.) to 

higher energies, as the atomic number increases in conjunction with the 
binding energies.

c) Electron Transport and Surface Sensitivity

The surface sensitivity of the features of the secondary
electron energy distribution depends fundamentally on the short mean free

path ?\ (E) of electrons in solids in the energy range of interest.8
The electron-electron interactions giving rise to the short are the 

cause of the surface sensitivity and the 'slow' peak. Additionally,
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the Interactions cause Auger electrons to lose energy before reaching

the surface, hence diminishing the observed Auger signal. In the case

of AES, where the depth of penetration of the primary beam is generally

greater than the escape depth of Auger electrons, the sampled depth is
approximately 7\ (E). The relatively few measurements of the escape

depth (approx. ?\ ) of electrons in the energy range of interest are e
plotted in Pig. 1.5. The data in Pig. 1.5 clearly show that despite 
wide variation in Z, the mean free path for electrons in this energy region 
is extremely short (2-10&). While this demonstrates the surface 

sensitivity of any spectroscopy which relies on electron transport in 

this energy range, the observation of submonolayer quantities of adsorbed 

atoms, which is discussed later (see sub-section 2.2.5 and Chapter 4), 

is perhaps even more convincing for the Auger case.
d) Means of Excitation

One of the easiest methods for exciting Auger spectra is 

electron beam stimulation. These beams are readily focussed electro

statically and positioned by simple deflection plates at various points

on the target. The cross-section for ionisation is quite large, often 
-IQ 2exceeding 10 cm and is reasonably independent of primary energy over 

a wide range from three to six times the binding energy of the initial 

core hole.• This combination leads to high sensitivity and therefore 

high speed measurement.

However electron excitation does give rise to a large 

secondary background and it is the energy dependence of this background 

which provides the sensitivity limit of electron excited AES in determin

ing surface impurities. Another complication arises in quantitative 

AES when the large number of high energy ’’rediffused” primaries 

constitute a backscattered current producing secondary ionisation.



!
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X-ray induced ionisation also has both advantages and 

disadvantages. Firstly, the scan time is usually in the order of tens 

of minutes whilst electron beam stimulation gives scan times of only a 

few seconds. Also, X-ray induced measurement is usually of N(E) since 
the strong "rediffused" primary electron background is absent. Where 

highly sensitive surfaces are under study such as photocathodes, X-ray 
stimulation is valuable since the X-ray interactions with the surface 
are much weaker than electron interactions.

Musket and Bauer^ have recently demonstrated that high energy 

(350 keV) protons can be used to produce core holes in the surface region 

within the escape depth of low energy Auger electrons. The Auger yield 

was comparable to electron excitation. They suggest that the straight 

line trajectories of the protons eliminate any backscattering correction 

as used in the electron excitation case. However, a high energy 

accelerator is needed and beam currents are low (ljuA).
e) Vacuum Requirements

While the characteristic surface sensitivity of AES is extremely 
useful for a wide class of problems, it at the same time places extremely 
stiff requirements on the vacuum environment in which the experiments 

must be carried out. If a clean metal surface is exposed to an 

ambient pressure of l()""̂ torr (mm. of Hg) of an active gas (CO.HgO.Ogetc.), 
it will be covered in adsorbed molecules within several seconds; hardly 

enough time to carry out a useful experiment. Hence, for typical work 

on clean surfaces, background pressures of 10 ^torr are required, so 

that a 1defined* surface is observeable for a few hours.

However, a variety of surfaces including most semiconductors, 
oxides and some clean metals, have a low sticking probability (<0.00l) 

for the ambient gases. In these cases, the vacuum requirements are less 

crucial. Even here, artifacts can occur such as electron beam stimulated 

adsorption which frequently occurs when the ambient atmosphere is rich 
in water vapour.
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In the increasingly popular technique of 'depth profiling'.

Auger analysis is performed on a surface while that surface is being 
sputter-etched by a separate ion gun. The vacuum requirements here are 

determined by the sputter-etch rate. If the residual gas which sticks 

on the surface Is removed as rapidly as it adsorbs, then no artificial 

contamination will be observed.

f) Surface Physics Studies.
The most widespread application of AES has been In the area of 

fundamental surface studies. Workers involved in single crystal surface 

research using TEPT) during the 1960's, were acutely aware of the short

comings of T.EEn in determining surface cleanliness and monitoring the 

chemical condition of the surface during the course of a given experiment. 

AES has confirmed those fears in many cases. Hence, particular care 

must be taken in drawing conclusions from the pre-Auger literature in 

this field.
AES has made very clear the difficulty of obtaining clean 

surfaces by pointing out the importance of surface segregation, impurities 

introduced by improper sputtering techniques, and the pitfalls in thin 
film evaporation studies. Also, AES has demonstrated that heating alone, 
to any temperature below the melting point, is rarely sufficient to clean 

a surface. Additionally, the AES user has a means of determining the 

quantitative influence of a surface impurity.

Other AES contributions have been made in the fields of gas 

adsorption, catalysis studies and surface characterisation in epitaxial 

growth. Also, the technique of "depth profiling" (see sub-section 

2.2.2) has been extensively applied to semiconductor problems and 
analysis.

1.2.4 Characteristic Energy Loss Spectroscopy (CETS^

CELS is highly relevant and complimentary to many AES studies. 

This region of the secondary electron energy distribution has been briefly 

introduced, in relation to Pig. 1.2. The various features observed in 

the characteristic energy loss region will now be discussed.
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a) The Elastic Peak

The elastic peak occurs at the highest energy (E=E ) in the
Mr

secondary electron energy distribution (Fig. 1.2). The peak is made up 

of those electrons which have been backscattered by ion cores without 

significant energy loss (within the resolution of the energy analyser).
The peak will also contain electrons backscattered off phonons (&E=0.5eV).

The elastically scattered electrons are of course studied 
extensively in IKED. In Auger electron studies» the elastic peak is of 
considerable experimental value as it provides an ideal calibration of the 

energy scale as well as a monitor of analyser performance with respect 

to alignment, resolution and transmission.
b) Plasma Losses

As a primary electron moves through a solid it will perturb 

the potential which normally Influences the valence band electrons.

One of the most important responses to this change in potential is the 
collective oscillation of the valence electrons at the so-called plasma 

frequency Wp» This frequency corresponds to the point at which the 

dielectric function is a minimum and the system responds with a polaris
ation equal but opposite to the applied field. The primary electron can 
be thought of as producing a time varying field on the valence electrons 

and thus in effect subjects them to the full spectrum of excitation 

frequencies. The valence electrons respond most strongly at the plasma 

frequency^ and the resulting collective mode is moderately long livedF
relative to the primary electron transit time.

Hence the volume plasmon is the quantum of electron (or hole)

density oscillation. According to the pioneering work of Pines and 
_ , 3 3Bohm , the quantum energy of the volume plasmon in a free electron gas 
with equilibrium electron density nQ is:

- P ( nQ e2 / m )^ - - - - - -  (4)

w h e r e i s  the plasma frequency (Langmuir resonant frequency) and e and 

m are the charge and rest mass of the electron respectively.
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However, In a real solid the electrons are not truly free,

and the energy of these oscillations may be written approximately as:

E “ tiC n e ^ / m # ) ^  vp ' v ' '
where ny Is the valence band density of electrons and m* is the 'plasma' 

effective electron mass. This equation holds well for free-electron-like 

metals such as the alkalis, Al, Mg, Be etc. In the case of semi-conductors 
or doped semimetals, the plasmon energy quantum is given by:

Evp " ^  nf e2 / m* 6 0)^
where nf is the carrier density and is the high frequency dielectric 

constant of the lattice.

An incident electron may be able to excite multiple plasmons,

corresponding to the excitation of more than one plasmon during the time

the electron interacts with the solid. Hence, metals such as Mg and Al

may show multiple loss behaviour with loss peaks occurring at E, , 2E .vp vp
3E . 4E etc. (the energies are relative to E ), each with decreased vp vp p
amplitude (see Fig. 1.2).

If the plasma oscillation occurs close to a surface, then the
energy of the plasma quantum is modified. The new plasma quantum is

'34termed the surface plasmon. Ritchie^ predicted the surface plasmon 

with an angular frequency W p/ '/2 and an energy of 1i V\^/ ¿2. This result 

is applicable to clean surfaces and a solid/vacuum interface.

The more general case of a semi-infinite electron gas bounded 

by a semi-infinite dielectric medium was derived by Stern and Ferrell^.

The frequency of surface oscillations is given by the relation;

W 3 “V p/ ( 1 + 6 ) * ................ (5)
«’w /  Jl> for the solid/vacuum interface,V

where $ is the dieleotric constant of the overlayer. Equ. (5) is only

strictly accurate when the dielectric overlayer is infinitely thick.

Stern and Ferrell also derived the plasma frequency for overlayers of 

varying thicknesses (see subsections 2.4 and 8.4). Hence, in the case
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of a contaminated surface ( £ / l), the surface plasmon loss Is severely 

attenuated and shifted in energy.

Plasmon loss peaks are clearly very strong In certain materials 
and as might be anticipated, they often appear as low energy and high 
energy satellites on Auger peaks (sub-section 2.2.5)* In addition, 
plasmon effects are thought to occur In the •slow' peak but the 
interpretation Is still tentative and worthy of further examination.
c) Inter/lntra-band transitions and Ionisation losses.

These energy losses are classified as single particle excitations, 

where an electron at some lower level may be excited into an upper empty 

energy level. This may result In the ionisation of a particular atom if 

a core electron is removed, or in the case of the valence bands, inter-band 

and/or intra-band transitions are possible.

The ionisation loss peak (Fig. 1.2) arises when the primary 

electron causes ionisation of a core level (as might precede an Auger 
deexcitation) and leaves the solid without further inelastic interaction. 
These features in the energy distribution appear at E - Ep - where

is the binding energy of the level which has been ionised. For

E p ^ E ^  the final state of the system following ionisation will contain 
an excited ion of energy E^ and two electrons the sum of whose kinetic 

energy is Ep - E^. This energy may be partitioned in any way (neglecting 

energy band effects) between the two electrons. At the extreme, one 

electron will be at the Fermi level (energy equals zero) and the second 

electron may leave the crystal with kinetic energy Ep - E^. No electrons 

of energy greater than Ep - E^ could result from this ionisation. In 

other words, this process takes electrons from the elastic peak and puts 
them in the energy interval between 0 and Ep - E^. This will have the 

effect of producing an ’edge* in the N(E) curve at the energy loss value 

of Eĵ . The identification of such a peak as a loss peak, is ascertained 

by observing its energy shift when E is varied. The energy shift of
r

the loss peak and that of E should be identical.
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The observation of such ionisation loss events has recently

36become known as ionisation spectroscopy (Gerlach )• However, more 

recently doubts have been cast on the technique and the matter will be 

discussed in section 2.4.

d) Summary

This region of the secondary electron energy distribution 

adjacent to the elastic peak, is therefore capable of giving much information 

in its own right and is also of great relevance to AES. In some cases, 
the measurement of ionisation losses will give energy levels of use in 

the calculation of Auger electron energies. Also, contamination effects 

on the energy losses (especially the surface plasmon loss) can be 

identified with the use of AES. Shifts in the surface plasmon energy 

can be used to obtain overlayer thicknesses (section 8.4).

With the use of the plasma theory of Bohm and Pines, band 
transitions and ionisation events, it has been possible to explain the 
energy loss spectra of many materials, although in the case of transition 
and noble metals, argument still remains.
1.2.5 Slow Secondary Electron Spectroscopy

The electrons found at the low energy end (region III in Fig.
1.2) of the secondary electron distribution curve constitute the majority 

of the total current leaving the sample during electron bombardment. They 
are usually considered as those electrons with an energy less than 50eV.

These slow electrons result from a pair-production cascade in which the 

primary beam excites electrons from the valence band which in turn may 

have enough energy to excite other valence band electrons and so forth.

These are so-called electron-electron interactions. The net effect is to 

build up an internal (to the solid) energy distribution of slow electrons 

which has its peak below the vacuum level. Some of these excited electrons 

will have sufficient energy and momenta to escape into the vacuum and be 

measured. Thus the observed 'slow* peak will be the product of an
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internal energy distribution and an escape function. The electron- 

electron scattering is so strong at these low energies that a given 
electron will have experienced numerous Interactions before escaping 

and will therefore lose any memory of the primary excitation.
Apart from this continuous distribution of slow electrons, 

there are also electrons of fixed energy superimposed on the large 'slow' 
peak. Such electrons may result from plasmon and high-energy band 
structure effects. The retarding potential spectrometer (sub-section 2.5.1) 
is an ideal instrument for the 'slow' peak spectroscopy due to its high 
sensitivity in this region. However, the spectrometer must be carefully 
shielded from stray electric and magnetic fields in order to maintain 
good energy resolution for these slow electrons. 
a) Production of Slow Secondary Electrons

Generally, theories of secondary electron emission consider the 

action of a fast moving primary electron on a slow moving lattice electron 

and attempt to evaluate the transition rate for the transfer of different 

amounts of energy from the primary electron to the lattice electron.
The inelastic scattering events of the primary electrons will produce 
slow secondary electrons which then undergo some sort of diffusion process 

through the solid, multiplying and losing energy, until they reach the 
surface with sufficient energy to escape or till they fall back into the 
’sea' of anduction electrons.

Most theories simply describe the diffusion process by an

exponential absorption term and a mean depth of creation for the

secondary electrons. The theory of Wolff^ assumes that secondaries lose

energy only by scattering from conduction electrons and on average, an
electron loses half its energy per collision. The results of Wolff's
analysis are that in a cascade produced by an incident electron of
energy E , the number of secondary electrons with energy E per unit P s
energy interval is:
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n(Eg) - A (Ep / (Es + El) )X .............. (6)
'A* Is a constant, E is the secondary electron energy in vacuum and E.8 A
is the inner potential of the metal, 'x* is a function that is just 

greater that 2 for electrons with sufficient energy to escape from the 
surface.

•wO
The theory of Streitwolf^ predicts a spectrum of the form:

n(Es) o < _ L _  .................... (7)
(Es + t>)2

where ft is the work function. This theory assumes that secondary 

electrons are produced directly as a result of the interaction of the primarj 

electron with the lattice electrons. Of course, both equs. (6) and (7) 

must be multiplied by a surface escape probability function to convert 

the internal secondary electron energy spectrum into the externally 

measured spectrum.

Both theories give a reasonable agreement with experiment 
(Seah ^), but under some experimental conditions (e.g. non-normal primary 

electron incidence) the models are not adequate. It may well be that 

band structure and plasmon effects must be taken into account in such 
theories.

h) Plasmon Effects and Band Structure Considerations

When plasmons decay, they may emit photons or they may transfer
their energy to conduction electrons. It may then be possible to observe

electrons which have been emitted from the solid with their initial energy

plus the discrete energy of a plasmon. Experimental evidence for this

effect in both photoelectric and secondary electron emission, was first
4o 4ipointed out by Gornyi . Very recently, Henrich has put forward 

another explanation involving the role of both surface and bulk plasmons, 

which explains experimental data. He suggests that slow electron energy 

structure is due to hot electrons losing energy by the creation of plasmons 

rather than by the excitation of single electrons by decaying plasmons. 

However this latter interpretation will be dealt with in greater detail 
in Chapter 2.
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We will now consider the case of a plasmon decay, giving its 
energy to a conduction electron. We can see that such a ’plasmon gain' 

electron may originate from any energy level (via a direct transition since 

the wave vector of the decaying plasmon is usually small) in the density 

of conduction states. We could therefore expect the plasmon gain electron 

energies to closely follow the density of states curve. However these 
emitted electrons are superimposed on the large slow peak and so can only 

be deteoted easily in the differential mode dN(E)/dE, in which the only 

marked feature will be the cut-off at the Fermi energy. Thus, the 

observed peaks may in fact only be edges in the true R(E) curve. Therefore 

the observed features on the slow peak should correspond exactly to 

electrons emitted from the Fermi level.
42It has also been suggested (Jenkins and Chung ) that plasmon 

gain effects can occur with electrons from the slow peak. Apart from 
the difficulties in defining the 'true' slow peak positions which presumably 

should be below the vacuum level (the Qbserved peak being due to a cut-off 

at the vacuum level), the very short lifetime of plasmons would be expected 
to make this process far too weak to be observed. Thus, plasmon gain 
peaks are very difficult to observe on elastic peaks (section 2.2.5). On 

the other hand both conduction and Auger electrons should be untroubled 
by a lifetime problem as the coupling of these electrons to plasmons should 

be strong. in the case of Auger electrons (sub-section 2.2.5), this 

coupling is thought to result from the disturbance by the Ionised (Auger 

electron emitting) atom of the conduction electrons associated with the 
plasmon.

The plasmon effects Just described will Justify perhaps two 

peaks associated with the slow peak i.e. surface and bulk plasmon gains. 

However, when the slow peak is viewed under high resolution, much fine 

structure is obtained (Chapters 4, 6, 8 and 9) and a further interpretation 

must be sought in terms of band structure effects.
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An incident electron beam of energy greater than 50eV, will

cause the population of most final states in the conduction band due to
43interband transition mechanisms. In view of this, Willis et. al. have 

suggested that energy structure in the slow peak may be interpreted as 

being due to high densities of final states at critical points in the 

conduction band. The relative intensities of the energy structure will 
not necessarily reflect the true densities of states however, since it is 
possible that electrons excited to higher states in a conduction band may 

populate lower band minima in the same band by relaxation processes (e.g. 

electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering) and be emitted from 

there. Such mechanisms can be seen in relation to Pig. 1.6, showing the 

energy band structure of graphite. Electrons can be excited into the cr^ 

band at the saddle point via direct or indirect interband transitions. 

They may then be emitted at this energy and analysed or they may relax 
in the conduction band into the energetically lower minimum at P ^  . 

Therefore the relative population of these final states (Q^u and P ^ )  is 
observed to remain constant with increasing excitation energy.

The conduction states of interest in secondary electron Emission 
will lie above the vacuum level (i.e. above Ev in Pig. 1.6). One point 

of interest with regard to these high energy states, is that in the case 

of the higher excited states in the third Brillouin zone (30-50eV above 

Ep)» large discrepancies can occur due to the multilayer interaction (note 

the dashed curve in Pig. 1.6 relates to a single graphite layer and the 

full curve, the multilayer crystal). It appears likely that surface 

contamination layers may therefore cause a strong perturbation in high- 

energy band structures; hence the slow peak energy structure may be 

expected to be highly sensitive to the presence of small quantities of 

surface contamination. This is indeed observed to be the case (Chapter 
8).



Figure 1.6 Energy band structure of graphite calculated 
by Painter and Ellis(Ref. kk) showing the 
location of high densities of final states at 
critical points in the conduction band.



Another interesting observation made by Willis et. al 43
•

relates to the presence of interband transition thresholds. This 

indicates that excitation occurs via direct transitions obeying optical 

selection rules (i.e. the wave vector k is conserved in the transition). 

The reason for this observation is not understood.
As well as direct emission from critical points above the 

vacuum level, it may be possible for Auger processes to occur between 

critical point energies (using k conservation). The possibility of 

this process, makes the unambiguous interpretation of experimental data 

extremely complex at present.
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I.-1? Conclusion

The topic of secondary electron emission has been introduced 

along with some other techniques for surface analysis. Pour main 

areas in secondary electron emission were discussed namely; the 

secondary electron yield, Auger electron emission, characteristic 
electron energy losses and slow secondary electron emission. Some 
interelationships between these four areas of work were also considered. 

The usefulness of slow secondary electron analysis for the determination 

of high-energy band structure was discussed in some detail.

Some of the more recent literature in the field of secondary 

electron emission will now be reviewed, with a special emphasis on 

work of relevance to the experimental results of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OP PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Introduction

A review Is now made of electron stimulated secondary electron 

emission; the topic being sub-divided into the categories of Chapter 

1* AES is reviewed in relation to four areas of work of current 

interest and debate. In the following sections, slow secondary 

electron spectroscopy is reviewed; the literature being divided into 

plasma and band-structure interpretations. Then CELS is disoussed 

in relation to the previous sections. Finally, a conparative study 

is made between various types of electron energy analysers in section 
2.5.



2.2. Auger Electron Spectroscopy

2.2.1. Introduction

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) has rapidly developed in the
past six years into a powerful technique for surface analysis. Minute

12quantities of surface contaminants in concentrations as low as 10 

atoms cm ^ can be detected in a surface layer no more than three or four 
atomic layers deep. Although AES was first applied to fundamental 

problems in surface physics and chemistry, it is now used as a tool in 
the solution of both long and short range technological problems.

The purpose of this review section is to discuss the current 
uses of AES along with other literature associated with the field. The 

topics chosen for review, taken from the large volume of current literature 

are related to the experimental results of this thesis, and in addition, 

are at present in a state of debate.
2.2.2. Applied Auger Electron Spectroscopy

It was Lander1 in 1955 who first suggested that Auger electron 
emission could be used as a method for surface analysis. Later,
Harrower^ reported the Auger spectra of tungsten and molybdenum and 

Zinke2̂ , that of magnesium. The sensitivity of their methods was poor, 

but the little-known work of Zinke produced relatively good Auger spectra, 

characteristic of clean magnesium. These latter spectra were achieved 

by the continuous evaporation of magnesium onto a target (under simultan

eous analysis) at only 10~^ torr pressure. Harris ^ finally overcame 

the lack of sensitivity by obtaining the differential of the energy 
distribution (dN(E)/dE).

Between 1968 and 1970, the literature was mainly concerned 

with the cataloging of Auger spectra. To this end, work was published 

by Haas, Grant and Dooley*7, Palmberg and Rhodin^0 and Aksela, Pessa and 

Karras2*®. Haas et. al.2*7 studied the Auger spectra of transition metals 

in the periods 4-6 and found a similarity between the spectra of elements 

in the same period (apart from energy differences). Palmberg and

- 27 -
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Bhodirv obtained the Auger spectra of the fee metals Au, Ag, Cu, Pd and

Ni, and in addition, obtained values for the escape depth of Auger electrons

(Pig. 1.5). High resolution IM4 Auger spectra were published by Aksela 
48et. al. for ten elements, using an electrostatic cylindrical spectrometer.

A complete catalogue of Auger spectra from Be to Th has now been published
liqby Palmberg et. al, *

An important new technique has recently been described by 
Palmber^0 using AES and inert gas sputtering for obtaining chemical profiles. 

The apparatus he used is shown in Fig. 2.la. The target on the carrousel 

holder, is sputtered using the sputter-ion gun and simultaneously it under

goes AES analysis with the electron analyser on the right (cylindrical 

mirror analyser, sub-section 2.5,2). To obtain the chemical profile, the 

pass energy of the analyser is scanned repetitively through the energy 
range of interest while the target is simultaneously sputtered with 

lOOOeV Argon ions. A typical result is shown in Fig. 2.1b. When 

the sputtering etch rate is found, one may substitute depth for sputtering 
time to obtain the chemical profile. One can see from Fig. 2.1b that 
phosphorus segregates in an exponential fashion on the surfaoe of the 

304 stainless steel (note that the peak-to-peak signal height is 

approximately proportional to the surface concentration).

A natural outgrowth of basic Auger studies on pure materials 
has been the detection and identification of various contaminants found 

to segregate on surfaces and at the grain boundaries of metals. Dooley‘S  

has made a study of segregation effects on the mechanical properties of 

Zircaloy alloys which have uses in the field of nuclear engineering.
It was found that carbon segregation produced a surface metal carbide 

whose formation could be related to ductility properties. Ellis^ has 
published work on the bulk to surface equilibra of impurities on thorium 

metal. Using AES, Ellis found that the interstitial contaminants of S,

C and P segregated rapidly to the surface at elevated temperatures, even 

though the bulk concentrations of these contaminants were only in the 

parts per million range.

30
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Figure 2.1a^Exnerimental arrangement for simultaneous sputter 
etching and Auger electron analysis.

h)Repetitive Phosphorus Auger signal from heated 
30*f stainless steel while sputtering.
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The use of AES in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) was

53 54.first reported by Macdonald. More recently, Waldrop and Marcus have

reviewed the *state of the art' with particular attention given to a
computerised AES-SEM system and its uses. They found that with such a
system it was possible to non-destructively determine surface chemistry

with sub-micron area resolution and approximately loR (lnm) depth resolution,

accompanied by an accurate correlation to surface topography. They

obtained Auger electron 'images' of a number of surfaces including fracture

faces and solid-state semiconductor devices. In addition, Arthur^ has

used the technique of scanning Auger microscopy to identify contamination

effects in molecular beam epitaxy of GaAs and GaP. The spatial resolution

in this case was only 0.1mm.
AES has many useful applications in metallurgical studies,

including corrosion, alloy formation, nucléation, diffusion, catalysis,
56epitaxy, thin-film growth and fractography. Dooley and Haas have 

reviewed some of these metallurgical applications. In particular, they 
have proposed a new technique for the production of high purity zirconium 

and hafnium in small quantities. They showed that zirconium atoms, 

normally present to some extent even in high purity hafnium, will segregate 

on the surface of hafnium which has been heated in ultra-high vacuum.

These zirconium atoms can then be removed from the hafnium surface by 

means of argon ion bombardment. Hence the bulk purity of the hafnium 
will increase.

57In the field of catalysis studies, Bonze1^ has recently 

reported some work concerned with the oxidation of sulphur on a Cu(110) 

surface to produoe SOg in the gas phase. Using a combination of LEED, 

mess spectroscopy and AES he was able to make detailed measurements of the 

adsorption of S(from HgS) and its subsequent removal by oxygen at low 

pressures and elevated sample temperatures. Using his data, Bonzel was 

able to construct a catalysis model for the process. However in the
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analysis of such data, consideration must be given to the possibility 

of electron beam artifacts, such as stimulated adsorption or desorption.

2.2,5 Quantitative Auger Electron Spectroscopy
The peak height of an Auger signal from a surface contains 

quantitative information on the number of atoms of a certain type in the 

surface region. Relatively few papers have been conoemed with the 
quantitative aspects of AES. Generally one has to compare the Auger 

data with some independent method to calibrate the peak heights and to 

establish the relationship between the peak height and the corresponding 

number of atoms. A method for the calculation of Auger electron currents 
is discussed firstly and then some independent calibration techniques 

will be reviewed.

The production of Auger electrons depends on the ionisation 
cross-section of the inner level which is involved in the Auger process, 

and the number and the energy of the ionising electrons (both the primary 
and the backscattered electrons). The contribution from the backscattered 

electrons is usually given relative to the contribution from the primary 
electrons.

Vrakking and Meyer^ developed the following relation for the 

measured Auger electron current:
IA » ^(Ep)(l-̂ ) Ipcso (N^q^l+sp)........... (8)
where I is the Auger electron current, (E ) is the ionisation cross- H P
section of the inner level at a primary energy E , (1-w) is the probability

that an Auger process follows the ionisation of the inner level, 0 is

the angle between the incident electron beam and the crystal surface,

is the solid angle in which the Auger electrons are detected and T
is the transparency of the grid system for electrons. The summation is

introduced for the different sites in the crystal which the atoms can
2occupy. is the number of atoms per cm on site i. There is a 

screening factor p^ for the primary electrons and q^ for the Auger electrons.



Hie relative contribution from the backscattered electrons is s^. 

Unfortunately, many of these parameters are difficult to obtain and so 

a seml-empirical approach is usually adopted. •
Vrakking and Meyer‘S  have calibrated the elements of C, N, 0,

P, S and Cl on the substrates of Si and Ge using the quantitative 
technique of ellipsometry (King^5). Their results were in agreement with 
equ. (8) and the backscftttering contributions were 20$ for the silicon 

substrate and 30$ for the germanium substrate.

Weber and Johnson6^ calibrated the potassium Auger peak by 
monitoring the deposition of potassium ions from an alumlno-silicate 

alkali-ion source. Also, Thomas and Haas6*'6 have recently used the 

same method for other alkali atoms. This method will not be discussed 

here since it forms the basis of Chapter 4, concerned with quantitative 
AES. Florio and Robertson65 correlated LEED intensity data with surface 

coverage to calibrate the Auger peak height of chlorine on silicon. 

Perdereau6^ determined the coverage of sulphur on nickel by a radioactive 
tracer method and related the results to the sulphur Auger peak heights. 
Pollard6'’ derived the surface coverage of thorium on tungsten from work 

function measurements. Ridgeway and Haneman * achieved a calibration 

of the Auger peaks of iron and nickel on silicon by determining the surface 

coverage with a piezo-electric mass detector. The same method was used 

by Levenson et. al.66 to calibrate phosphorus on silicon. Misket and 

Ferrante6^ took Auger data for oxygen on tungsten as a function of exposure 

and assumed monolayer coverage at saturation. The main point reached by 

all of these workers is that there appears to be a linear relationship 

between the surface coverage and the number of emitted Auger electrons 

for the first monolayer or so.

Other workers have considered the use of a ratio of two Auger
68peak heights from a binary surface system. Bouwman et. al. considered 

an Internal calibration method for binary alloys of known bulk composition.



It comprises the in situ breaking of prenotched, homogenised, alloy rods 

in UHV and the immediate analysis of the fracture face. They found 

that the observed signal intensity ratio of the two constituent elements 
was proportional to the corresponding atomic ratio of the elements,

69suggesting that matrix effects do not play an important role. Seah ^ has 
made use of the Auger signal ratio of an overlayer film of tin on a 
substrate of iron, to obtain a fractional coverage figure. Shell and 

Rivière' made use of a similar ratio in quantifing phosphorus on iron.

The number of phosphorus atoms segregating to the surface of iron at 

specific temperatures was determined with the help of the Crank diffusion 

equation. This 'empirical' determination was found to agree closely with 

a theoretical approach based on the relative ionisation cross-sections of 

the two elements, with the inclusion of Coster-Kronig contributions to 
the ionisations.

A final point must be mentioned here concerned with the 'quantity'
71to be measured in the Auger electron signal. Houston has shown that

when the Auger yield is defined as the peak signal in the energy spectrum

(N(E)) for a particular Auger feature (i.e. the area under a peak in the

derivative spectrum, dN(E)/dE), and when the applied modulation amplitude

is small (sub-section 3.2.2), the relationship between measured and true

Auger yield is a simple proportionality involving only the modulation

amplitude. As the amplitude approached the width of the Auger peak, the

relationship becomes sensitive to the detailed shape of the feature.

However when the yield is defined as the area under an Auger peak in the
N(E) spectrum (i.e. the double integral of the feature in the dN(E)/dE

speotrum), it is found that the relationship remains independent of peak

shape regardless of the magnitude of the oscillation amplitude.
71This conclusion by Houston has been checked by Grant, Haas 

and H o u s t o n ^ i n  the case of the titanium LMM Auger spectra. They 

showed that the double integration technique recovered the signal strength
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lost by taking data In the derivative modes (sub-section 3.2,2) and, In 

addition, made the Auger yield almost independent of ’chemical effects'

(In the case of titanium, oxidation produces striking changes in the IMA 
Auger spectrum).

2.2,4 Chemical Effects

It is well known in the AES field that the chemical environment 
of an atom can strongly influence the Auger peak energies of that atom 

and can also affect the ’line-shape’ of its spectrum. The majority of 

published work has been concerned with metallic oxidation. Firstly however, 

the origin of 'chemical shifts' will be discussed; the cross-transition 

mechanism which was explained in sub-section 1.2.3a will not be elucidated 
further.

X-ray measurements have shown that small shifts in atomic energy 
levels occur when an atom undergoes chemical bonding. Hence we may expect 
the Auger electron energy to shift upon atomic bonding by an amount A  E ^ ,  
given by:

4 eabc- '0ea "1eb - Aec ......... t9)
where L E A  Eg and A  Ec are the shifts in the individual levels 

involved in the transition. However equ. (9) is inadequate because the 
final state of the Auger transition consists of two interacting vacancies 

in the core levels of the atom (or bands of the solid). Hence the 

energy of this 'divacancy' is unique for each configuration and cannot 

necessarily be expressed as the sum of the corresponding single vacancy 

energies. Thus equ. (9) should be re-written:

.............................................. <10>

Hi addition to changes in the energy levels, we would expect 
changes in the transition probabilities between states and in the 

distribution of states within each level, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3»

This also will cause changes in Auger electron intensities and line shape. 

Hence techniques involving single electron states, such as UPS or XPS



should prove more useful than AES for determining the distribution of

electronic energy levels at surfaces.

However such complexities have not prevented the publication
74of much work concerned with this topic. Baker and McNatt studied the

adsorption of monolayer amounts of oxygen on yttrium films and molybdenum
foil. Chemical shifts were observed in the yttrium Auger peaks involving

the 4p, 4d and valence levels, but not in the corresponding molybdenum
Auger spectra. The initial stages of oxidation of chromium surfaces •

7*5were observed by Ekeland and Leygraf*J using USED and AES. Chemical shifts

in uranium Auger electron energies due to oxidation were studied by Allen

and W i l d .  The lanthanides Sm, Gd and Tb have been studied by Färber 
77and Braun ; they found that Auger transitions involving the valence bands

78were affected by oxidation. Szalkowski and Somorjai' used AES to 

determine chemical shifts and Auger peak intensities in vanadium, the 
vanadium oxides and oxidised vanadium. They found that the relative 

intensities of the oxygen and vanadium Auger peaks could be used to 
determine the surface composition of the different oxides. Also, by use 

of chemical shifts and the vanadium to oxygen Auger peak ratios for the 

different oxides, they followed the oxidation of vanadium metal to 
with increasing temperature.

Finally, both sulphur and carbon have been shown to produce
79Auger spectra dependent on their chemical environment. Farrell has 

shown that the Auger spectrum of sulphur from NagSO^ has two low energy 

satellite peaks below the main peak, whereas in Na^gO^., the satellites

were not present. . A molecular orbital approach was used to interpret
80the presence of the satellite peaks. Grant and Haasou have been able to 

distinguish between three types of carbon, namely carbon which segregated 
onto a Mo surface during heating, carbon from CO on clean Mo and carbon 

in graphite. Again in this case one distinguishing feature was the 

presence of low energy Auger satellite peaks.
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Most of the reported work on chemical effects is of an empirical 

nature since the Auger processes involved are not well .understood.

However even in this limited capacity, chemical effects are extremely 

useful for surface compositional studies. .

2,2,5 Plasmon Oaln/Multiple Ionisation Concepts
The presence of a low energy Auger satellite peak below the main 

K W  or Auger peaks of many free-electron metals has been interpreted
ho 0|i pc

as a 'plasmon loss' peak * * . Here, an escaping Auger electron

generates a volume plasma quantum before leaving the surface and so its 

energy becomes E.̂ _. - f t w . Also there may be a high energy satellite1S.VV p
peak with an energy separation from the main Auger peak of abouttiv^.

This leads to the idea that an escaping Auger electron could main the 

energy of a decaying plasmon. 3h opposition to this, is the interpretation 

involving an initial multiple ionisation event prior to the Auger process.

Two basic mechanisms concern the plasmon gain concept. Firstly, 

the ionisation and the relaxation can be treated as a single entity, the 
satellite being due to an incomplete relaxation of the primary vacancy 

when the Auger electron is emitted (l.e. the plasmon is physically
8lassociated with a primary vacancy). According to this theory (Watts A),

the structure of the satellite peak and its separation in energy from the

main peak are determined by the volume plasmon excitation. Another
82explanation, given by Jenkins and Chung , assumes that there is a complete 

relaxation and suggests that the high energy satellite is due to absorption 
of a plasmon created by the bombarding electrons.

The observation of high energy satellites in soft X-ray emission 

(Hansson and Arakawa®^) has led to an opposing interpretation for high 

energy Auger satellites in terms of a multiple ionisation event. . It is 

proposed that an incident electron can create a double vacanoy in the K or 

L shells, with a subsequent Auger process ( (K)gW perhaps ) leaving the 

atom in a triply ionised state. The controversy is not yet fully resolved
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but opinion seems to be hardening against the plasmon gain interpretation.
82 84 42Jenkins and Chung have reported results for Cu , Si , Al and 

Mg^, and in each case they have attributed the high energy satellite to 

a plasmon gain mechanism. However in the cases of Si, A1 and Mg, the 
multiple ionisation mechanism predicts very similar satellite energies to

86those predicted by the plasmon gain, and other workers (Rowe and Christman , 
Lfifgren and Wallden87, Salmeron et. al.88) have concluded that the 

satellites are due to the multiple ionisation mechanism. These conclusions 

were based on the satellite energy separation as well as a determination

of the primary electron energy thresholds necessary for producing these
R6satellites. Indeed Rowe and Christman found that the satellite 

occurred at the same energy in Si and SiC, while the plasmon energy 

increases from 17eV in Si to 22eV in SiC.

Other workers supporting the plasmon gain include Suleman and 

Pattinson89, Dufour et. al.90 and Powell and Woodruff . Recently, 
Schilling and Raether9^ have observed a surface plasmon gain directly on 

the elastic peak with lOkeV primary electrons. The primaries were 
reflected at grazing incidence from a very smooth surface of liquid indium.

Fortunately, lithium and beryllium are materials in which the 
energy of the satellite events (produced by the opposing mechanisms) should 

have values which would be easily resolvable. Although lithium was 
recently examined by Lflfgren and Wallden87, these authors found no

93evidence for the occurrence of either event. Zehner et. al. however, 

did find a peak relating to the double core ionisation event, but they 
found no evidence for a plasmon gain peak. The lithium surface used by 

Zehner et. al.95 did contain both Na and K, but there is no reason to 

believe that this should substantially affect their results.

Again in the case of beryllium there is conflicting evidence in

the literature. Jenkins et. al.9^ claim to have observed both mechanisms
95giving two distinct satellites, whereas Thomas claims that only one
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Figure 2,2 Auger and higher energy satellite spectra 
from Be surfaces,
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high energy satellite exists corresponding to the (K)gW Auger transition 

in beryllium. Pig. 2,2 portrays the conflicting spectra. The K W  Auger 

peak in both cases is at 104eV, and the low energy satellite peaks at 

85 and 67eV are the first and second order volume plasmon loss peaks.

The high sensitivity given by the cylindrical mirror analyser (section 

2.5) is utilised in curve a, but a signal averager was used in curve b as 
the analysis made use of t k f d optics (section 2.5)» Also, since Jenkins 

et. al.^ admitted that there was some carbon contamination present, it 

appears that the results of Thomas^ are the more worthy of belief (i.e. 

a plasmon gain peak is not detectable in the Auger spectrum of Be). From 

the weight of the foregoing evidence presented in this section, it appears 

that high energy satellite peaks, above Auger peaks, are likely to have 

their origin in multiple ionisation events.

2.3 Slow Secondary Electron Spectroscopy
2.3.1 Plasmon Effeots

In 1966, Gornyi0 pointed out that the effects of collective 
electron oscillation could be observed in both secondary electron and 
photoelectron emission. This work appears to have gone un-noticed until 

1970, when von Koch‘S  observed a peak at an arbitrary energy of 15.2eV, 

superimposed on the slow peak of aluminium. His interpretation involved 

a plasmon decay releasing its energy to a Fermi electron.

Since 1970, many more workers have published results and
interpretations related to secondary electron energy structure in the

slow peak region. The most prolific authors to date are Jenkins and
42 94 85 84Chung, who have investigated such properties in A1 , Be , Mg , Si 

82and Cu . In general, they have observed structure under poor resolution 

and they have usually interpreted their spectra in terms of the plasmon 

gain mechanism. The cases of Mg and A1 will be taken up in Chapters 

8 and 9# and the presented results will be used to criticize those of 

Jenkins and Chung. Powell and Woodruff^ have endorsed the experimental
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results of Jenkins and Chung In the case of Al, and also use the plasmon
4l

gain mechanism as their Interpretation. More recently, Henrich (again 
under low resolution) has investigated the slow peak of Al. His 

experimental results are of poor quality but are in general agreement with 

other workers. However, his interpretation is somewhat more subtle.
He postulates that the shape of N(E) curve is determined by the various 

loss channels available to hot electrons. If plasmon creation is 
available as a loss mechanism for hot electrons, this mechanism will 

cause peaks in N(E) at energies corresponding to the energies of the 
loss channel (i.e. peaks at surface and volume plasmon energies relative 

to the Fermi level). The observed peaks in Al (relative to E^) are at 

10 and l4eV, which is in reasonable agreement with the surface and bulk 

plasmon energies; 11 and l6eV respectively.

Wright and Pattinson have pointed out that the slow peaks of 
both an(j 9 have considerably more complex structures than

have been previously observed. Also, Harris and Pattinson100 reached 

this conclusion in the cases of Cu, Ag and Al. It is these new results 

which now lead us into the next sub-section, concerned with the effects 
of high energy band structure on slow secondary electron emission.
2,1,2 Band Structure Interpretations

The complex energy structures sometimes observed in slow 

secondary electron emission have usually been interpreted in terms of 

high energy electronic band effects. In 1956# Gornyi101 observed peaks 

in the slow secondary electron peak from crystalline copper oxide; he 

was able to correlate the energy loss structure with the *energy gain' 

structure in the slow peak. His argument involved the postulation of 

inter-band transitions, with the higher band having an energy above the 

vacuum level. Hence, electrons in these high energy bands could escape 

from the surface and be analysed. In 1967» Scheibner and Tharp10^ 

observed structure in the slow peaks from single crystal copper,tungsten 

and graphite. Again the inter-band mechanism was used as the interpretation.
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However, with the advent of the increased sensitivity using the 

13 13differential mode * in 1968, some workers began to study this region

of the secondai*y electron energy distribution with more vigour. Willis 
43 103 104et. al. have done a thorough investigation of the band structure

of graphite, using both photon and electron stimulation. The main

conclusions of this work were in verifying the band structure calculation
44of Painter and Ellis , and showing the usefulness of slow peak spectra

in determining the critical point energies in a band structure above

vacuum level. The basic arguments they used have already been discussed

in Chapter 1. Willis et. al.10^ have also studied slow secondary electron

spectra from amorphous germanium films. Their results show that slow

peak spectra are sensitive to disorder effects, determined by substrate

deposition and annealing temperatures.

Koshikiwa and Shimizu w  have observed weak structure in the

slow peak from a Cu-Be alloy, but they made no serious attempt at an
105interpretation, apart from referring to the work of Willis et. al.

39A somewhat different explanation has been given by Seah , concerning 
single peaks observed in copper, silver and gold. He postulates that 
the peaks originate from the decay of surface states, since the emitted 

electrons are highly directional (normal to the surface) and the peaks have 
a narrow width.

Other authors who have used band structure interpretations
include Ellis10^, Wright and Pattinson^'98,99 and Harris and Pattinson100.

Ellls10^ studied a single crystal of arsenic using Auger, energy loss and

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, whilst the latter authors studied Mg

and Al, and Cu, Ag and Al respectively.

2.4 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

This spectroscopy is much older than the other electron

spectroscopies, so that in order to keep this review to a reasonable size,

only relatively recent literature will be discussed. However, the earlier
108work has been reviewed by Raether . The review will start with some
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theoretical work in the subject and will then move on to experimental 
studies.

The earlier work on surface and volume plasma quanta was 

reviewed in Chapter 1. Ritchie^^ has indicated that surface plasmon 

energies are perturbed in spherical systems (as in small spherical 
particles). This latter effect was first theoretically described 
by Fujimoto and Komaki^^ and proved experimentally by Fujimoto 
et.al.111.

It may be possible for an electron to generate a double-plasmon

excitation (i.e. a single excitation of energy Ashley and
112Ritchie performed a calculation for the mean free path of such an 

event, and found that the second order quanta could have an important 

influence in the interpretation of certain experimental results. The 
inverse mean free path for the double quanta generation is given by:

( 7\ 2p
.-1 £) - 0.0103 r -l

where fi ^  and are the mean free paths for double and single quanta

generation respectively, and r is the average interelectron separation
8

in the electron gas. In the case of aluminium, Y\ ^  - 0.04/^”^ .

Powell and Swan have investigated the characteristic energy
losses of Mg11^, Al*^ and the oxidation effects on the two metals.

They observed strong plasma losses in the metals and a shift in the surface

plasmon loss energy upon oxidation of the metal films. However, Stern and 
35Ferrell ^ predicted a progressive shift in the surface plasmon energy as

oxidation proceeded. Murata and Ohtani^^ have recently observed this

progressive energy shift and have suggested that the energy loss value

may be used to determine the dielectric overlayer thickness (sub-section

8.4). in addition, they claim that since Powell and Swan^^ used a poor 
"6vacuum (10 torr), their oxide layers grew as thick islands, whereas in UHV

the growth is uniform allowing the observation of the progressive surface 

plasmon energy shift.
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Bishop and Rivière11^ and Gerlach^ have suggested that 

ionisation losses can be used to determine the core level energies of 

atoms, which of course is potentially useful in AES. However, Fiermans
i|Q

and Vennik have pointed out that the use of ionisation losses to 
determine exact energy level positions is at present limited to a few 

cases where transitions into well defined energy levels occur. This is 
so since many metals show important density of states maxima above the 
Fermi level. This point is of special importance in the measurement of 

'chemical shifts' occurring in the core levels after the atom has chemically 

combined with another atomic species.

Finally, Salmeron et. al.11^ have observed that plasmon creation 
by an incident electron beam in enhanced by ionisation processes. They 

found that the plasmon losses associated with the I+> ^ ionisation loss 

have intensities comparable to those of the elastic peak. This observation 
means that the Fermi electron gas must be coupled with the inner electron 

core levels and so adds weight to the idea that a plasmon gain peak 

(observed as a high energy satellite above an Auger peak) originates from
81a single step process0 .

2.5 Electron Spectrometers and Instrumentation

The review at this point will be restricted mainly to two 

analysing schemes; namely the retarding potential and cylindrical mirror 

analysers, which have been widely employed in a number of laboratories.

These analysers have several features in conmon; they are electrostatio, 

compact, constructed so as to withstand the rigours of the UHV environment, 

and provide easy sample access. Also these two analysers are compatible 

with instrumentation for other measurements, including LEED, work function 

measurement, photoemission etc.
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2«5.1 Retarding Potential Spectrometers

As noted in the introduction, the popularity of LEED for 

studying single crystal surfaces grew rapidly through the 1960's. The 

basic apparatus for this technique is a spherical retarding potential 

analyser such as that shown in Pig. 2.3* An electron beam impinges 
normal to the target surface and secondaries move radially outwards in 

the field free region between the target and the first grid. A negative 
voltage (E^) is applied to the second grid which retards those impinging 

electrons with a kinetic energy less than eE^, to the first grid or 

target. The third grid minimises field penetration of the collector (in 

this case the fluorescent screen) potential into the retarding region.

If we measure the number of electrons reaching the collector (Ne(E^)) as 

a function of the retarding voltage E^, it will be related to the energy 

distribution of secondaries by:

AJ N(E) ,dE
5!

where E is the primary electron energy. A further analysis of the P
detection technique is given in sub-section 3*2.2.

Palmberg120 and Scheibner and Tharp102 independently recognized

that the energy distribution N(E) could be obtained from the collector

current by electronic differentiation, i.e. a small modulating voltage

(k sin\s/*t) is applied to the second grid, as well as the retarding voltage,

and the component of the collector current at the modulation frequency

(w), is proportional to N(E). After Harris*1^ success in extracting
qAuger peaks using the dN(E)/dE mode, Weber and Peria recognized that 

by detecting the second harmonic 2 w o f  the collector current, dN(E)/dE 

could be obtained from a retarding potential spectrometer.
121A double retarding grid system was first used by Palmberg

122to improve the energy resolution from 2.5# to 0.5#* Taylor has 
considered the performance of modulated LEED retarding potential analysers
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Figure 2.3 Retarding potential analyser used 

by Palmberg and Fhodin^
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in considerable detail; however -such details of performance will be

found in sub-section 3.2.2.

2,5.2 Other Electron Spectrometers

The cylindrical mirror analyser (CMA), first described by 
123Blauth , appears to be the best analyser for AES analysis of surfaoes, 

from a constructional and performance standpoint. It received limited 
attention in several gas phase studies until its rapid growth as the 
standard for AES studies.

Palmberg, Bohn and Tracy^ were the first to use a CMA for Auger

electron studies. Their arrangement is shown in Pig. 2,4, The analyse.*

consists of two coaxial cylinders, the inner of which is grounded and has

two cylindrical gridded apertures properly positioned along its length.

A negative voltage is applied to the outer cylinder such that electrons

from that part of the target sufficiently close to the axis of the analyser
which enter into the region between the cylinders, tend to be deflected

towards the second aperture. For a given applied voltage on the outer

cylinder, electrons of energy eV will be focussed onto the exit aperturap&ss
located along the axis of the analyser.

There are several noteworthy features of this analyser. The

acceptance half angle for the design resolution of 0,3# is 6°.

Furthermore, the analyser aocepts electrons around the full 360° of the

cone of half angle c* whose apex is at the target. This results in the

collection and analysis of as many as 10# of all the electrons leaving

the surface if we assume an isotropic angular distribution. Thus the

transmission of the CMA is extremely high for a dispersive analyser.
o 13Other dispersive analysers such as the 127 analyser used by Harris ^ in 

his pioneering work, have several orders of magnitude lower transmission. 

While the transmission of the CMA is comparable with that of the retarding 

potential analyser, it has the advantage that it only measures those 

electrons at the pass energy i.e. the CMA is a band pass filter, whereas
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the retarding analyser is a high pass filter. The consequent reduction

in shot noise gives the C M  a much improved signal to noise ratio, as

much as a factor of 100. The detailed analysis of the C M  is complicated

but has been treated by several authors, the most recent of whom is Roy 
124and Carette .

There are several important differences in the electronic detail? 

between Figs. 2.4 and 2,3. An electron multiplier is used as the pre
amplifier for the CMA because it is the lowest noise, widest bandwidth 

low current amplifier available. Since the multiplier collector is at 

a high positive potential, it is capacitively coupled to the synchronous 

detector input. This arrangement permits modulation frequencies up to 
50kHz to be used, thereby allowing .high speed scans (> 10,000 eV/seo ) 

and oscilloscope displays. The C M  produces a remarkably- flat spectrum 

down to as low as 25eV but the analyser is relatively insensitive in the 
slow peak region since the gain of the first dynode is determined by the 

energy of the impinging electron. Hence, the retarding potential analyser 

is a desirable electron spectrometer in this low energy region since it 
maintains its inherent sensitivity. However, while the gain for the 

retarding grid system must be changed over as much as a faotor of 300 

over the whole energy range, the C M  will record a complete energy spectrum
using only a single gain.

12*5Gerlach has proposed a two-stage spherical retarding potentiai/ 

C M  which has the advantages of both types of analysers. In addition, 

Zashkvara et. al. have suggested the use of a tandem C M  (i.e. double 

focussing) in which target alignment problems are less crucial. Bas and 
BMnninger ' have developed a C M  and a special target stage in which it 

is possible to observe surfaces at a temperature of 3000K. Their 

preliminary work was concerned with oxygen-tungsten adsorption studies 
in the temperature range 1800 - 2600K.
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Earlier in this review, it was stated that an Auger spectrometer 

has been used in conjunction with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

Recently, it has been suggested that the reverse situation may also be of 

use; that is to use a SEM attachment to an Auger electron spectrometer. 

Ashwell et. al. ° have described a procedure for the conversion of a 

UHV Auger electron spectrometer (LEED system) to allow *in situ* 
scanning electron microscopy. The conversion process requires only the 
addition of external driving and detection electronics. The combined 

instrument allows the recognition of surface heterogeneities and the 

location of the exoiting electron beam for Auger analysis at points of 

interest, to an accuracy governed only by the beam diameter. Function 
generators provide appropriate sawtooth waveforms for the X and Y deflection 

plates of the exciting electron gun. Also, the waveforms are sampled and 

are applied to the X and Y inputs of an oscilloscope. The SEM image is 

obtained by modulation of the oscilloscope intensity (Z input) by means 

of the amplified target drain current (absorptive mode). The details 

of the electronics and some preliminary scanning electron micrographs will
be discussed in sub-section 30.1.

129Morabito has described a similar combined instrument, 

though in this case a CMA was used as the electron analyser. His 

electronic scheme is different, in that the SEM image is obtained with 

electronic superposition of the target and secondary electron currents. 

Morabito has presented results, which illustrate the capabilities of 

the combined AES/SEM system in the qualitative and quantitative analysis 

of thin film electronic materials used in the fabrication of precision 
thin film resistors, capacitors and conductors.
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2.6 Conclusions
The expanding field of secondary electron speotroscopy has 

been reviewed with a special emphasis on the literature of relevanoe 
to the topics of this thesis. Many theoretical aspects of AES are not 

well understood but some progress along these lines is now evident.

The spectroscopy of the slow secondary electron peak has been neglected 
in recent years, but is now yielding considerable information of use in 

the determination of solid-state electronic structure. The combination 
of AES with electron energy loss spectroscopy was shown to be a powerful 

tool for determining the plasma behaviour of materials and electronio 

energy levels. Finally, the trends in electron spectrometers and 

instrumentation is towards both a high speed electron energy analysis, 

and a combination of surface analytical techniques.

The chapter which follows, contains a discussion of the 
experimental apparatus and techniques used to obtain the experimental 

results of this thesis.
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Figure 3,1 General Schematic of Apparatus
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EXPERj 'AL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the principles and operation of a 

retarding potential analyser suitable for secondary electron spectroscopy.

In addition, complimentary experimental features will be discussed which 
considerably extend the usefulness of the electron spectrometer..

The basic apparatus Including the vacuum chamber, pumps and much 

of the electronics, was already In existence at the beginning of the period 

of research. However, the apparatus was in need of a number of improvements 

to give It a more satisfactory performance. Studies In secondary electron 

emission have become considerably more conplex in recent years, so that 

pertinent experiments usually Involve much additional experimental 

apparatus. Sane complimentary experimental features are described in 
this chapter; namely a low power SEM attachment, an alkali-lon gun, a 

universal-motion feedthrough and a gas handling system. Since many of 
the results of this thesis relate to slow peak spectroscopy, the effect 

of tertiary electrons on slow peak spectra was investigated to ascertain 

the extent of this problem. Finally, the techniques used for surface 

cleaning are discussed and two novel methods are investigated.

3.2 Experimental Apparatus 
3,2.1 General Features

The general scheme of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 3,1, The

experimental chamber is capable of measuring both the secondary electron

energy distribution and the total secondary yield, since a 360° analysis
is performed in the spherical chamber. The chamber acts as an electron

collector and is isolated from earth via the two insulators marked. . Both
the chamber and tube appendages were constructed from 304 stainless steel,

and vacuum seals were made using copper gaskets and knife-edge flanges.

Magnetic shielding materials (Netio* and Conetic*) were used both to reduce

the stray fields from the ion pumps and also to minimise magnetic fields 
* Perfection Mica Co. Chicago
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in the vicinity of the experimental chamber. The shields were simply 

boxes placed over the ion pump magnets and over the experimental chamber« 

so that the chamber was entirely Enclosed'.
The target was welded to a stainless steel rod attached to the

universal motion (U.M,) feedthrough. The electron gun was at right angles

to the target support rod, and a target rotation allowed the target to
present any angle to the Incident electron beam. Of course, even at

glancing incidence, all secondary electrons would still be analysed due to
-8the 4 tt collection angle. Partial pressure analysis down to 10 °torr 

could be performed using the Varian quadrupole residual ges analyser 

(Q.R.G.A.), which was attached directly to the chamber. A three filament 

atomlo beam source was also available, allowing evaporations of materials 

in UHV conditions. Also, pure gas leaks were possible allowing the 

observation of surfaoe/gas interactions.
UHV technique demands the use of stable, low vapour pressure 

materials in order to reach pressures in the 10 ^torr range. Hence the 

experimental chamber and all ancillary vacuum equipment were capable of 
being baked up to 350°C without amy degradation. This necessitated the 

use of alumina insulators, refractory metal structures, pyrex windows etc; 

and an ergo n aro all-welded construction. The chamber wats initially 

"roughed" out to 10 torr using a sorption pump, consisting of a liquid 

nitrogen-cooled molecular sieve material enclosed in a stainless steel 

envelope. At this pressure, the titanium diode sputter-ion pumps 

(Ferranti FPD 50 amd FPD 8) became effective and the viton valve and 

bakeable valve (Vatcuum Generators) were closed. Without baking, the 

chamber pressure would then fall to 10 torr within a few hours.

Generally, the system was baked at about 250°C for 48 hours and after
wards the pressure fell to the lo”^torr region. This pressure could be 

monitored on the trigger gauge or the Q.R.G.A. The baking operation could 

be performed either with an external oven or using an internal lkW 

projection lamp filament plus heating tapes and "bako-foil" heat shields.
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Ih situ leak testing could be performed using the Q.R.G.A., but a 20th 

Century mass spectrometer leak detector was found to be satisfactory for 

day-to-day leak testing.
Plate 3.1 shows a general view of the spectrometer and instrum

entation. The Lektrokit box in the foreground contains the collector 

and input circuitry, whilst the shielded ion punps can be seen beneath 
the table. The magnetic shielding has been removed to allow the 

spherical collector to be viewed.

Plate 3.2 shows a close-up of the experimental chamber. The 

two hemispherical collector shells are Joined by a 10" flange to form the 
complete spherical collector. Multiple tube appendages are welded on 

radii of the sphere, so that the eleotron and atomic beams converge on 

the target at the centre of the sphere. The details of the detection and 

input circuitry will be discussed in sub-section 3*2.3•
3.2.2 Detection Techniques

As pointed out in sub-section 2.5.1, it is possible to obtain
both the energy distribution of secondary electrons N(E) and the

differential dN(E)/dE, by means of electronic manipulation of the
retarding potential analyser. Firstly however, a few words must be said

concerning the method of retardation.
If referenoe is made to Fig. 2.3, it may be seen that

retardation of electrons is produoed by a negative voltage -E^, applied

to a spherical grid. This grid is usually made from very fine tungsten

mesh in an attempt to produce an equlpotentlal surface, so that electrons

travelling radially outwards with an energy eE^, will Just be stopped

by the grid. Of course, in practice a potential variation will occur
too

between the grid wires causing a severe loss of resolution (Taylor ),
Hence, a double retarding grid system (two linked grids separated by a

121. 122small distance) is how used by most workers (Palmberg ). Taylor

has also calculated the optimum grid dimensions by accounting for electron

divergence effects in the cells of the mesh of the inner grid. The

- *9 -
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divergence is minimised by using an inner grid radius half that of the 

retarding grids and by the use of fine mesh. These design criteria have 

been adopted in the construction of the grid meshes and have enabled an 

energy resolution of 0.2# to be achieved.
If we now measure the current Ic to the collector as a function 

of the retarding voltage E^, it will be related to the energy distribution 

N(E) by: -

rW  - b N(E).dE (11)

h
where the energy distribution is normalised so that:

pf  P N(E).dE - £

where S is the secondary yield. Thus for more negative than Ep, all 

secondaries will be cut off and Ic-0, while for positive with respect 

to the target Ic« S Ip. Now consider the current Ic(Ep) at the retarding 

voltage E^» The change in Ic on moving to a slightly different energy is 
given by expanding Ic (E) in a Taylor series about E^. Thus:

Ic(E)-Xc(ER) + dIc(E)

dE
(E-E^) + d I0(E)

B-EL ^

<E- V i. • • é •

& eb

Substituting from equ. (11) (and reversing the integration limits since 
Ep is normally positive with respeot to Ep),

V E> -  IC( V  - V ÎE rKe-Er) - ïpâiM
dE

(E » E R)2 + . ---- (12)
' EWEp 2i

As stated in sub-section 2.5«1# the energy distribution N(E^) can be 

obtained by modulating E such that (E - E^) » k s i n w  t and measuring

the conponent of Ic(E) at the frequency vv'. Prom equ. (12):

Io(w) ■ -k Ip NfEp) sinw-t

(neglecting higher order terms). This conponent is therefore -klpN(E^)
120for small modulation voltages. In this way, Palmberg and Scheiber 

and Tharp*^ were able to obtain N(E) using the TEED system. Weber and 

Peria recognised that the third term in equ. (12) provided a sinple means



Figure 3.2 Characteristics of Retarding Field
Analysers.
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for obtaining dN(E)&E spectra, hence for small k:

I (2W) - i k2 I dNlElf (cos 2 W  t ) ........ .. . (13)
C P dE I B-E^

Hence, by measuring the component of Ic(E) at the second harmonic, the 

dN(E)6E spectrum is easily obtained.
These detection characteristics are shown in Pig. 3*2. A

peak - to - peak modulation amplitude of 2k is applied to the d.c current

characteristic and the output 2A at the frequency V , produces the energy
distribution curve (middle plot). When the 2 wcomponent is plotted,

the lower curve is obtained. It is important to see that the Auger and

loss features are enhanced in the dN(E)/dE mode, and use is made of this

by utilising the energy value of the minimum excursion, as a datum point

for the Auger electron energy. In this mode, Ic(2vif) is proportional

to the square of the modulation amplitude which must be considered when
*  22viewing actual Auger spectra. However, Bishop and Riviere found 

that the square relation was only accurate up to a modulation amplitude 

approaching the r.m.s width of the energy feature; after this Io(2t^) 
flattened off to a constant value* At the larger modulation voltages, 
the even higher harmonios in the expansion series become significant and 
cause the pertubation.

3.2.̂  Detection Circuitry
Prom the previous sub-section it is apparent that the measurement 

of dN(E)/dE requires the detection of the second harmonic of the collector 

ourrent. However, a large signal at the fundamental frequency will be 

present due to capacitive coupling between the retarding grids and 

collector, which must be suppressed; e.g. by the use of a 2wtuned 

load. In addition, phase sensitive detection is used so that a 

satisfactory signal to noise ratio is obtained; suitable for use as the 
Y - channel input to an X - Y recorder.
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Pig* 3*3 shows the circuitry used for the second differential 
detection. Firstly, we will consider the experimental chamber which 
contains three-grids of diameters 100, 167 and 187mm , and a collector 

(chamber walls) of 200mm diameter. Plate 3.5 shows the internal 

arrangement of the grids, gun and target as viewed after the removal of 

a hemispherical collector and grid assembly. The whole grid structure 

is held by four stainless steel rods welded to the chamber with the 

necessary sintox insulators sheathing the rods. The complete spherical 
grid meshes are formed when the top hemispheres are placed on the lower 

ones and attached to the sintox insulators via wire hooks* Both the 

inner grid and target are earthed externally through a picoammeter 

(Keithley 409). The electron gun collimator can be seen protruding 

through the grids, in Plate 3.3, The electron gun (Superior 5UP) was 

converted to an oxide cathode type, since its original directly heated 

cathode gave a relatively poor emission current. As mentioned earlier, 
an internal projection lamp filament was used as a heater and this may be 
seen close to the centre of the hemisphere.

The voltage supplies needed to drive the electron gun were 
obtained from a resistor chain connected to a stabilized high voltage 
supply (Fluke 413 C). With this arrangement, primary electron energies 

up to 2.5keV could be used with target currents of up te 120^ A; typieal 

spot analysis diameters were between one and three millimeters, as viewed 

on a phosphor screen target. Electrostatic deflection plates provided 

X and Y deflection of the electron beam over the target.

The modulatj on voltage wao derived from a Parnell LFM 2 

oscillator, and was applied to a tuned transformer having a second 

harmonic rejection ratio of 250:1 and a step -up ratio of 2:1. A 

synchronous output of the osoillator was fed to a frequency doubler, 

consisting of a step - down transformer and a rectifying bridge. The 

2w  rectified signal was applied to a tuned filter and phase shifter 

which produced a good square wave reference signal for the phase sensitive



Figure .̂3 Schematic of the second differential
detection circuit
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detector (P.S.D). An AIM* system 5 contained the tuned filters, phase
shifter and P.S.D,

The circuitry required for obtaining a strong 2 w  output signal

will now be discussed. Firstly, to be sure of collecting all incident

electrons, the collector was biased to +1207, to prevent the escape of

tertiary electrons from the walls of the chamber. One of the unfortunate

problems encountered when using such an "external" collector is its high
eapaoitanoe to earth.C__. CL_ must be incorporated in any tuned loadCb US
olrcult where high collector to earth impedance is required. A parallel

LCR tuned circuit was used as the tuned load, with a resonant impedance

at 2 W  of 24 M ohm and an ̂ rejection ratio 230:1. A blocking capacitor

between the +120 V batteries and the head amplifier of the electrometer

prevented charging - up of the electrometer input. If a 2 wsignal

developed across the tuned load, the impedance to earth would be comparable 
0

to the 10 ohm load resistor and the signal would be amplified. At any 
other frequency the tuned load would partially short - oireuit the signal 

to earth, and this signal would not be amplified. Prior to the signal 

entering the P.S.D,, it was passed through an AIM system 5 tuned filter 
to remove any W" signal still present. The resonant frequency of the 

tuned load was 6,200 Hz and it was tunable over a few hundred Hertz.

Some slight tuning was sometimes necessary when varied due to the

addition of experimental apparatus to the collector. However, the

osoillator was nominally set at 3,100 Hz and the tuned filters at

6,200 HZ. Finally, the output from the P.S.D. was fed to the Y input

of an X - Y recorder. This output of the synchronous detector is

proportional to dN(E)/dE since the detector performs the integral of
the input signal times sin'w' ,.t. For W  , ■ 2 Vrer rer

where C is a constant, 0 is an adjustable phase angle and T is the time

I (t) sin (2\vt + 0 )dt o m

"Trade name



.Figure 5.4. Circuit for secondary yield measure^*-
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constant. For T long compared with 1/2V, this integral will be zero 
for all frequency components present in Ic(t) except Io(2w), Since 

this 2 W  component is cos 2wt(equ, 15), must be 7T/2, Therefore 

substituting for Ic(t) from equ. (13) Into equ.(14) we have:

Jout 2. *
4

dNfE^
dE

(15)

which is the desired result. Thus by measuring E ^ as a function of 

Ep we obtain the spectrum of dN(E)/dE.
The retarding voltage E^ is obtained from a Kfepco operational 

power supply (OPS 2000) driven by a lepeo function generator (FG IOC); 

the generator also provides a ramping voltage output for the X input 

of the chart recorder. The generated voltage function was a linear 

ramp from 0 - 20007 (negative voltage) with a wide ramping time capability. 

In addition, the OPS 2000 had an internal voltage bias supply which was 

used to provide "base line" voltages. This was particularly useful when 
observing the loss region of the secondary electron distribution, since 
the baseline voltage could be set somewhat below the elastlo peak energy, 

enabling the observation of the loss region under high X sensitivity.
3.2.4 Secondary Electron Yield Measurements

m  these measurements, the output of the OPS 2000 was connected 

directly to the cathode of the electron gun, so that the primary beam 

energy could be ramped from 0 - 2,000 eV. Yield measurements were 

obtained using the circuit shown in Fig. 3»^» The battery voltages 

of +607 and +1207 on all three grids and collector respectively, ensured 

the complete collection of secondaries leaving the target. The automatic 

yield measuring circuit has been described by Thomas and Pattinson1^0, 

and will only be disoussed briefly here.

Since the sum of the secondary current i„ and the target 
current i must equal the primary current i , when we sum the outputsx p
of the two piooammeters using the adder, we obtain a voltage function 

proportional to i which is then fed to the divider. The seoond divider
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input is proportional to i , so that the divider output is proportionals
to i /i which is the secondary yield 6 . This output is fed to theB P
X - Y recorder along with that of the function generator, to produoe an

automatic X - Y plot of $ , Ep (i.e, a yield curve). When the target

current is nulled, the output is calibrated at $ ■» 1 (ls “ ip)» If the

grid bias polarity is reversed to -607, the backscattering coefficient

is obtained and plotted in a similar way.

Some of the yield results presented in this thesis were taken
in a smaller single-grid chamber, specially designed for such measurements.

However, the above discussion remains equally valid.

3*2.5-. Tertiary Electron Problems
Since a good deal of the experimental results of this thesis

are oonoemed with slow electron spectroscopy, it was felt necessary to

consider the spurious characteristics of the retarding potential analyser
r32 133in this energy region. Both Cross and Koshikawa and Shimizu have

recently pointed out that spurious peaks can occur in slow peak spectroscopy.
These workers found that if a positive voltage was applied to the inner

grid (normally earthed) of a retarding potential analyser, then a spurious
peak could be extracted« In addition, by applying a few volts negative

132to the target, a second smaller spurious peak was observed by Cross •

It was concluded that these spurious peaks were due to "tertiary" 

electrons originating from the gun collimator and the grid mesh of the 

energy analyser. If one considers the secondary electron flux leaving 

the target, then it is apparent that this flux must pass through the
»

inner grid before being analysed. This passage through the grid mesh must 

generate tertiary electrons which will add to the true slow peak already 

present. Furthermore, it is possible that secondary electrons will be 

generated in the gun oollimator if the primary electrons are not contained 
in a well-focussed beam. Hence, the measured slow peak may well be a 

summation of three slow peaks, and so it is of inportwice to check the cffeots 

of these spurious peaks in any particular retarding potential spectrometer.
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Pig* 3.5 shows a differential spectrum of the slow peak of
partially oxidised aluminium, taken with -4.5V on the target and a series

of positive voltages on the inner grid. The retarding grids were scanned

positively to the left of zero and negatively to the right. The small

differentiated peak on the left is due to the effect of tertiaries fron

the inner grid, whilst the large peak at about 4V is the true slow peak.

The spurious peak is seen to move "in step" with the applied inner grid
volta«}«*

voltages and also to increase slightly in height as the inner grid^ increases,, 
When the inner grid voltage increases, more tertiaries will be created 

at the grid and the peak height increases. Also larger positive voltages 

will be required on the retarding grids in order to remove the tertiaries 

from the positive inner grid; hence the "in - step" energy shifts. The 
size of the spurious peak is very small compared to the results of 

Cross ^ who found that the spurious peak was comparable in size to the 

true slow peak, when +14V was applied to the inner grid. Another very 
small spurious peak can be seen at about 1.5V which was thought to be 

related to secondaries originating from the gun collimator. Since the 

target has a -4.5V potential, the true slow peak is shifted to a higher 
energy, but secondaries from the gun collimator will be analysed at their 

actual energies of about l-3eV, Hence, this spurious peak may also be 

removed from the true slow peak.

It can be seen therefore from Pig. 3.5, that spurious peaks 

are not large in this experimental apparatus and should not substantially 

affect the measured slow peak spectra. Further evidence for this 

conclusion is apparent when one observes the considerable differences 

between slow peak spectra taken from different surfaces. Persistent 
spurious peaks have not been observed so far in our spectrometer.

A final check was made on the effeots of spurious peaks by 
evaporating a dean aluminium film on to the target, and then taking 

slow peak spectra with and without the presence of spurious peaks.



Figure 3.5 The extraction of spurious peaks in the
slow peak
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The result can be seen in Pig. J.6. A small spurious peak is again seen 

on the left. The energy scales have been normalised to allow an easier 
structure comparison. One unfortunate effect of the voltage biassing 

is that it causes an energy broadening of peaks (i.e. loss of resolution). 

However, apart from this, the main energy structure is present in both 
plots and one may therefore conclude that at least in this case, the 

spurious peaks have no significant effect. The loss of resolution is 

however a serious problem and much fine structure would easily be lost 
by operating the spectrometer under these biassing conditions. Therefore, 

the majority of slow peak spectra were taken without voltage biassing. 

3.2.6 Improvements to Existing Experimental Apparatus

Care must always be taken when using high Impedance input 
techniques to avoid earth loop currents which can cause severe frequency 

modulation of the desired signal. To this end, the main’s "earth" was 
disconnected from all power supply boards and a substitute earth was 
connected which was derived from a grounded bus bar. Subsequently, all 

the instrumentation wc.s earthed directly to this earth line, thereby 

minimising 50 H? pick - up.

Some trouble was occasionally experienced with a loss of 

collector signal strength and eleotrical breakdown between the retarding 

grids and collector. The problem was traced to eleotrioal leakage paths 

built up across high voltage feedthroughs after metallic evaporations had 

been performed in the chamber. A leakage resistance of a few Megohm 

between collector and earth represented a significant signal loss. The 

leaking insulators were abraided with glass beads to remove the conduct

ing films, and shielding insulators were added in order to mask the 
feedthroughs from such contamination.

The power supply to the eleotron gun filament was changed 

from a re-chargeable lead/aoid battery to a Farnell constant voltage/ 

current source (Farnell L JQF). This power supply was floated at



Figure 5»& Effect of biassing conditions on slow peak
spectra
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cathode voltage (up to -2.5 kV) by means of a 1 : 1 isolating transformer.

However, it was found neoessary to place this transformer in an earthed
metal box, to eliminate 50 Hz pick - up in the filament supply circuit.

A gas leak system was constructed to enable the observation of

gaseous reactions at surfaces. In order to accurately monitor the

constituent chamber gases, the Q.R.G.A. was moved from the ion - pump

neighbourhood and attached directly to the experimental chamber as shown
in Fig. 3.1. This necessitated the re-tuning of the tuned load .due to

the increase in C^E (sub-section 3.2.3) •
Although the energy resolution of the energy analyser was

usually about 0.2# (i.e.^E/E X 100#), occasionally the resolution might

fall to 0.4# after the grid system had been re-assembled. The reason
for this was the fact that the grid hemispheres were not perfect around

their '’equators”, and hence an exact matohing to form a perfect sphere

was difficult. In addition, some of the grids had a slight spherical

distortion, especially near holes which had been cut to allow the target,

gun eta., to pass thr^igh the grids.

Towards the end of the period of research, this problem was

particularly acute and it was decided to construct a completely new set

of retarding grids and a new grid former in whioh the "equators” of the

hemispherical grids would be constrained in perfectly circular slots.
The method of grid construction was similar to that described by Palmberg 

131et.al. The outer retarding grids were made from 102 x 102/0.03mm 

tungsten mesh whilst the inner grid required a smaller density mesh of 

64 x 64/0.03mm. Glass spheres were made of 187, 167 and 100mm diameters 

with an accuracy of 0.5#. Each mesh was stretched over a hemisphere of 
the glass sphere and an equatorial ring of Advance metal strip was 

spot-welded to the mesh. Unfortunately, when the mesh was removed from 
the glass sphere, it was not self-supporting and it required chromium 

plating in the manner described by Palmberg e t . a l . i n  order to 
strengthen it.
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Fig* 3.7 shows the method for supporting and constraining the 

grid hemispheres. Each grid is retained in the slots by screws. The 

aluminium rings which hold the upper and lower hemispherical grids, lock 
together by means of looating pins and holes. This method of construction 

is more robust and should give an energy resolution perhaps less than 0.2#. 

Unfortunately, no results are available at present with regard to either 

the resolution or transmission of the new grid system.

3.3 Additional Experimental Features
3.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscope(SEM^ attachment ,

It is obviously advantageous to be able to directly view a

surface on which AES is to be performed. A displayed SEM image allows

the recognition of surface heterogeneities which may then be selected and

examined in detail by AES. In addition, an AES - SEM system greatly

aids the location of small targets in a mulii-target holder. The most

important design criterion for such a system is the ease with which a

specific point of interest in the SEM image can be analysed by AES. Further

design considerations are that additional structures within the AES vacuum

system are undesirable and that display of the SEM image on a standard
oscilloscope is more convenient than the long persistence phosphor displays
used in moro conventional SEM work. The design considered here will allow

the conversion of a standard AES system into a combined AES - SEM faolllty

simply by addition of external electronics.
The basio layout of the combined AES - SEM system is shown in

Fig. 3.8. The function generator provides appropriate sawtooth waveforms

for the X and Y channels* They are fed via the attenuator, driver and

shift controls to the deflector plates of the electron gun (Voltages Vr
in scanning voltage diagram of Fig. 3*8). The attenuator and driving 
amplifiers allow the sawtooth amplitude to range from zero to 80V, 

per mitting magnification control in principle from "infinity” to 

approximately x 2. It is essential for AES analysis that the feature 

under examination lies at the centre of the retarding grid optics.



Dimensions in mm

Retarding mesh

Figure 5.7 Schematic section through new grid assembly



Figure -3.8 Layout of the combined AES-SEM system.
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To help in this respect, the shift controls are used for DC offset of the 

X and Y raster mean voltages (Vsx and Vsy in scanning voltage diagram).
The output of the function generator is also fed into the X and 

Y deflection channels of the display oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard 130 C), 

The SEM image is obtained by modulation of the oscillosoope beam intensity 
(Z input) by means of the amplified target drain current (absorptive mode). 

To avoid the need for a long persistence display a frame rate of 13 Ha 

was found convenient. The sawtooth frequencies were 3kHz and 13 Hz for 
the Y and X channels respectively. The limiting resolution is the spot 

size on the oscillosoope which lowers the required number of picture points, 

and limits the necessary band-width of the target current amplifier to

2.5 MHz. The ohosen sawtooth frequencies were eventually considered to 

be lower than necessary in praotice, and with careful oscilloscope 

focussing and spot intensity adjustment, it is felt that the frequencies 

could be increased thereby giving more picture points and better picture 
quality.

The scanning unit consists of two independent, but basioally 

similar oircuits to drive the X and Y channels. The common design is 
shown in Pig. 3.9» A linear rise in voltage across is produced as it 
is charged Lnrough a constant current diode CL. When a value of about 
12V is reached, TR, conducts and discharges C^. Repetition of this process 

generates the required sawtooth waveform. The lOK^potentiometer 

(attenuator) is buffered from C^ by TRg. The osoillosoope input is 
derived from Cg» Transistor TR^ acts as a phase splitter; each output 

has the same amplitude of about 9V, but the output at the collector is 

inverted. An amplification stage follows, in which the TR^ and TR^ stages 

have a voltage gain of 10. The outputs are fed to the deflector plates 

via C5 and Cg. The required shift voltages are provided by the double- 

ganged 50K^potentiometer. The transistor types whioh are common to 
both X and Y scanning units are as follows: TR^ -2N2646, TI^ -EFX85,

■^3#^»5 ^59* Capacitors values (iny p) for the X channel were:





Micrograph of square Gold target - reverse side 
showing stainless steel claw holder

Micrograph of contaminated Cs film on Gold target

Plate 3A pr nmjnarv scanning electron micrographs
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C., -0.64, C0 , - 2.2, C,. _ -4.7# Cs „ -1.0 and for the Y channel: l 2*5 #̂5 o* {
Cn -0.0047, C« -0.033, C, _ -0.01. Current limiting diodes (CL) were:J. d 3“ I
X, CL 4710 and Y, CL 1020. Both scanning units were powered from an

ITT power-card (PC 250A15/15) plus a Zener diode chain, but problems of

cross-frequency coupling In the common power supply were encountered.
It was found however, that a large value capacitor, placed across the 

Zener chain, effectively shunted AC to earth and prevented this coupling.
The two stage signal amplifier, shown in Fig. 3#10, has a gain 

of 5 x 105 and a 0 - 2.5 MHz bandwidth. The target connects to the 

2.5KA potentiometer at T, which oontrols the input impedance and hence 

the image contrast. Diodes (PAD5) protect against a target being electron 

beam charged prior to connection. The 10k A  potentiometer provides offset 

control and is preset to give zero output signal with zero input. The 

circuits Just described are similar to those disoussed by. Ashwell et.al. , 

apart from flight component differences and the omission of a diode output 

network, which enables the signal amplifier of Fig. 3*1°» to deliver up 
to 6V peak-to-peak without distortion.

With the shift controls fixed, a feature of interest may be 
mechanically moved to the oentre of the display, and the magnification 
increased until the beam is stationary at this point. One can then do 

an immediate Auger analysis of the feature.

Plate 3.4 shews some preliminary low magnification (about *5)

SEM images. A glancing incidence electron beam is used in image A and B, 

with a primary current of 8jj A. The cross-claw of the target holder can 

be seen in micrograph A, with a hook (on the right) turning under to 

hold the substrate. The claw was made from 2mm diameter wire, and the 
target is a 25x25mm square. The grid spacing of the osoilloscope screen 

is 10mm. Micrograph B shows a contaminated Cs film and reveals that 

contamination was not uniform over the film. Unfortunately, these 

heterogeneities were not rigorously correlated with Auger spectra at 

this time because of serious problems with the Auger electronics.
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However, weak Fe and Ni Auger electron peaks were detected on the claw 

and a small Au Auger peak developed as the beam was deflected onto the 

Au substrate.

The combined AES-SEM instrument is likely to have a useful 

future, particularly in the field of integrated circuit analysis1^ .

Mach improved spatial resolution is expected with the advent of better 

circuitry , and improved electron guns with beam diameters of less than 

25 microns, which are Just becoming available.

3.5.2 .. The Alkali-Ion__3ua

The alkali-ion gun was constructed so that controlled amounts 

of alkali ions could be deposited on a substrate over a uniform area.

Fig. 3*11 shows a cross-section of the gun assembly. Basically the 

construction is similar to that of an electron gun, with a control grid, 

focussing and final cathodes. The gun assembly was bakable up to about 

400°C. Four alumina rods support the cylindrical eleotrodes and are 

clamped via barrel connectors to the flange support, as shown in Plate 3,5. 
Electrical connections were made to the gun eleotrodes with the use of 
insulated wires fed through holes in the electrode support rings. A 

coarse tungsten mesh was spot-welded on to the final cathode aperture to 
give a uniform acceleration to the alkali-ions. The filament housing 

was made large so that neutral alkali re-emission from hot surfaces will 

be minimised. When a target interrupts the ion beam, an ion current flows 

which is deteoted by a Keithley picoammeter (Model 409). By integrating 

this current with respect to time, the total number of deposited ions can 

be found and hence the surface coverage is estimated (the assumptions made 

in this statement wil" be considered in section 4.2).

Perhaps the most important feature of the gun, is the ion source.

This was constructed in a similar manner to that described by Weber and 
134Cordes who found that when alkali atoms are thermally emitted from 

an alumino-silicate source, singly ionised ions were produced with a 
neutral emission of less than 1-2$, Cesium was chosen as the alkali

- 6 2 -
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since it has a reasonably strong Auger transition at 45eV, and it also 

is in common use as a means for lowering work functions.

The cesium zeolite source was prepared by ion exchange with a 

sodium zeolite. Scdium zeolite (Na^VlSiO^) was obtained as a fine powder 

which was completely insoluble in water, making an ion exchange process 

into a lengthy affair. The following procedure was adopted to prepare 

the new zeolite. 5«7gm of sodium zeolite were added to 100ml of 
cesium chloride solution; this composition gave the Cs ions a four fold 
excess over Na ions. This suspension was then sealed in a Pyrex tube, 

which was subsequently vibrated in a steam bath (95°C) for two days. The 

tube was then broken and the zeolite was filtered in a ground glass filter, 

followed by a washing in de-mineralised water. Fresh cesium chloride 

solution was added to the zeolite and the steam bath treatment was 

continued for a further two days. Afterwards the zeolite was filtered, 
washed, and dried in an oven at 100°C and finally ground into a fine powder. 
A heated fine platinum wire spiral was then dipped into the powder and 

removed; after about 20 or 50 such dippings, the zeolite coating on 

the platinum filament was about 2mm thick. At about 700°C, the coating 
slowly fused to the platinum wire to form a robust filament. This 

filament was then placed in the alkali-ion gun and was powered by a 
4-5A do supply.

The values of supply voltages were similar to those used in

commercial alkali-ion guns (PHI model (A-l4l-Cs,K,Na). Proper ageing

of the filament was necessary by drawing ion current for tens of hours,

in order to remove carbon contamination from the ion beam. Typical

ion ourrent to the target was 5xlo"°A (about 2x1 C; ions cm c s j.

No alkali impurities were detected from the ion source which is in
6l 62agreement with the findings of Thomas and H a a s '  *
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The Universal Motion Feedthrough

This mechanical device when attached to the target, enabled 

target movement in three directions, plus a rotation. Movement in 

three directions is particularly important when optimising the target 

position for best resolution, since the analysis area must be at the centre
N

of the analysing grids. Also, this facility enabled features in the SEM 

image to be brought into the centre of view, ready for Auger analysis, 
with no loss of resolution. Target rotation is important since the 

exciting electron beam may then be used at glanoing incidence so increas

ing the Auger yield and indeed the intensity of any 'surface* phenomena, 

such as surface plasmon energy losses.

Plate 3.6 shows the device attached to the experimental chamber.

X and Y movement is obtained by rotation of the two micrometer screws 

which press against two sliding tables. The X and Y tables slide over 

a fixed common base-plate attached to the support column. This support 
column is fixed to the main base seen near the top of Plate 3*6. An 

inner threaded rod drive passes through the main support column and can 
be turned with a tommy bar as shown on the left of the pioture. A nut 
is pinned to the common base-plate so that when the tommy bar is turned, 
the nut moves in the Z direction carrying the common base-plate with it.

A linear bellows acoomodates the Z movement of up to 10om. An 

independent commercial (Vacuum Generators) rotary drive is seen near the 
bottom of Plate 3*6 and this rotating shaft conneots directly to the target 
rod. The whole assembly, apart from the brass base-plates, was bakable 

up to 250°C. The elegant construction of the device in our workshop 

enabled the saving of a considerable sum of money.

---Gas Inlet System

A pure gas leak is a useful facility in most studies of surface 
properties. Gases may be physi- or chemisorbed on a surface causing 

substantial changes in LEED, AES, work function etc. The main purpose 
of the construction of the present gas leak facility was to enable new
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surface cleaning methods to be used i.e, cold-cathode sputtering and 
substrate heating in active gases. Such cleaning methods will be 

discussed in the next section.

A schematic diagram of the gas leak system is shown in Pig.3» 12. 

Research grade gases (Matheson) were used in small 7 litre cylinders.

The pipe-work from the gas regulator to the bakable valve was made from 

stainless steel tube and could be baked up to 100°C. Gas leaks were 

continuously variable down to 10"’10torr with fine control allowed by the 
bakable leak valve (Vacuum Generators MD 6). A flushing procedure 

was used to remove impurity gases from the gas feed line, in the manner 

described below. The main valve on the gas cylinder was opened and 

gas was then allowed into the gas feed line via the regulator. When 

several atmospheres pressure had built-up, the regulator was closed and 

the flush valve opened for a few seconds, so that the pressure in the
t

feed line dropped to slightly above atmosherie pressure. This procedure 
was then repeated several times. Although the method is relatively 
simple, it was found quite satisfactory for the required applications.

A typical gas analysis for a hydrogen leak at 8xl0*^torr is seen in Fig. 
3.13« The spectrum was taken with the Varian quadrupole residual gas 
analyser attached directly to the chamber. Unfortunately the filament 

in the gas analyser caused some of the observed contaminants in the mass 
spectrum, even though the degassing procedure was followed. Hence this 

filament was switched off during surface preparations. The large hydrogen 

partial pressure peak seen in Fig. 3*13» was found to be adequate for the 

removal of both chlorine and sulphur from a zirconium surface (sub-seotion 
5.2.2).
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*3.̂  Methods for Producing Clean Surfaces 

Pour methods have been studied in the present work and they 
are listed below: ,

a) Evaporation of materials onto a substrate,

b) Heating a surface in UHV or in active gases,
o) Cold-cathode sputtering in inert gases and

d) Alkali-ion bombardment.
Methods a) and b) are fairly common and will be considered first.

When a material is evaporated from say a tungsten wire basket, 

many of the impurities in the material will have a lower vapour pressure 

than that of the material, so that an atondo beam of the material should 

be rich in that particular species. Ih the case of aluminium, both 

carbon and aluminium oxide will be left behind in the basket due to their 

lower vapour pressures at the evaporation temperature of aluminium (800-900%?). 

When the atomic beam condenses on a substrate, a pure polycrystalline film 
should grow, if we assume no gaseous reactions in the passage from source 

to substrate. This method is particularly useful for stable materials 

with high vapours in the useful evaporation temperature range (600-2,000°C). 
The uses and pitfalls of the evaporation technique will be disoussed as 
necessary throughout the remaining ohapters.

Surface heating is perhaps the oldest method for surface 

oleaning. The basio idea is that heating will remove adsorbed gases and 
volatile surface inpurities. However, in many instances the reverse is 

found to be true and impurities from the bulk may segregate to the surfaee 

on heating (sub-section 2.2.2). Hence this technique must usually be 

accompanied by heating in active gases or inert gas sputtering.

Cold-cathode inert gas sputtering is an offshoot of the more 

conventional inert gas sputtering. In the latter case, high energy 

(l,000eV) inert gas ions impinge on a surface and physically remove 

both contamination and true surface atoms from the surface. Surface 

damage is removed afterwards by an annealing process. Typical background
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•5 -4pressures during sputtering are between 10 and 10 torr. Argon ions

are commonly used but the gas is inefficiently pumped by getter-ion

pumps and special pumping facilities are usually required. To overcome

this problem, it was found possible to produce a cold-cathode discharge of

high power dissipation between an earthed target and a positive electrode,

at a pressure of about one torr of nitrogen. The method was found
135suitable for inert substrate materials such as gold and silver . The 

discharge was maintained at 300V, 5mA for about 20 minutes and then the 
chamber was pumped down to UHV and Auger spectra were taken. Some 

results for a gold substrate are seen in Pig. 3.14. The Auger peaks on 

the right correspond to the K W  Auger transition in carbon, at 268eV, 

whilst that on the left is the gold Ng y W  Auger peak at 69eV. Without 
sputtering, the Auger spectrum contains a strong carbon peak and no gold 

Auger peaks. The carbon layers are so thick that any Auger electrons 

emitted from the gold substrate are inelastically scattered before reach

ing the surface and are not observed. However when the cold-oathode 
discharge procedure is applied, the Auger peak from carbon reduces to 

about one third of its original size and a large Auger peak from the gold 
substrate is seen, indicating the removal of much carbon contamination. 
Further sputtering did not entirely irradicate the carbon Auger peak, 

and it is thought that the relatively high pressures used for sputtering 
caused a contamination equilibrium to be set-up, so that oarbon was being

removed as quickly as it was deposited from the ’rough' vacuum.
136Tracy has recently pointed out the possibility of surface 

sputtering using energetio alkali-ions. The main advantage is that 

the surface need never 'see' a vaouum worse than 10~^torr. An alkali- 

ion source is used, such as the one described in sub-section 3«3»2, and 

the ions are accelerated to a negatively biassed target (about 300V) 

to produoe the sputtering action. The surfaoe is then annealed by mild 

heating, which also removes any adsorbed alkali atoms. Hence useful
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•Qsputtering can be accomplished in a vacuum below 10 torr which is

not possible using conventional sputtering techniques.

Pig. 3»15 indicates the feasibility of the technique, but

unfortunately a premature failure of the alkali gun filament precluded

further observations. Again these results are taken from a carbon-
contaminated gold surface. Only a shoulder can be seen at 69©V in the

case of the heavily contaminated gold surface, with a large carbon

Auger peak predominating the speotrum. This target was then biassed
-8at -300V and an ion current of only 10 A was passed for one hour at

10 torr (this corresponds to a total of 10 Cs ions or about 1C$

of a monolayer). Even after this brief exposure, the carbon peak

was significantly attenuated and a small gold Auger peak appeared at

69eV* Cs was not deteoted in this speotrum. This brief observation
136concurs with the work of Tracy and has stimulated further work in our 

laboratory along these lines.
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The essential features of the experimental apparatus have 

been discussed along with detection techniques and circuitry. It 

has been shown experimentally that tertiary electrons are present in the 

experimental chamber but do not represent a serious problem in slow 

peak spectroscopy. Some additional experimental apparatus has been 

discussed and its use will now be amplified in the remaining chapters. 
Also, the four basic methods used for surface cleaning were explained, 

with some indication as to their applications.

Several pieces of work were done using the apparatus and 

techniques Just described, and are now related in the next six chapters. 

The first four chapters contain work on some selected problems in the AES 

field including quantitative AES, AES of zirconium, secondary emission 

from metal blacks and eleotron energy loss spectroscopy of antimony.

These chapters contain results both of theoretical interest and of 

technological importance. The final two chapters of results illustrate 
the usefulness of slow peak analysis and some results will be used to 
criticize the work of recent authors.

%
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - PART ONE

SelegtedLProbletns In Auger Electron Spectroscopy and 
Associated Techniques

CHAPTER 4

QUANTITATIVE AUQER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY USING THE 
ION-BEAK METHOD OF CESIUM ON GOLD

4.1 Introduction

One object of this piece of work was to deposit controlled 

amounts of Cs on a gold substrate using the alkali-ion gun described in 

sub-section 3.5.2# Much information can be gained from this controlled 

deposition, including the Auger electron calibration curve for Cs on Au, 

and an estimation of the absolute sensitivity of the apparatus to surface 

species (in this case Cs).
Also, the slow peak of Au was monitored as Cs was deposited, in

order to check if submonolayer quantities of Cs had an appreciable effect

on high energy band structure. If such small quantities of Cs were
affecting band structure, then this situation would have serious implications

in photoelectron spectroscopy where small amounts of Cs are routinely used
137to purely reduce work function. Christensen and Séraphin have already 

pointed out that Cs may diffuse into the sample metal to form concentrations 
large enough to produce band structure changes, in the part of the sample 

reached by the photons. These doubts will be partially substantiated 
in this chapter.

In addition, the secondary eleotron emission properties of Cs 
can be found when the surface is saturated with Cs, which is useful since 

few results are available in this area, and indeed, those available are 

in confliot. Finally, an estimate may be made of the escape depth of 

the Auger electrons from Au, by monitoring the Au Auger signal as Cs 
is deposited.



4.2 Calibration Technique
The surface coverage of Cs can be measured by integrating

the ion current flowing to the target:
/ U

n(t) - ( l/eA ) x J
0

l(t).dt

where n(t) is the coverage at the exposure time t, e is the charge
per ion, A is the exposed surface area of the substrate and I is the ion
current collected by the target. For this relation to be valid, certain
assumptions must be made. The sticking coefficient of the Ca ions is

assumed to be unity and the effects of migration and re-evaporation are
134not considered to be large. Weber and Cordes have shown that

virtually all emitted alkali species will be in the form of singly ionised

ions; this conclusion has been partially tested by both myself and 
52Thomas and H a a s *  , by suitably biassing the target with a positive 

voltage and showing that no Cs ions then arrive at the surface.

Contamination was found to be a serious problem when the ion 
gun was first used, with large amounts of carbon being deposited on the 

gold substrate. Much of this contamination was subsequently removed by 
oold oathode sputtering in nitrogen. Unfortunately, it was not found 
possible to remove all traces of carbon from the substrate so that the 

calibration results strictly apply to a partially contaminated Au surface, 
such as is shown in Fig. 3*14 (continuous line).

The Auger peaks chosen for calibration were the respective 

strongest peaks in the Auger spectra of Cs and Au; namely the Ng y w  

transition at 69eV in Au and the ^Og ^ transition at 45eV in Cs, 

Both of these peaks lie in the region of steep slope, so that it was 

necessary to use low values of modulation voltage (1.5-4.OV peak to peak 

amplitude), to reduce the slope error incurred when measuring the peak 

to peak value of the Auger signal (i.e. maximum to minimum of the 

excursion). In addition, such modulation voltages should not oause 

significant line broadening since the natural Auger line widths were
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about 2-4eV wide. The errors incurred by such effects were discussed

in sub-section 2.2.5. However, in the case of Au, the splitting of the
Ng j level causes a splitting of J>eV in the Auger spectrum, at 66 and

69eV, as seen in Fig. 4.1 (taken under high resolution). Hence, a

modulation voltage of 4Vpk-pk is required in quantitative measurements,

so that the splitting does not interfere with the peak height measurements;

in effect the larger modulation will *smear out* the splitting, to
produce a single peak. The Auger peaks in Fig. 4,1 are in basic agreement

138with the recent work of Joyner and Roberts , but their interpretation is 

somewhat complex and a discussion is not appropriate here.

About 1C$ of a Cs monolayer was deposited at a time and then 

Auger, and slow peak spectra were taken. In the initial calibration run, 

when 51/a of a monolayer was reached, a mains eleotrioity failure caused 

the ion pumps to stop for 45 minutes. When the pumps re-started, sulphur 
was found to have contaminated the Cs/Au surface so that this run was 

discontinued. However, the second run was more successful and a total 
theoretical deposit of 3»6l monolayers of Cs was made. All measurements 

ceased after this point, duo to a premature filament failure in the 
alkali-ion gun.

Cs surface deposits were removed by mild substrate heating (200°C), 

enabling easy surface regeneration. However, the presence of Cs in 

the chartber had a detrimental effect on the oxide cathode of the electron 

gun, and eventually the gun current became noisy and the entire gun was 
replaced.

4.3 Calibration Results

Two calibration runs were made, with two different angles of 
incidence for the exciting electron beam, in order to show the effeot of 

‘surface sensitivity’ at high angles of incidence. Fig, 4.2 shows the 

growth of the ^ Auger peak from Cs as the surface concentration

of Cs increases. The peak energy occurs at 45eV and the figure contains





— 9£gwt.h. of ^b,5°2,302,3 Auger peak of Cs with 
fractional monolayer coverage



only a representative number of spectra. The figure shows that the 

peak grows steadily as the Cs coverage Increases, up to about one 

monolayer thickness when the growth slows, and finally ceases.

The coverage unit of Cs monolayers was chosen for the sake of

clarity, A more fundamental unit would have been Cs atoms cnf^, but
this unit was transposed to the monolayer unit by assuming that a surface

14 »2concentration of 9x10 Cs atoms cm was equivalent to one monolayer.
This surface density equivalent was calculated on the assumption that the 
submonolayer structure was ionic139,62 an(j eacn cs atom ocoupied a 

diameter squared, on the surface (atomic diameter of Cs equals 5*35 A ). 

Thomas and Haas^*'^ used a somewhat different criterion for monolayer 

density, by assuming that a monolayer of Cs was complete when the Cs 

surface density equalled the substrate surface density. However, their 

reasoning for this assumption was not elucidated.

Pig. 4.2 also indicates that 0.16 monolayer of Cs forms a well 
resolved peak and in fact 0.06 monolayer was detected as a strong dis

continuity at 45eV, It is therefore estimated that about 0.01-0,02 

monolayer of Cs represents the limit of detection under the particular 
instrumental settings.

Pig. 4,5 illustrates the corresponding reduction in the 
Auger peak of Au, as the Cs coverage increases. Again, the coverage unit 

is fractional monolayer and one can see the M a s t i c ’ attenuation of the 

peak size with submonolayer quantities of Cs. This indicates the strong 

surface sensitivity of AES to the presence of surface contaminants. The 
width of the peak (measured from maximum to minimum excursion) appears to 

remain fairly constant at about 5®V, irrespective of Cs surfaoe coverage. 

The figure contains only a representative number of curves; the full 

data being left to Fig. 4.4, After two Cs monolayers were reached, the 

gold Auger peak was not fully resolved (i.e. a true max. and min. were not 

formed) but merely became a discontinuity in the curve at 69eV, It is 

perhaps worth noting that the 69eV gold Auger peak was reduced to about 

one half, when 505$ of a monolayer of Cs was present.
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The complete results of the two calibration runs have been 

plotted in Pig. 4.4, Auger peak heights were determined by measurement 

of the maximum to minimum excursion of the signal in the differential 

mode, with no correction being made for the background slope. Both the 

growth and decay of the Cs and Au Auger signals respectively, are shown 

in the figure. The first calibration run is shown by the two curves 

which end abruptly at about 0.5 monolayer. The second run carried on to 

reach over 5.5 monolayers of Cs, although whether Cs will condense above 

two monolayers without substrate cooling, is questlonable^'^^.

Cs signals on both runs show a fairly good linear rise with Cs 

submonolayer coverages. However, on the seoond run, there was evidence 
that the relation became 'distorted1 near 0.6 monolayers when the Cs Auger 

signal stopped growing. The error bar given at the 0.70 monolayer point 

indicates the peak to peak noise error and it is seen that this point lies 
well outside the linear relation line. A possible explanation of thi3 
effect is given later. The steeper rise of the Cs signal in the first 

run is due to the higher angle of primary electron incidence (65°) as 
compared to normal incidence in the seoond run. This higher sensitivity 
at non-normal incidence is again seen in the corresponding Au Auger peak 

signals. These slopes are also fairly linear in the submonolayer region, 

and in the second run, the curve flattens and approaches a zero value.

Pig. 4.4 therefore represents a calibration curve for the Cs 

on Au Auger system, under the particular instrumental conditions stated. 

Besides this quantitative aspect, the work had much valuable 'spin-off' 

in terms of the Auger eleotron, electron energy loss and slow peak 

spectroscopy of cesium, which is useful because of the brevity of the 
literature in this area.



4*4 Auger Electron Spectroscopy of Cesium

The Auger spectrum of cesium was taken after about 3*5 monolayers 

of Cs had been deposited on the target. Since the background slope was 
no longer a problem, the modulating voltage was increased to 3Vpk-pk in 

order to view the finer structure of the Auger spectrum. Pig. 4.5 

Bhows the low energy Auger spectrum so obtained. The large peak at 

45eV was the one used for calibration purposes and a further small peak 

is seen at 58eV. In addition, two shoulders have appeared at 6l and 69eV.

A complete Auger electron scan from 100 to lOOOeV is seen in 

Fig. 4.6, which relates to the same surfaoe as Fig. 4.5. Small amounts 

of S, C and 0 contaminants are present on the surface (150, 270 and 510eV 

respectively), with a further peak at 475eV whose origin Is uncertain.

The weak Auger electron doublet corresponding to the ionised level 

of Cs, is seen unresolved at 560eV.
The Auger spectrum of clean Cs is still under debate in the 

literature, but my results appear to support the work of Thomas and 
Haas^1*^, rather than that of Desplat1**̂ . However, a fuller disoussion 
of these results will be left to section 4.6.

4.5 Electron Energy Loss and Slow Peak 
Soeotrosoopy of Cesium

After 3.61 monolayers of Cs had been deposited, electron energy 

loss spectra were taken on the surfaoe and are shown in Fig. 4.7. The 

differentiated elastio peak can be seen on the right of the figure with 

the associated losses being quite small. However with higher modulating 

voltage and more gain, we are able to resolve four energy losses at 8.0, 

18, 20.5 &nd 38eV. The surfaoe and bulk plasmon losses which are 

thought to be at 2.11 and 2.96eV (Hartley1**1) were not resolved. Table

4.1 gives the observed energy loss values with their possible assignments.
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Table 4.1

Energy Losses of Cesium (in eV)
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Present Results 8.0 18.0 20.5 58
141Hartley A 2.11 2.96 20.1 42.8

Assignments S.P. B.P. I.B. I.B. + I.L. I.B.

S.P,: surface plasmon, B P*: bulk plaamoni I.B. i inter/intra-band 

transition« I.L.: Ionisation loss.

It appears that the losses at 8. 18, 20.5 and 38eV are not

connected to plasma behaviour since they show no strong variation with

angle of incidence, as typified by the lower curve of Fig. 4.7»
141Hartley makes the assumption that these higher lying losses must be 

interband transitions. However an energy level scheme for Cs (see next 
section) shows that an ionisation loss is possible, l.e. the 0^ level 

at 22.7eV, which could make a contribution to the broad split loss at 

about 20eV.

If these broad losses are indeed inter/intra-band transitions, 
then this points to the meohanism for the population of high energy,

(above vacuum level) final states, since the upper band of the transition 

must be well above vacuum level. This conclusion is Justified slnoe 

the only available lower band levels are the 01 and 0^ ^ levels, which 

occur at 22.7 and about 12eV, hence a j8eV transition mast take the 

transit electron well above vacuum level. It is now appropriate to 

move on to see the effects of the population of high energy states, on 
slow peak spectra.

The experimental effects of Cs deposition on the slow peak 

spectra from a gold surface will be considered next. Table 4.2 displays ) 

the observed slow peak characteristic energies for both the initial 

gold surface and the ceslated surface after the deposition of 5.6l 

monolayers of Cs. Since the slow peak spectra from the two elements
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are different, it is interesting to observe the effects of submonolayer 

quantitites of Cs on the gold surfaoe.

Table 4.2

Observed Slow Peak Characteristic Energy Values (in eV)

Cesium 1.2 1.8 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.8 5.5
Gold 1.1 2.5 3‘.2 4.0 4.9' 5.4 6.2 6*8 7-9. 8.5 12.2

(These energy values are taken from minima in the dN(E)/dE mode)

A sequence of slow peak spectra were therefore taken periodically

during the controlled deposition of Cs on Au, and these are shown in 

Pigs, 4.8a-c. The first stages of deposition are seen in Pig, 4,8a and 

it is apparent that even 0.06 monolayer has a significant effect on the 

speotra. The sequence of Pig, 4,8a, sees a strengthening of the 
splittings at 1,4 and 2.4eV and the emergence of a strong peak at 3eV.

Also, the weaker peaks between 6 and lOeV fade in strength. In Fig, 4,8b,

the structure becomes less intense with a general movement to lower
<

energies (although this may well be due to a change in contact potential 

difference between target and analyser grids). After the monolayer 
thickness is reached (Fig, 4,8c), the spectrum stabilises somewhat apart 

from a further general shift in energy. Although the unambiguous 

interpretation of these figures is not possible at this time, it is apparent 
that oomplex 'distortions* of high energy band structure are occurring 

with submonolayer amounts of Cs on Au,

Pig, 4*9 shows a set of slow peak spectra taken from the Au 

surface after 5,61 monolayers of Cs had been deposited, Sinoe no gold 

Auger peaks were observed on this surface, the spectra were considered to 

have originated from a Cs surface (as described in section 4,4), ihe series 
of spectra show the effect of variations. The strongest structure is 

seen at lower primary energies since this is when most of the primary 
energy is dissipated close to the surface. However, the majority of



Figure k.Sa. Slow peak of Au surface with Cs fractional 
monolayer coverage
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Figure 4.8c Slow peak of Au surface with Cs monolayer
coverage
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the salient features are reproduced throughout the plots, although slight 

energy shifts do occur due to the changing background slope. The energy 

values in Table 4.2 were taken from these plots.

4.6 Discussion and Conclusions

The discussion of the foregoing results will be divided into

three areas; firstly, quantitative AES and escape depths; secondly,
AES of cesium and thirdly, slow peak spectroscopy of the Cs on Au system.

The steady growth of the Cs Auger signal, as submonolayer

quantities of Cs are deposited, indicate the extreme surface sensitivity

of AES. An approximate linear relationship has been found between the

measured Auger peak-to-peak signal height and submonolayer coverage.

Thomas and Haas and Macrae1*'*’ also found that the relationship was

only approximate in the case of Cs deposition. Reasons for these

deviations may be threefold. In the case of Thomas and Haas, there was

interference from a tungsten Auger peak close to the Cs peak. Also

there is the possibility that the stioking probability approaches zero

as the coverage increases, since it is known^^ that substrate cooling

is necessary in order to condense many layers of Cs. Thirdly there is a
possibility that the Auger transition rate for the N,, _0o ,0o , process

^■»5 142in Cs, nay be affeoted as coverage increases. Both Todd and myself 

have independently considered this latter explanation, in the following 
manner,

Macrae et.al.1^  and Thomas and Haas^2 have observed the

existence of two types of Cs structure on a tungsten surface. An ionic
structure was observed up to about 0.5 monolayer- and thereafter, a hop
structure was seen as specified by USED patterns. The occurrence of this

143'duo-layer* has been contested by Fehrs et. al. who concluded that 
Macrae et. al.s* surfaces were probably contaminated. However, it must 
be pointed out that Macrae et. al. did use AES whilst Fehrs et. al. did 
not; a point apparently neglected by Fehrs et. al. If we can therefore 

make the assumption that such a 'duo-layer' does exist, it seems likely

- 78 -
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that this structural change could well influence the Auger electron

transition rate for the N., -CL ,0« , Auger electron in Cs. The 0o _4,5 2,5 2,5 2,5
level of Cs should be strongly affected by a structure change. Since 

the level is only about 12eV below the Fermi level and in effect forms 

part of the valence band, A change in the valence band density of states 

could well alter the Auger transition rate for the ^ Auger
electron.

If we now refer to the calibration curve of Fig, 4,4, we see 

an apparent discontinuity at about 0.7 monolayer coverage, which could 

correspond to the hop structure transition. Obviously further work is 

needed in this area, in order to establish whether Auger spectra are 

indeed sensitive to surfaoe structure.

The detection limit for Cs on Au under the stated conditions, 

was found to be about 1-2% of a monolayer. This figure is in reasonable
tQ gg

agreement with detection limits given by other workers3 * using
1

retarding potential analysers. If a cylindrical mirror analyser were 

used, this figure could easily be lowered -by an order of magnitude.
A study of the deorease in the substrate's Auger peak with 

adsorbate coverage can yield information on the mean free path and the 

maximum escape depth of Auger electrons in the adsorbed overlayers.

The maximum escape depth is an important parameter since it is this 

thickness of the overlayer that one analyses in AES. The coverage 

corresponding to the oomplete extinction of the substrate's Auger peak 

gives the maximum escape depth of these electrons. Such a peak 

extinction is seen in Fig. 4.4 at about 2.2 monolayers of Cs (/*/ 78, 

assuming the thickness of one layer equals the diameter of the Cs ion).

Ih relation to Fig. 1.5, this depth appears large but it is in agreement 

with Thomas and Haas's findings. The re-evaporation problem at 

larger thicknesses may well explain this exaggerated value for esoape 
depth.



TABLE 4.4

Energy Level Diagram for Cesium (in eV)

’b&b ’* »ass’* Siegbahri
z Z+l Z

M4 739.5 796.1

"s 725.5 780.7

h 230.8 253.0

N2 172.3 191.8

N3 161.6 179.7 164

■"» 78.8 92.5 81

N5 76.5 89.9 79
22.7 39.1 25

°2 13.1 16.6 15
11.4 14.6 14

V 4

* »BfflB* Bearden and Burr144



We will now move on to discuss the AES of cesium. The 

experimentally observed Auger eleotron peaks together with their assign

ments are given in Table 4.3. The table indicates that agreement between

TABLE 4.3
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Observed Auger Eleotron Peaks of Cesium (energy in eV^

Present 140Desplat u 4qThomas and Palmberg Assignment Calculated

work Haas^ energy

45.3
43

, „ . ,

45.8
48.4

47 47 N4,5°2,3°2,3 48.5

58 57 N4,5°2,3V 57

61 62 62
(+small peaks N4.5W

65.2
67 «* 69 from 400- 

700eV)
n4>5w

560 - 555
566

563
575

552.5
566.5

.4

different workers is not good whioh is no doubt partly due to the 

difficulty of obtaining a clean surface of Cs. However some agreement 

is apparent between the results of myself and Thomas and Haas.

The assignments were derived from the energy level diagram seen 

in Table 4.4. Equ. (2) (Chapter l) was used to obtain the oaloulated 

Auger eleotron energies, using a ̂ correction of 4.5eV. One can expect 

most of the low energy Auger transitions to be initiated by ^ holes 

due to Coster-Kronig processes, and in fact this assumption leads to 

quite good agreement with observed energy values. Hence the 58eV peak 

is not thought to originate from the Nj vacancy, as suggested by Thomas 

and Haas**1. The triplet of peaks near 47eV observed by Desplat1**0, were 
not observed by any other workers and the triplet may well be due to 

tungsten contamination from his substrate (tungsten has Auger peaks at
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1^039 and 49eV). Also, Desplat has critised the work of Thomas and 

Haas^1, arguing that Ihe 58eV peak is due to partially oxidised Cs. In 

Fig. 4.6 the oxygen peak is seen to be very weak though the 58eV peak 
in Fig. 4.5 is quite strong. These particular findings tend to support 

Thomas and Haas^, and we must therefore conclude that Desplat^^ could 

well have had other contamination problems apart from possible tungsten 
contamination.

To sum up, we have found that submonolayer quantities of Cs

on Au have a significant effect on high energy band structure, in the

vicinity of the surface. The results portrayed in Figs. 4. 8a-c, tend
137to confirm the doubts of Christensen and Seraphin , concerning the 

generally accepted belief that monolayers of alkalis, simply reduoe the 

work function value of the surface without altering band structure.

Such techniques are frequently used in UPS when investigating band structures, 

but the consequences of alkali coverage effects are rarely considered.

In particular, Fig. 4.8a shows that a Cs concentration as low as 0.C6 

monolayer, has an observable effect on slow peak structure. Therefore 
one oannot assume that such coverages will simply amplify existing 

structure, without serious distortions.

The slow peak spectra of Cs, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9, oould 

not be compared with the results of other workers, due to the lack of 

data in the literature. However, the observed multiple peaks indioate 

that plasmon effects if present, must be accompanied by band structure 

effects, with a possible contribution from the underlying gold substrate. 

Unfortunately, a search through the literature for a high energy band 

structure for Cs was fruitless, and it was not possible therefore to 

correlate observed peaks with the calculated critical point energies.
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...5

AtlflER ETJYrmCN SPECTROSCOPY CF ZIRCONIUM

5tl
Zirooniura is known to have a strong chemical affinity for 

many elements and one might expeot to observe many interesting surface 

properties of the metal using AES. Also, so far as is known, only 
Dooley and Haas^ have published what they claim to be a ’clean surface* 

Auger electron spectrum of zirconium.

In addition, zirconium is known to have a gettering action 
in UHV, and commercially available bulk getter pumps (S.A.E.S. getters, 

Milan, Italy) utilise an alloy of aluminium and zirconium to obtain a 
pumping action, A typical bulk getter material is ST 101 (from S.A.E.S.), 

composed of 84$ zirconium and 16$ of aluminium. Harris and Pattinson^^ 

made a study of the surface composition of such an alloy but did not 

obtain a clean surfaoe or discuss the segregation And gettering action 

of the material. Hence, some work was required to try to understand 

how such a bulk getter system might work.

Nuclear engineering has found many uses for ziroonium especially 
when alloyed with small quantities of other metals (e.g. Sn, Ni, Fe in 

the cases of Zircaloy 2 and 4). Dooley^ was able to correlate the 

duotility properties of Zirealoys with zirconium carbide formation at 

high temperatures, using AES. Such observations of surface chemioal 

properties appear to be extremely useful in the diagnosis of alloying 
problems.

Two basic methods were tried in order to obtain clean surf ewes 
of zirconium. Firstly, a bulk sample of zirconium (from Metals Research 

Ltd., purity 2N5) was analysed after heating in UHV and in active gases. 

Secondly, zirconium was evaporated from tungsten wire baskets onto the 

zirconium substrate in UHV, and the thin film was analysed using AES.
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5.2 Bulk Zirconium

5.2.1 Heating In Ultra-high Vacuum

The bulk zirconium target was in the form of a thick foil of 

size 2.5 x 2.5 cm. This foil was spot-welded onto the stainless steel 

target rod and was then inserted into the UHV chamber. Prior to 

insertion, the target was passed through a de-greasing cycle in an 
ultra-sonic bath using carbon tetrachloride, acetone and de-mineralised 

water respectively. Three tungsten wire baskets were also filled with 

zirconium foil pieces and were out-gassed and vacuum-melted in a separate 

coating unit, prior to insertion in the UHV chamber. A chrome1/alumel 

thermocouple was spot-welded to the back of the zirconium foil in order 

to measure its temperature. The thermocouple leads were fed to a 

radial feedthrough situated on the target tube of the chamber.

After baking, the pressure in the chamber fell to the 10 ^torr 

region and an Auger spectrum was taken from the foil's surfaoe. Only 

two major peaks were seen at this stage) at 268 at 508eV, corresponding 

to carbon (K W  Auger peak) and oxygen ( K W  Auger peak) contamination 
respectively. With radiant heating from the lkW projection lamp 

filament, the zirconium foil reached 600°C and was held there for several 

minutes. The heater was then switched off and a complete Auger scan 

was taken which is shown in Pig. 5«1* This relatively mild heating 

reduced the carbon and oxygen Auger peaks so that some low energy Auger 

peaks were then visible under high gain. The peaks at 89» 113 and l48eV 

were thought to originate from zirconium whilst those at l8l, 269 and 

510eV were due to chlorine (L0 , W  Auger peak), carbon and oxygen 

respectively. Also sulphur probably represented a component of the
1

1^8eV peak sinoe the L0 , W  Auger peak of sulphur lies at about l49eV.

The carbon peak at this stagp showed no evidence of low energy Auger
8Osatellite peaks as seen when carbide formation occurs0 . Presumably, 

the carbon was therefore of graphitic nature.



Figure 5*1 Auger spectrum of heavily contaminated Zr
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Heating the target to above 600°C, required the use of electron 

bombardment heating in addition to radiant heating. The lkW projection 

lamp filament was powered through a 'Variao*-driven isolating transformer 
which had its centre-tap output earthed. This arrangement effectively 

kept the filament close to earth potential. A variable high positive 

voltage (O-JkV) was placed on the target by adjusting the voltage input 
to an ion-pump power supply (Ferranti FPD-8) connected to the target.
This high positive voltage on the target attracted electrons from the 

filament and electron bombardment ensued. Typical operating conditions 

necessary to reach a target temperature of 1100°C were: Target voltage, 

+2kV and emission current, 50mA. However with this arrangement, it 

was not possible to simultaneously heat the target whilst doing AES 

analysis, hence all the following spectra were taken as quickly as 

possible (5-10 minutes) after flashing the target.

Fig. 5.2 shows an Auger speotrum of zirconium after the 

surface (described by Fig. 5»l) had been flashed for one minute at 850°C, 
using the procedure Just out-lined. The energy scale has been expanded 
in order to view the spectrum more easily. It may be seen that the 
small peaks of Fig, 5.1 are much more pronounced and further small peaks 

have appeared at 72, 124 and 172eV. All of these peaks were thought 
to originate from zirconium. The oxygen Auger signal has not changed 

substantially although that of carbon haa considerable reduced in size 

and a small low energy satellite peak has appeared at 250eV. This 

latter event may well be due to a carbide formation. The peak at l8leV, 

due to chlorine, is still present however. Sulphur has become the main 

contaminant after flashing, with its large Auger peak at l48eV. It is 

worth noting at this stage that some low energy discontinuities are 

present at about 22, 53 and 45eV. Complete Auger scans from 0-l,OOOeV 

did not reveal any further energy structure. Several flashings for 

,periods of minutes at 850°C, did not give speotra with any substantial 

differences to Fig. 5.2,
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Upon raising the flashing temperature to 950°C, several

important changes did occur, as seen in Pig. 50» Firstly, a small

resolved peak appeared at 22eV and there was a general increase in the

strength of all peaks apart from those of carbon and oxygen. The higher

temperature had apparently caused more carbon and oxygen to diffuse into

the bulk giving an increase in strength of the remaining Auger peaks.

Chlorine (l80eV) has become a major contaminant with its peak size
increasing by almost an order of magnitude. Since chlorine is expected

56to desorb well below this temperature , it seems likely that it has 

chemically combined with the zirconium surface. ' Further flashings at 

950°C did not significantly reduce this chlorine Auger peak, so it was 

considered worthwhile at this point to try to remove chlorine by flashing 
in hydrogen.

5,2.2 Heating in Active Gas Ambients

Hydrogen was chosen as the active gas since it was thought that 
it might chemically combine with sulphur and chlorine on the zirconium 
surface, to produce the gases of HgS and HC1 which could then be pumped 

away* A hydrogen leak was therefore set up as described in sub-section 
at a background pressure of 8x10 'torr. Fig. 3»1]5 shows a typical 

mass spectrum of the residual gases in the chamber Just before thei
zirconium was flashed. No mass spectra were taken during the flashing 

due to time limitations and background pressure changes vhilst the 

flashing occurred.

At this stage of the experiment, the low energy Auger peak at 
about 22eV gradually disappeared after about an hour of exposure in UHV, 

Hence, after the flash at 950°C in the hydrogen ambient. Auger speotra 

were taken as quickly as possible (in the order of a few minutes), starting 

at low energy and working upwards towards the contaminant energy range,

By this procedure it was hoped to minimise spectral distortions due to 

contamination build-up, which has a stronger effect at the lower Auger
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electron energies. In fact the strength of the 22eV peak gave a good 

indication as to the level of contamination present on the surface, and 

it will be seen later that few authors mention, or observe this peak 

strongly, indicating possible contamination problems on their surfaces.

The results of the flashing in hydrogen can be seen in Pig. 5«^. 

The peak at 22eV is starting to increase in size due to tie reduction of the 

carbon and oxygen Auger signals to near noise level. No new peaks are 
seen in the spectrum, but the sulphur peak has slightly increased in size. 

Further flashings in hydrogen up to 1050°C, did not reduce the chlorine 

peak height. At this point it was concluded that a dynami« .equilibrium 

had been set-up in which the sulphur and chlorine were diffusing as 

quickly to the surface, as they were being removed from the surface by 

reaction with hydrogen. Ih order to lower the diffusion rate, the 

surface characterised by Pig. 5«^# was flashed at 700°C (i.e. a somewhat 
lower temperature) in the usual hydrogen ambient.

PiE. 5.5 appears to Justify the previous conclusion, sinoe 
both the sulphur and chlorine peaks have now disappeared. The original 

peak at l48eV has attenuated and shifted to l46eV and it is concluded 

that this peak is now a true undistorted zirconium Auger peak. Also 

the strongest peak in the spectrum is now at 92eV, instead of l48eV, 
which indicates the lack of sulphur contamination. Unfortunately, both 

carbon and oxygen have returned to the surface, causing the 22eV peak to 

all but disappear. The Auger peak of carbon is again seen to have low 

energy satellite peaks at 250 and 255eV, possibly indicating carbide 

formation.
i

After these treatments it was hoped that the bulk concentrations 

of both sulphur and chlorine would be lower, so that the surface segregation 
problems of these elements would be reduoed. The target was therefore 

flashed again in UHV at 950°C and the Auger spectrum of this surface is 

shown in Pig. 5.6. Both sulphur and chlorine have returned but not so



F ig u re  5.4 A uger sp ectru m  of Z r  a f te r  flashing to 95QeC in H 2



C onditions as  fo r Fig. 5.2
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strongly, especially In the case of chlorine« In keeping with the 

previous results, carbon and oxygen have reduced in size allowing the 

observation of the strongest 22eV peak so far seen«
oA further flashing of this surface at 950 C in hydrogen, 

completely eliminated the carbon and oxygen Auger peaks to below the 

noise level, as seen in Fig. 5»7« This caused a further increase in the

size of the 22eV peak. Chlorine was more successfully removed on this 
occasion, leaving a small peak at l80eV to the right of the l72eV 
zirconium Auger peak. The remaining zirconium Auger peaks occurred at 

72, 92, 116, 126 and 1^7eV.

Fig. 5*7 represents the oleanest surface that was observed for 

a bulk zirconium sample; the only contaminants being sulphur and chlorine. 

It was this surface that was allowed to oxidise from the residual oxygen 

(or CO) present in the UHV chamber. Unfortunately, zirconium surfaces 

were found to suffer from severe eleotron beam stimulated adsorption 

effects which meant that the act of surface analysis was substantially 

affecting the Auger spectra. When the primary electron beam was deflected 

on to a fresh part of the target, after a period of a few hours on another 

area of the target, it was found that the two sets of Auger spectra showed 
significant differences. This process could be repeated many times over 

the target and a typical result is shown in Fig. 5.8. The upper dotted 

curve represents an area where the electron beam has been landing for a 

few hours, and the lower continuous curve, an area which has only been 

exposed to the beam during the spectral measurements (about 10 minutes). 

The upper spectrum shows considerable contamination from oxygen and carbon 

and an attenuation of the l48eV Auger peak. Also, a new peak has 

developed at 139eV. Some contamination from carbon and oxygen is also 

present on the fresh surface, but it is smaller especially in the case 
of oxygen.



F ig u re  5.7 Auger spectrum  of Z r  a f te r  a fu rth er flashing to 950°C in
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If one looks carefully at the two sets of spectra, one can see 

slight energy shifts between them. The dotted curve has peaks at 89,

113.5 and 124eV which are l-2eV lower than in the corresponding peaks of 

the continuous curve. However the peak at l48eV has not shifted in 

energy, indicating that this peak may indeed be of a different origin 

to the other three peaks mentioned. These Chemical shifts’ were found 

to be somewhat more exaggerated when the surface was fully oxidised i.e. 

at the point when the oxygen Auger peak ceased to continue to grow. An 

Auger speotrum of such a surface is shown in Fig. 5*9« The main peak 

energies are at 88, 113* 139 and l47eV with the smaller peaks at 124 and 

172eV being barely resolved due to contamination. Hence, the original 

peaks at 92, 116 and 126eV have shifted downwards between 2-4eV, upon 

oxidation. Also the carbon Auger peak of Fig. 5*9, now shows no evidence 

of low energy satellite structure.

5. *3 Thin Film Zirconium
Three tungsten wire baskets were out-gassed at about 2,500°C in

a commercial coating unit. Pieces of zirconium foil (purity 2N5) were
then added to the baskets, and the zirconium was vacuum-melted, in a 

-5vacuum of 10 torr. The three baskets were then placed in the UHV chamber 

where they acted as three collimated sources for zirconium. Evaporations 

were performed at a filament temperature of about 2,000°C, onto the 

zirconium target.

Carbon and oxygen were found to be the main contaminants in the 

first few films deposited. Eventually after about six evaporations 

over a period of days, the carbon and oxygen Auger signals were reduced 

to low levels and the zirconium Auger spectrum came up strongly, as 

shown in Fig. 5.1G These zirconium Auger peaks have been tabulated, along 

with those from the bulk zirconium (Fig. 5*7) and oxidised zirconium 

(Fig. 5.9), and are shown in Table 5.1.



Figure 5.9 Low energy Auger spectrum of fully oxidised Zr



F ig u re  5.10 A uger s p e c tru m  of Z r  th in  f i l m
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TAKT.ft 5.1

Low Energy Zirconium Auger Peak Energies Observed on 

Various Zirconium Surfaces (in eV^

Bulk Zr 22 33* 45* 72 92 116 126 148 173
Thin 
Film Zr

22 33* 45* 72 92 115 125 145 172

Oxidised
Zr

- <■» mm 88 113 124 l4o t•¡4"r\

*not fully resolved

Agreement between the peak values In bulk and thin film 

zirconium is evident apart from the peak at l48eV. It seems likely that 

the thin zirconium film will have a smaller contribution from sulphur and 

so the true zirconium Auger peak is probably represented by the 145eV peak 

in Pig. 5.10. The Auger spectrum seen in Fig. 5*10 represents the cleanest 

zirconium surface produced in this work and as shown later, this surface 

was less contaminated than published spectra to date. Evidenoe for this 

conclusion comes from the facts that the 22eV peak is stronger than 

observed previously, and also the peak at 92eV is new the strongest peak 

in the low energy zirconium Auger spectrum. All published speotra 
available to date show that the l48eV peak is strongest, indicating sulphur 

contamination. If we go back to Fig. 5.5» showing a surface contaminated 

with oxygen and carbon but not sulphur, we again see that the 92eV Auger 

peak is the largest peak in the speotrum.

5.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The discussion will be split-up into firstly; a discussion 

of the Auger spectrum of zirconium with comparisons with other workers' 
results and secondly, a discussion of the surface properties and 

segregation effects which have been observed in the previous figures.
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The observation of Auger electron spectra from a clean zirconium 

surface is extremely difficult due to its surface reactivity with its 

own bulk and its gaseous environment. A comparison is made in Table 5*2 

of the low energy Auger peak energies observed by a number of workers. Not 
all workers were able to deteot the low energy Auger peaks of zirconium, 

presumably due to contamination problems. In fact, only Palmberg et.al. *

TAKLE 5 .2

Comparison of the Auger Peak Energies of Zr (energies in eV^

Present Dooley and Palmberg Harris and Haas et.al.
Work Haas (ref.56) et.al.(ref.49) Pattinson (ref.47)

(ref.l46)

22 - 21 - 23

33 mm 33 - 34

45 - a* 46 47

72 - as - -

92 93 92 90 93
97 114115 117 116 117
124 , 124

127125 127 128 139
145 149 147 148 149

172 175 174 - 175

myself have observed a strong 22eV peak. However most workers seem

to agree that the l49-7eV peak is the strongest in their spectra, but as

we have already stated, this is not the case for a sulphur-free surface;

the 92eV peak then being the strongest. All workers, apart from Dooley 
56and Haas , admit to having carbon and oxygen contamination. Dooley and

Haas claim a clean surface of ziroonium but since their l49eV peak is

large and at the sulphur Auger peak value, it must be concluded that this
146claim is not true. Harris and Pattinson claim a peak at 139 eV *nd 

explain its occurrence as an Auger electron at l48eV suffering a character

istic energy loss before leaving the surface. A peak at l40eV was observed 

in Pigs. 5.8 and 5.9, as the zirconium surface became oxidised and it is



TABLE. 5.3

Auger Peak Assignments for Zirconiu^

Auger Transition Calculated Energy (eV) 
from Equ. (2) Observed Energy 

(eV)

M4,5N4,5N4,5 172.6 172

M4,5N2,3N4,5 144.6 145

M4,5N1N4,5 122.0 125

M4,5N2,3N2,3 114.0 115

^ , 5 N1N2,3 91.3 .92

M4,5N1N1 66.1 72

N1N4,5N4,5 44.8 45
33

N2,3N4>5N4,5 21*5 22



TABLE E.4

i

Energy Level Scheme for Zirconium (in eVi
144(from Bearden and Burr )

2 Z 4 1

H1 430.3

«2 3^.2

330.5

182.4

V 180.0

N1 51.3 58.1

N2.3 28.7 33.9

*♦.5 0.7* 3.2

♦Data from Holliday147
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possible that this is the corresponding Auger peak to that of Harris and 

Pattinson, since an oxygen Auger signal was seen on their surface.

The Auger electron transitions in zirconium are tabulated in 

Table 5.j5. Equ. (2) (Chapter l) was used with the aid of the energy level 

scheme of Table 5 to calculate the theoretical Auger electron energies.
We must expect a high population of initial holes in the ^ level due to 
Coster-Kronig transitions, which will then dominate the following Auger 

processes. prom Table 5.3 we can see that all low energy Auger peaks 

above J2eV will be initiated by ^ holes, and the peak initiated by the 

N1 hole (^5eV) should be weak as observed. It is interesting to see that 
the calculated energy value of the Mh CN0 ,N. _ Auger electron is much 

closer to the value from Pig.5.10 (l45eV), than to the values obtained 

by other workers (1^7“1^9eV). All the observed Auger electron peaks are 
accounted for, apart from the weak inflection point at 33eV whose origin 
is as yet uncertain.

It is therefore claimed that Fig. 5.10 represents an undistorted 
low energy Auger spectrum of zirconium, as compared to published spectra. 

However this surface still suffered from slight carbon and oxygen contam

ination, but it is thought that this would merely cause a slight attenuation 
of the whole spectrum.

Also we have seen that 'chemical shifts* in Auger peaks ocour 

when a zirconium surface oxidises. The shifts were not thought to be due 

to surface charging effects since the surface oxide layer should be very 

thin and in addition, the shifts were consistently reproducible. Energy 

shift values were between 2 and tyeV (depending en the peak chosen), and in 

a downward direction. Such shifts are explained by equs. (9) and (10) 
of Chapter 2, but a further analysis will not be attempted here.

Before continuing our discussion on the segregation of impurities 
onto a zirconium surface, perhaps it will be useful to make a few comments 

about segregation in general. A simple means of understanding segregation 

effects is in terms of the solid solubility of an inpurity in a host matrix.
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The solubility of an impurity may increase or decrease with temperature 

changes, causing the impurity to dissolve more easily, or to separate out 

at grain boundaries and surfaces. The reasons for segregation are 

related to atomio size and/or valency effeots, A large atom inpurity 

may cause stress in the host matrix, so that at high temperatures the atom 

will move to external or internal surfaces and remain there, so lowering 
the stress field. Also, the electronic structure of the solid is altered 

in the surface region, so that a high valence atom may be attracted to this 

region of increased electron density by Coulomb forces.

We can now look at the effeots of this type of behaviour on a 

real surface. In Fig. 5*1* we see the four major inpurities of S, Cl, C 

and 0 already present on the zirconium surfaoe before any serious cleaning 

attempts were made. Such impurities may be found on any surface newly

placed in UHV, so that no particular emphasis should be placed on these 
results, apart from saying that the carbon peak is graphitio in nature 

possibly pointing to an origin external to the ziroonium target. After 

flashing at 850°C (Fig* 5*2), the small atoms of carbon and oxygen dissolve 
into the bulk, thereby lowering the surfaoe concentrations of these two 

inpurities -and allowing the zirconium Auger speotrum to strengthen. Also, 

carbon has changed its form from graphitio to carbide. The larger and 

higher valency atoms of sulphur and chlorine have segregated to the surface. 

Further heating to 950°C (Fig. 5*5). causes more carbon and oxygen to 

dissolve into the bulk, but enoourages even more sulphur and chlorine to 

segregate. Flashing in hydrogen at 950°C is not entirely efficient in 

removing sulphur and chlorine (Fig. 5**0* but by lowering the temperature, 

the process seems to 'work* (Fig. 5*5)» It appears that at the lower 

temperature of 700°C, more sulphur and chlorine are being removed from the 

surface than are being supplied by thermal segregation. Unfortunately 
the deficiency of carbon and oxygen at the surface sets up a reverse 

concentration gradient and in Fig. 5*5» we can see that carbon and oxygen 

atoms diffuse back to the surface. This 'see-saw' action will not aid
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our surface oleaning methods until we can remove either, all carbon and 

oxygen or, all sulphur and chlorine from the bulk. Both sulphur and 

chlorine were reduced on subsequent re-flashing (Figs, 5*6 and 5»7)» but 

sulphur was extremely persistent on the zirconium surface, in agreement 

with the findings of Dooley and Haas^.
Carbon and oxygen Auger signals were seen to build-up as a 

function of electron beam exposure time (Figs. 5*8 and 5»9)» Since these 
two peaks grew together, it seems likely that CO (from the UHV residual 

atmosphere) is interacting with the zirconium surface under the Influence 

of the electron beam. CO was found to be a major constituent of the UHV 

ambient and would be in plentiful supply to undergo stimulated adsorption 

on the zirconium surface. If the carbon were diffusing from the bulk, 

we might expect to see a carbide structure (as in Fig. 5«5)» rather than 

the graphitio one observed in Figs. 5*8 and 5.9. Hence, the CO explanation 

of the phenomenon appears to be the better.
The carbide structure of the carbon K W  Auger peak, was seen on 

a zirconium surface after heat treatments at 850°C, but not at 600°C.
Dooley'*1 claims to have seen this structure in zirconium alloys with heat 

treatments at 500°C, but the alloys were complex and their previous histories 

may well have oaused carbide formation prior to Auger analysis.

These studies of the thermal behaviour of zirconium surfaoes

indicate that the UHV pumping capability of such surfaoes may be dynamio in 
146nature . In fact, the S.A.E.S, getter pumps operate between room 

temperature and 400°C and are ’activated’ at 700°C, thereby allowing 

significant diffusion to occur. At these temperatures, zirconium atoms
v .

will chemically combine with many gases and then diffuse into the bulk, 

giving a pumping action. The high punping speed of zirconium for 

hydrogen could not be investigated in this work, since the hydrogen atom 

will not undergo an Auger process.
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CHAPTER 6

SECONDARY ET.EHTRQN EMISSION FROM METAL BLACKS

6.1 Thermal Degradation of the Secondary Yield 
Values of Metal Blacks

The preparation and study of surfaces with low secondary electron
yield values Is of considerable technological importance In fields where

secondary electron emission is undesirable. Many eleotron devices utilise
low yield surfaces including external oavlty klystrons« electron collectors«
microwave windows« cylindrical mirror analysers etc.

148Thomas and Pattlnson have made a study of metal black coated

surfaces« indicating their suitability in UHV as a low yield ooatlng.

Metal black coatings may be produced by evaporating the parent metal« in

a background pressure of 0.5torr of inert gas« onto a nearby substrate.

Under these conditions« the metal deposits as a *smoke'« in a finely

divided form, to produce a dense black ooatlng over the substrate.
148Scanning electron micrographs have shown that the surfaces of such 

coatings are extremely rough, and it is thought that this roughness acts 

to produce myraids of tiny ’Faraday cups’, thereby giving high eleotron 

collection efficiency.

Whilst doing some routine yield measurements on a copper black 

coated surface, it was noticed that after a temperature excursion up to 
700°C, the yield value of the surfaoe greatly increased to a value close 

to that of a ’normal' copper surface. Also the coating had changed 

colour from its original black, to copper brown. This observation has 

serious implications in some electron device fabrication processes, in 

that a process such as vacuum brazing at 800°C, would cause such a copper 

blaok coating to loose its low yield value. Henoe it was of importance 

to find a coating material which was capable of withstanding elevated 

temperatures whilst maintaining a low secondary yield value. Platinum 

will be shown to be such a material.
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95
After the initial observation of the thermal degradation of 

copper black coatings, it was decided to conduct a more systematic series 

of measurements on such coatings. Copper (purity 5N) was evaporated 
from a tungsten basket on to three different substrates, at a background 

pressure of 0.5torr of argon. The chosen substrates were thought to be 
typical of many technological applications and were oopper, nickel 
and alumina (Sintox). The coatings were produced in a commercial Edwards 

coating unit and were transferred to the single-grid UH7 ohamber (sub

section 3*2.4) after production. A chromel/alumel thermocouple was 

attached to the underside of the Sintox substrate and the three substrates

were mounted in close proximity on a stainless rod. Each substrate was 
2about 1 cm in area and all the substrates could be heated with a lkW

o oprojection lamp filament up to 500 C by radiation, and up to 950 C with 
additional electron bombardment.

Yield measurements were made using a normal incidence primary 

beam and in practice this position was found by finding the lowest yield 

value. Each target was presented in turn to the electron beam, by means 
of a linear bellows and a rotary feedthrough. The automatic measurement 

of £ and was described in sub-section 3*2.4, Yield measurements 

were taken (all at room temperature) before heating and after heating

to various temperatures for two hour periods. The temperature steps
o owere multiples of 50 C or 100 C. Any colour changes in the meted black 

surfaces were observed through a window in the UHV chamber.

A sélection of the yield curves from all three substrates are 

shown in Figs. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3* It may be seen that with no heating, 

all the coatings gave a yield less than unity with no apparent maximum 

in the curves. After progressively raising the temperature, in steps 
up to 350°C, the yield value (measured when cold) for the copper and 

nickel substrates rises to about 0.8-0.9 whilst that of the Sintox substrate 

falls to 0.55* In all cases, a colour change occurred near this
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temperature, from matt black to matt brown. Also, It is worth noting

that in Pigs. 6.1 and 6.2, the yield curve starts to form a maximum at

about 750eV. £ then stays in the range 0.8-1.0 until about 700°C is v max.
reached, when a £ increase occurs in all three substrate coatings, max.
to a value well above unity. The three yield curves of Pigs. 6.1-6.3
now form a true maximum at about 500eV, and the values of £ __ closely

approach the value of a dean 'normal* copper surface ( 1.33)» A
further colour change occurred at this temperature from matt brown to a 

red-brown, with a copper texture. All the above yield and colouration 

changes were found to be irreversible.

The most comprehensive data were taken on the copper and niokel 

substrate ooatings, and this data has been plotted in Pig. 6.4 to produce 

a yield maximun/temperature profile. The profile indicates that at 

oertain ’transition temperatures* (about 300°C and 700°C), ohanges 
abruptly, firstly to values close to unity and then to values dose to 

^ for clean copper.
Obviously, a coating such as copper black will only have a 

limited usefulness due to its temperature limitations. A platinum black 

coating material will now be described, which is resistant to tenperature 

up to at least 950°C, and indeed appears to slightly improve its low 

yield value by such heat treatments.

6.2 Thin Film Platinum and Platlnmq Black

Platinum was thought to be a suitable candidate for a temperature- 

resistant metal black due to its chemical stability and its high melting 

point (1770°C). However, this high melting point did pose a problem when 

evaporating platinum from a tungsten wire basket, in that the basket tended 

to fuse rapidly even with a small quantity of platinum in the basket. 

Tungsten was therefore expected to be found as an impurity in the ooatirg, 
as was verified by the use of AES. The fusion problem was helped to 

some extent with the use of consecutive evaporations from three tungsten
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6.2,1 Yield Curves

A comparison was made between the secondary electron emission 

properties of thin film platinum and platinum black, in order to see if 

such properties may be used to distinguish between the two surfaces.

To this end, platinum (purity 5N) was evaporated in UHV, onto a polished 
tungsten substrate and yield curves were taken for this surface. Also, 

further secondary electron measurements were made on this surface which 

will be related later in this chapter.

Yield curves for the thin film of platinum are shown in Pig.

6.5. The curves have a normal shape (see Fig.l.l), with a of 1.88UlftX»
at an E of 550eV and an f) of 0.J6, These particular yield curves p L max.
were taken in the three-grid UHV chamber where energy loss, slow peak 

and AES could be performed simultaneously.
In a subsidiary experiment, platinum black coatings were 

deposited on copper and sintox substrates, which were then transferred to 

the single-grid yield measurement apparatus. Similar experimental results 
to Figs. 6.1-6.4, were then taken to see if platinum black was capable of 
withstanding elevated temperatures without losing its low yield value.

Figs. 6.6 and 6*7 show some of the curves obtained in this experiment.

With no heating, the yield curves do not show a maximum, but level off at 

a £ value of about 0*85. Contrary to the case of copper black, the yield 
value of platinum black does not degrade with heat treatments, even up to 

950°C. In the case of the copper substrate, the highest temperature 

reached was 650°C, since the 700°C heating cycle caused the copper substrate 

to alloy with its holder, and to melt.
It is therefore apparent that the secondary yield of platinum 

black will remain substantially below unity (0.6-0.7). even after heat 
treatments at typical brazing temperatures (800°C). Also the yield 

value remains comparatively independent of the primary electron energy 

which is useful for electron collection purposes.
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Pig. 6.8 represents the total £ „ data obtained in thismax.
subsidiary experiment, as a function of temperature. The yield maximun/ 

temperature profile now shows none of the 'step-like* behaviour which 
was seen in Pig. 6.4. In fact, $ appears to improve slightly with 

heating. The scatter of points for each substrate, is presumably due 
to the effeots of heating, but these effects could not be followed using 

AES in this particular apparatus. No colouration changes were observed 

in the platinum black coatings, again indicating the stability of this 

surface.

Although the yield of platinum black is about three times lower 

than that of its parent metal, it will be shown that the chemical nature 

of both surfaces is quite similar and we must therefore assume that the 

yield difference is due mainly to a surface topographic effect.
6.2.2 Auger Spectra

The secondary yield value of 'flat* surfaces is largely 
determined by the chemical make-up of the first few atomio layers of the 
surface. In this respect, AES makes a powerful contribution in 

characterising the surface composition, thereby giving much information 
on the surface processes affecting $ •

Two platinum surfaces were prepared for examination by AES 

including the one described previously i.e. thin film platinum on a 

polished tungsten substrate, and a second platinum black coated surface. 

This latter surface was prepared in the usual manner using a polished 

stainless steel substrate.

An Auger speotrum was taken from the platinum blaok surface 

after only a mild baking at 250°C, and is shown in Pig. 6.9« Tungsten 

(l68eV), carbon (270eV) and oxygen (510eV) Auger peaks can be seen in the 
spectrum, with small platinum Auger peaks at 6l and 150eV. The Auger 

peaks from platinum black appeared to be somewhat attenuated when oonpared 

to those from thin film platinum. This attenuation was more pronounced





at lower Auger electron energies, and was thought to be due to surface 

geometrie factors giving the low values of C and •

This platinum black surface was then held at 750°C for one 
minute using electron bombardment heating and further Auger speotra were 

then taken. The resulting speotrum is shown in Fig. 6.10, in conjunction 
with the Auger speotrum obtained from the 'normal* thin platinum film. 
Auger peaks from the two surfaces appear to be quite similar apart from 

some intensity variations. The Auger peak values for the two surfaces 

have been listed in Table 6.1.

Auger Electron Energies from Thin Film Platinum

and Platinum Black (eVi

Thin Film Pt 12* 39.5 61.5 152 168 180 199 215 2J4 250 400

Pt Black 61 150 168 199 215 234 400

♦taken from slow peak spectra (Fig. 6.15)
As a further check on the stability of a platinum black coating.

secondary yield curves were obtained for this particular metal black before,

and after flashing. Fig. 6.11 illustrates these curves. The full line

corresponds to the Auger spectrum of Fig. 6.9 end the dashed line that of

Fig. 6.10 (dashed speotrum). The figures indioate that the removal of

contaminants such as W,C and 0 will lower the <f___value from aboutmax.
unity to 0.8. This $ value of 0.8 was higher than had been observedmax.
previously (Fig. 6.8) and a likely explanation of this high value will be 

given later.

6.2.3 Electron Energy Loss Spectra
ll*oIt has been shown by Thomas et. al. , that the electron energy 

losses of metal blacks can be widely different from those of their parent 

metal. Hence, an attempt was made to test this conclusion in the oase 

of platinum black.



o 125 250 375 500
Energy (eV)

Figure 6.10 Auger spectra of Pt thin fiIm and Pt black
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Fig. 6.12 shows the manner in which the energy losses of thin 

film platinum change, as the incidence angle of the impinging electron 

beam varies. This type of plot should show up any surface dependent 

losses e.g, surface plasmon, as the incidence angle increases. However, 

no strong variations are seen to occur, apart from perhaps the 60° plot, 
when a peak appears at 6.0eV along with a strengthening of the 31eV loss.

The energy losses of both thin film platinum and platinum black 
are relatively weak as compared to the elastic peaks of Figs. 6.12 and 

6.13 (2Vpk-pk plots). Fig. 6.13 corresponds to the Auger spectrum of 

Fig. 6.9 and it may be seen that the energy losses of platinum blaok are 

indeed similar to those of its parent metal. The loss at l4eV is 

resolved in the lower plot of Fig. 6.13 with the use of a low modulation 

voltage and higher gain.
The loss spectrum of platinum black did not ohange substantially 

after flashing and this is the one that is compared to that of thin film 

platinum in Fig. 6.14. There are differences in the peak intensities 

but apparent agreement in energy values. The intensity of the 43eV loss 
is greater in platinum black but the opposite is true for the 33®V loss. 

The reason for this behaviour is not understood at present. Electron 
energy loss values from both surfaces are o(»pared in the following table.

TABLE 6 .P

Comparison of the energy losses of platinum black and 
thin film platinum fin eV)

platinum black 14 25 33 45 55
thin film Pt 6.0 • .14 25 •31 44 55



Figure 6.12 Energy losses of Pt thin film with 6 variation



Figure 6.13 Energy losses of Pt black as prepared



r;gure 6.14 Comparison of t h e  e n e r g y  losses of Pt black and th ’m film  Pt
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6.2.4 file* Secondary Electron Spectroscopy

The results of slow secondary electron spectroscopy of the two 

surfaces have been included so as to be able to compare spectra, rather 

than to explain the origin of these spectra, Ih fact, so far as is 
known, no published high-energy band structure for platinum exists, 

rendering the interpretation of the slow peak speotra extremely difficult. 
The energy structure in the slow peaks of both surfaces is not 

strong but becomes stronger at lower primary energies, as seen in the 

lower plot of Fig. 6,15, Characteristic slow peak energy values will be 

taken from the minima of the <SN(E)/dE plots. Fig, 6,15 shows the effect 

of primary electron energy variation on the slow peak, and it can be seen 

that although peaks at 11,5 and 8.5eV remain constant, other lower energy 
peaks exhibit energy shifts, which may well be due to changing background 

slopes. In fact, the peak at l,5eV disappears altogether after the 
500eV plot,

A direct comparison has been made in Fig, 6«l6, between the slow 
peaks of thin film platinum and platinum blaok using a fixed angle of 
incidence (0°) and fixed primary energy (2keV), We can see that in the 

slow peak region, the speotra of the two surfaces olosely resemble each 

other, apart from an obvious difference at 1.6eV. A comparison of the 

slow peak energy values from the two surfaces is given in Table 6,5«

TAHLE 6.5

£low peak energy values for platinum blaok.and thin film

platinum (in eV)

platinum black 1.5 5.4 5.4 6.1 11.2

Thin film Pt 3.2 4.5 6.0 8.5 11.5



F ig u r e  6.15 E f f e c t  of Ep va r ia t ion  on t h e  s low p e a k  o f  a 
p la t in u m  thin f i lm
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F i g u r e  6-16 Comparison b e tw e en  slow peaks of Pt b l a c k  a n d  a

p la t in u m  t h in  f i l m
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6.7> Discussion and Conclusions

It lias been shown that a coating of copper black is a highly
O 140unstable surface at temperatures greater than 300 C. . Thomas et. al. 

used AES on a copper black surface but only obtained results for heatings 
up to 400°C. They found large amounts of carbon and only small Auger 

peaks due to copper. It seems reasonable therefore, that the yield 

transitions found for copper black, are more likely to be due to changes 

in surface topography rather than changes in surface composition. Heating 

may well cause copper black to increase its particle size i.e. to beoome 

less rough on a microscopic scale, until eventually. It becomes a 

comparatively smooth, clean copper surface. This is in effect a sintering 

process. The colouration changes noted earlier, tend to confirm this 

hypothesis because any finely divided surface will appear black, but as 

the particle size increases, so the surface reverts to its ,natural* 

colour and texture.
An explanation for the occurrence of two transition temperatures 

(350°C and 700°C) is not entirely obvious at present. If one considers 

that the sintering process effectively lowers the total surface energy 

(and area), it may be possible for a metastable sintered state to exist 

in the temperature range 350-700°Cj the final sintered state being 

achieved when sufficient aotivation energy is available (> 700°C).

Scanning electron micrographs of the coatings after various heat treatments, 

could well help to clarify the situation.

The chemical stability and high melting point of platinum, 

appears to prevent a platinum black coating from undergoing irreversible 

yield changes. It is this coating therefore, which is recommended for 

technological uses where a temperature-resistant coating is required.

Also, the yield curve remains remarkably flat and low (0.55*0.70), up to 

an Ep of 2keV which makes it a useful surface as an electron collector 

i.e. its collection efficiency will not vary with the energy of the



TAHTE 6.4

Comparison of observed Auger peaks from platinum (energies In eV).

Present work 47Haas et. al. Palmberg et,
12 12

24
39.5

43 43

61.5 60* 64
93

152 152 150
160 158

168
172

168

180 l8o* 185

199 200* 199
217

215
230*

234 237
245* 251

250
357

400 390

(no correction made for analyser work function)

♦values read from spectra
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Incident electron. Losee and ©arch have independently agreed with my 

151conclusions regarding the yield and electron collection properties of

platinum black. They prepared the coating chemically and took measure-
“6ments of yield in a vacuum of only 10 torr pressure. Their main 

recommendation was the use of platinum black rather than gold black, for 

electron collection purposes.
Auger electron spectroscopy has revealed that the surface 

composition of the platinum black is quite similar to that of its parent 

metal. Table 6.4 compares the Auger peaks of platinum as observed in 

this work, to those found by other workers. The agreement is fair if 

one considers the lack of work function correction. However, the spectrum 

of Pig. 6.10 does show that the peak at 150eV is much stronger than its 

neighbouring peaks, which is not observed by the other workers of Table 

6.4. It therefore seems likely that & strong contribution to this peak 

comes from sulphur in both spectra of Pig. 6.10. Apart from sulphur, it 

appears that flashing will remove the oontamlnants of W, C and 0 (Fig. 6.9) 

from a platinum black coated surface.

The sulphur was thought to have originated from the stainless 
steel substrate, since sulphur is known to strongly segregate on such & 

surface at elevated temperatures. Pig. 6.11 shows that whilst the yield 
of platinum black remains less than unity (0.8) after flashing, this value 

is somewhat higher than observed previously. The higher value is possibly 

due to the presence of sulphur on this surface.

The similarity of the energy loss speotra from different metal
149black coatings, as found by Thomas et. al. , cannot be endorsed in the 

case of platinum black. Table 6.5 has been drawn up to compare the 

energy losses observed for platinum by myself and other workers. Also, 

energy loss values for gold, platinum and copper blacks, have been added, 

for conparison purposes. One can see that in the oase of platinum black, 

the losses give a better agreement with those of its parent metal than to

150



TABUS 6.5

Electron Energy Losses of Platinum and Some Metal Blaoks (in eV)

Platinum Metal Blaoks

Present Work Powell152 Allen153 Pt
Present
work

CuW5 Au1“9

6.0 6.2 5.5

14 14.3 13.2 14

18.6

25

31

24.4 24.4

31.5

25

33
28.6 30

37.5

44 42.0 45

55
50.1

59
55 5 6

60

71
108 108

130 130

187 187



those of other metal blacks (Cu and Au blacks). Since Thomas et. al. 

found large carbon Auger electron peaks on both metal blaok surfaces« It 

seems likely that this common contaminant of carbon Is the factor 

causing the similarity of loss spectra between two different metal blaoks. 

Also, this contamination may well have led them to believe that the energy 

loss spectrum of the metal black Is substantially different to that of 
Its parent metal.

However, certain differences In the energy loss spectra of Pt

and the Pt black surface are apparent In Fig. 6.14, and from Fig. 6.10

we know that the chemical make-up of both surfaces Is similar. From

these considerations. It appears that surface geometrio factors may play

some rôle as far as electron energy losses are concerned. Indeed,
154 111Zacharias et. al. and Fujlmoto et. al. have shown that such factors 

can Influence surface plasmon energies (lowering the energy). Unfortunately, 

neither of the two differences pointed out from Fig. 6.14 appear to be 

related to surface plasmon phenomena, so that the reason for such effects 
Is still not clear.

The energy losses of platinum obtained In the present work are 
In reasonable agreement with those of other workers. The extra loss peaks 

at 18.6, 37.5 and 71eV, observed by Allen*^, were not observed by either 

myself or other workers listed by Allen. C*apite this, Allen claims 

that the l8.6eV loss Is a volume pl&ssmloss by assuming four electrons 

per atom available for oscillation. The l4eV loss would then be the 

surface plasmon loss. Since I observed a weak l4eV loss, but no loss 

at l8.6eV on a partially contaminated surface, his explanation would 

appear in doubt, since contamination will have a major effect on the 

surface plasmon loss, rather than the volume plasmon loss.

Fig. 6.12 does not help in resolving the problem, since no 

strong angular energy loss effeots are seen. One oould therefore conclude

149



that platinum does not show significant collective electrón behaviour, 

and that most losses will be inter/intra-band transitions to levels 

above the Fermi level. A contribution to the 55eV loss may well come 

from the ionisation of 0̂  energy level of platinum, at 51«7eV. A 

further consideration of this work is not desirable beyond this point, 

because the particular platinum surface under investigation was known 
to have sulphur contamination, which could well influence the observed 
energy loss spectrum.

In conclusion, we have seen that platinum black is a useful low 

secondary yield coating, compatible with the UHV environment, and capable 

of withstanding elevated temperatures (up to at least 950°C) whilst 

maintaining low secondary yield values. It is hoped that the stability 

of the platinum black coating will enable its use in a variety of technol

ogical areas, such as coatings for klystron windows, large valve anodes 
etc., and electron collection devices in general.
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CHAPTER 7

ETJCTROKr RKTRRCY LOSS MEASUREMENTS FOR ANTIMONY

7.1 Introduction 
155It has been shown by Harris , that the element of antimony 

behaves in an anomalous fashion with regard to its plasma properties.

This work by Harris has been checked and the electron energy losses of 

antimony were investigated in a more systematic manner, allowing a 

conclusive identification of the energy losses.
Antimony lies between arsenic and bismuth in Group Vg of the 

periodic classification. Its resistivity is 4lyjt ohm. cm. and it may be 

classed as a semi-metal. However, contrary to expectation, antimony shows

a remarkable collective electron behaviour when exposed to an exciting 

electron beam, giving rise to relatively large plasma loss peaks below 

the elastic peak. A simple model will be suggested which could explain 

its behaviour.
The state of the antimony surface was verified using AES; 

oxygen being the only deteoted contaminant. Energy losses were measured 

using high gain to detect the weaker peaks, and angle of incidence and 
primary electron energy variation in order to observe corresponding 

changes in plasma behaviour.
The relatively strong plasma energy losses of antimony would 

suggest that a more extensive investigation of many semi-metal materials 

in the future, would be extremely useful in determining the extent 

of this phenomenon.

7.2 Energy Loss Measurements

Antimony thin films were prepared by the evaporation of antimony 

from tungsten wire baskets, onto a polished stainless steel substrate, 

in UHV. This method is quite efficient in producing a clean film, since 

antimony is not strongly reactive and also, it has a low melting point 
(6350°C).
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Auger electron spectra were taken before and after the energy 

loss measurements were made, in order to be sure that no contamination 

of the surface occurred whilst measurements were taken. Fig. 7.1 shows 

an Auger spectrum of antimony, taken after the energy loss measurements.

The energy scale is expanded for easier viewing purposes. In an Auger 
scan from 0-600eV, oxygen was found to be the only contaminant, seen at 

508eV in Fig. 7.1. The oxygen peak is small and it was thought that this 
would give a slight attenuation (and perhaps a shift) of the surface plasma 

energy losses.

However, the remainder of the spectrum in Fig. 7.1 is in good

agreement with other workers. The splitting of the ^ level in antimony,

is illustrated by the doublet structure at 453 and 462eV.. This splitting

value of 9eV agrees well with the value of 9«4eV given in the energy level
l44tables of Bearden and Burr • Table J.l gives the observed Auger peaks, 

along with the values obtained by other workers. Agreement is quite 

good considering the lack of work function correction. The peak at 
438eV is designated as a volume plasmon loss of the Auger

electron. Such a loss must also occur for the Mĵ N̂  ^ Auger electron 
but this peak is probably obscured by the large background slope. Indeed, 

this loss peak may be the cause of the asymmetry of the M̂ -N̂  Auger

peak.

We have now characterised the antimony surface on which eleotron 

energy loss speotra are to be taken. Fig. 7*2 shows some energy losses 

of antimony taken under high gains at normal primary electron incidence. 

Using 2 or 3V)?k-pk modulation voltage, two peaks are seen at 11' and 15eV, 

with a broad loss at about 30eV. With 5Vpk-pk, this broad loss is seen 

as two peaks, at 28 and j52eV, and also two further peaks appear at 47 

and 52eV. With even larger modulation (8Vpk-pk), further weak losses 

can be seen at 59# 68, 80 and 91eV.
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TABLE 7 . 1

Auger Electron Energies for Antimony (in eV)
I I » .  1

49Palmberg et.al.Present work Harris155 Transition

499 M4N4,5°

488 490 492 ^ N4,5°

462 459.5 462

453 452.2
450.5

454 ¥ 4 . 5 N4,5 '

438 436 440 Plasmon loss 
of ¥ 4 . 5 N4.5

386 388 388 M4,5N2,3N4,5

367 370
342

M4.5N1°

335 332 334 M4,5N1N4.5



1 keV 
15jjA
normal incidence

3V pk-pk, x 2

2Vpk-pk

--------------------------1-------------------------- 1_______________ L
100 75 50 25

Energy loss(eV)

F ig u r e  7.2 E n e r g y  losses  of a n t i m o n y  ( h ig h g a in )
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If the intensities of the energy losses are compared to the 
intensity of the elastlo peak, we see that the losses are relatively strong 

as compared to say those of platinum in the previous chapter. In faot, 

the intensity of the losses is comparable to those of the ‘free-eleotron’ 

metals, such as Be, A1 and Mg.
If we now observe these energy losses as we vary the primary

eleotron energy E and angle of incidence 6, we should be able to ascertain P
if these losses are due to plasma oscillation. As the angle of incidence

approaches glancing, an incident electron will interact more strongly

with the surface layers, and hence its probability of generating a surface

plasmon and being elastically backscattered cut cf the surface (or vice

versa) will be increased. Therefore as 0 increases we may expect to see

an increase in the signal strength of the surface plasmon loss, at the

expense of the bulk plasmon loss. A similar interpretation may be used
for the E variation oase. As E falls, the incident electron has less P P
penetrating power and tends to interaot with the surface layer rather 
than the bulk, so again we may expect to see a relative increase in the 

surfaoe plasmon loss.
We can see such effeots on the plasma behaviour of antimony in 

Pigs. 7.3 and 7.4. Pig. 7.3 shows the effeot of a progressive increase 

in 0, on the energy losses. It is apparent that the loss at lie? increases 

in size as 0 increases, until at 45° it becomes larger than the 15eV peak.

At 60° and 75°# the original peak at 15eV becomes a shoulder in the 

loss spectrum.

Fig. 7.4 shows the effeot on the losses of a progressive change

in E • Unfortunately as E falls so does the primary current, so that the P P
amplifier gain was adjusted on the lower two plots to compensate this 

loss of sensitivity. However it is apparent that the lleV energy loss



F i g u r e 7.3 E n e rg y  lo s s e s  of a n t im o n y  w i t h  a n g le  o f 'incidence



F i g u r e  7.4 E n e r g y  l o s s e s  o f  a n t i m o n y  w i t h  Ep



2ms_Zi2

Elytron Fnertry Loss»« of Antimony

e° Ep(.V) Losses (eV) l------Figure

30 1,000 11.15,28,32

30 750 11,15,28,32 7.4

30 500 7,11,15.28,32

30 250 7,11,15, - 33

0 1,000 11,15,28,32

30 1,000 11,15,28,32

*5 1,000 11,15,28,32 • 7.3

60 1,000 11,15,28,32

75 1,000 11.15, - 32

0 1,000 11,15,28,32,47,52 7.2

59,68,80,91
.........  , --------- ---- -J



TABLE 7 . 3

Assignments for the Energy Losses of Antimony (energies In eV^

Present
Work

Sueoka159 Harris155 Powell152 , 156Leder Assignment Calc.
Energy

7 6? 5.3 IB
11 11.5 11.3 S 10.9
15 15.2 15.9 16 15.6 B 15.4
28 28 26.5 S+B 26.3
32 34 32.3

30.2 2B 30.83S 32.7
43

47 49 48.8 3B 46.2

52 IB
59

63
(n i~n2 )

4b
53.6
61.6

68 ZB 67

80 81 5B 77
91 6b 92.4 i

S-surface plasmen, B-bulk plasmon, IB-interband transition

TABTE 7.4

144Energy Levels of Antimony (Bearden and Burr VeV)

°2,3 °1 N4.5 N2,3 Ni ^

2.1 6.7 31.4 98.4 152.0 527.5 536.9
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Increases in size relative to the 15eV loss« as E^ is lowered* On 

this occasion* a further peak was seen to develop at an value of 

500eV and below, becoming a major feature in the lower plot. Its 

energy value was 7eV.

All the observed energy losses for antimony have been collected 

and are displayed in Table 7.2.

7.1 Discussion and Conclusions

The presented results clearly show that antimony exhibits 
significant plasma behaviour. The energy losses at 11 and 15eV are 
thought to be due to surface and bulk plasmon losses respectively* 

due to their behaviour with © and E^ variations. Assuming five free 

electrons per antimony atom, we can use equ. (4) (Chapter l) to obtain 

a value of 15.4eV for the bulk plasmon energy. For a clean metal/ 

vacuum interface, the surface plasmon energy would be 10.9®V. Hence, 

it is apparent that the assumption of free-electron behaviour for antimony, 

yields excellent agreement with the observed plasma loss values. The 

remainder of the energy losses can be interpreted in terms of combination 

and multiple plasmon losses apart from the losses at 52 and 68eV, which 
may be interband transitions.

Table 7.5 shows the assignments of the losses along with some 
observed values from other workers. The Interband transition energies 

were calculated from the energy levels shown in Table 7.^» ffcxltiple 
bulk plasmon losses may be seen down to the sixth order (6b ) and only 
the single combination loss of bulk plus surface plasmon is seen at 

28eV. The origin of the 7eV loss is a little obaoure but two 

possibilities occur. An O-j-V interband transition is possible and
i

also the surface plasmon energy may be shifted due to a dielectrio 

overlayer (Equ. (5), chapter l) partially oovering the surface.
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This strong plasma behaviour of antimony has prompted a consid

eration as to the possible reasons for Its existence. The question may 

be put; why should a semi-metal like antimony exhibit this ’metallic1 
characteristic? If we look at the crystal structures of arsenic, antimony 

and bismuth in Group V0, we see that the structure consists of double 

layers as shown in Pig. 7*5• Each atom has three close neighbours and 
three at a greater distance in the next layer. We may regard the double 

layers of antimony atoms, as constituting lnmense molecules In which the 

atoms are held together by simple co-valent linkages. The nature of the 

force which binds the double layers to one another was first thought to be 

of a van der Waals type, but the olosest distance between atoms in adjacent

chains is less than would be expected for normal van der Waals binding.
158In fact, von Hippel has suggested that the bonding between adjacent 

chains probably involves some metallic character, owing to a resonance 

between molecular and ionio configurations. This conclusion may give us 

a clue as to the origins of the plasma behaviour in antimony.

Normally one considers an equilibrium number of charge carriers

in a solid, many of which are produced by thermal activation. However,

when a surface is bombarded by an energetic electron beam, a non-equilibrium

situation occurs with a large charge carrier generation (i.e. the slow peak).

It is therefore postulated, that in antimony, high electron densities are

produced by the primary beam, in the ’metallic1 region between the double

layers of antimony atoms and subsequent plasma oscillation occurs in this
region. Such primary beam effects must occur in materials like silicon,

where the intrinsic carrier concentration is only 1010 cnf^ at room

temperature, but nevertheless silioon shows strong plasma oscillation

when activated by an electron beam. Charge carrier densities must be
22 -3of the order of 10 cm in order to observe such strong plasma effeots.
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Figure 7.5 The crystal structure of antimony 

(from Hume-Rothery15? )
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We have seen that the characteristic energy loss spectrum of 

antimony Is predominated by the effects of collective electron oscillation. 
Most of the observed energy losses have been Interpreted In terms of 
combination and multiple plasmon losses, and good agreement was seen 

with calculated energy values. Also, a simple model has been suggested 
which qualitatively explains the relatively strong plasma effects.

We will now move on to Part 2 of the Results and Discussion 

of this thesis. Part 2 describes work on the slow peak spectroscopy 

of polycrystalllne aluminium and magnesium, and perhaps represents the 

most fundamental work of this thesis. It Is hoped that the results 

contained In the next two chapters will stimulate other workers to 

more fully Investigate this sadly neglected area of secondary electron 

spectroscopy.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - PART TWO

Secondary Electron Emission Spectroscopy of 

Magnesium and Aluminium

CHAPTER 8

SECONDARY ELECTRON EMIS3I0N SPECTROSCOPY OF MAGNESIUM

8.1 Introduction

Secondary electron emission spectroscopy of magnesium is 

complicated by the extreme reactivity of this surface with the UHV 
environment. All three energy regions of the secondary electron emission 

spectrum will be shown to be severely affected by surface oxidation.

The first part of this chapter will deal with the secondary 

emission properties of a clean magnesium surface, characterised by AES. 

Considerable fine structure has been observed in the low energy, 'true' 

secondary region (slow peak) and the detail and intensity of the structure 

is shown to be highly dependent on the modulating voltage applied to the 

retarding grids, even quite small voltages (about lV)?k-pk) degrading the 
spectra considerably. The effects on this fine structure of variations 

in primary electron energy and angle of incidence, have also been 

investigated.

m  addition, characteristic energy loss measurements were made 

with the same parameters (8, I!p) in order to see if «my correlation 

exists between the two types of characteristic phenomena. Losses due to 

Interband transitions, surfaoe and bulk plasmons and combination losses 

were easily identified from their variation with Ep and 0.

A tentative explanation of the slow peak structure is given 

in terms of transitions between critical points in the band structure 

of magnesium.
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The second part of the chapter contains results concerning 

the effects of alow oxidation on this fine structure in the slow peak.

In addition, the more well-known effects of oxidation on the energy loss 
and Auger spectrum of magnesium, have been included for completeness.

A possible shifted surface plasmon loss and complimentary evidence for a 

feature in the slow peak of oxidised magnesium will be investigated.

Many changes occurred in the fine structure of the slow peak even 
before the first trace of oxygen was observed in the Auger spectrum, 

indicating that the technique may well be more sensitive to initial 

chemisorption changes than the corresponding Auger effect. Oxidation 
effects on the gross features of the slow peak are also presented and these 

are compared with recent published work.

The final section contains an analysis of the energy shifts of 

surface plasmons, as a dielectrio overlayer thickness varies. The analysis 

shows that the accurate determination of such energy shifts will enable 

the evaluation of dielectric overlayer thicknesses, on surfaces of *free- 

electron* materials. This calculation enabled a determination of the 

thickness of an MgO overlayer, when the Mg surface was fully oxidised.

8.2 Secondary Electron Emission Spectroscopy 
of Clean Magnesium

8.2.1 Auger Spectra

Clean magnesium thin film surfaces were prepared in the usual 

manner, by evaporation (or more correctly sublimation) of magnesium from 

tungsten wire baskets, onto a polished stainless steel substrate, in UHV.

The magnesium w$s in the form of granules (purity 5N8), which were retained 

in the baskets with the use of fine tungsten meah, placed across the mouthes 

of the baskets. Oxygen was allowed to build-up on the surface after 

each evaporation of magnesium and monitored by its Auger signal. Oxygen 

was found to be the only serious contaminant on such surfaces. After
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many evaporations, the surface remained oxygen-free for several hours.
The spectra In this first section were taken after this point had been 
reached.

A low energy Auger rpeetirjn cf a clean magnesium surface Is 
shown in Pig. 8.1. This energy region encompasses the L W  Auger electron 

group. The large peak at 45eV has both a high and low energy satellite 

peak; the higher being about 35 times smaller than the main peak. These 
satellite peaks occur at 35*0 and 58.5eV. Under high resolution, the 

lower peak Is seen to split to form an additional shoulder at about 30eV.
The KLL Auger electron group from magnesium Is shown In Fig. 8.2. 

These peaks are relatively weak and some of the smaller ones are lost In 

the noise level. However, the observed peaks are seen at ll8l, 1171»

1159» 1146, 1135» 1123 and 1098eV. The modulation voltage was limited 

to lOVpk-pk in order to resolve these peaks with lOeV spacings.

8.2.2 Slow Secondary Electron Spectra

Extensive fine structure has been observed in this region of the 

secondary electron energy spwetrum. The number of peaks detected Is 

found to increase sharply as the applied modulation Is reduced. Fig.

8.3 shows that a modulation amplitude of 2Vpk-pk yields two peaks (3«3©V 

and 6.2eV) with a shoulder at 10.2eV. This value of modulation is 

commonly used by many workers in the low energy region, but the remaining 

plots of Fig. 8.3 indicate that this value is too large for high resolution 

performance. As the modulation amplitude is reduced, considerable fine 

structure appears and a total number of 15 peaks have been observed.

Fig. 8.4 shows the effect of variation in primary electron 

energy on the slow peak at normal incidence. In this series of plots 

the instrumental sensitivity was kept constant by using a fixed primary 

current. It may be seen that the structure is enhanced as Ep is reduced 

and an anomalous variation of the amplitude of the 2eV doublet with Ep 

is apparent. Some peak arnplitude variations will be caused by changes
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Figure8.2 High energy Auger spectrum of Mg
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In the background slope as Ep varies. Normal Incidence and a primary 
energy of 500eV were found to bo the best conditions for the observation 
of the fine structure.

Pigs. 8,5a and 8.5b show the effect of variation of Incidence 

angle on the slow peak, using a fixed primary energy. Here of course, 

the size of the slow peak becomes smaller as 0 tends to 0°, but In addition, 

the fine structure becomes clearer with smaller values of 9. One 
interesting feature is the reappearance of the 2eV doublet on the 65° plot. 

In Pigs. 8.4, 8.5a and 8.5b, the strongest peaks appear at about JeV and 

6eV, in common with the gross features of the spectrum seen in the upper 

curve of Pig. 8.3

8.2.3 Electron Energy Loss Spectra

An attempt was made to observe a correlation between the 

characteristic energy losses of magnesium and the characteristic ’energy 

gains’ observed in the slow peak. Modulation voltages as low as 0.25Vfck-pk 

were used to observe the elastic peak and the energy region immediately 

below it. Primaiy electron energies from 250eV to lOOOeV were used with 

different angles of incidence but on no occasion was fine structure, 
comparable with that in the slow peak, observed in the loss region.

The top curve of Pig. 8.6 shows that by using a modulation of 

5Vpk-pk, bulk plasmon losses down to the 7th order may be seen) the peaks 

occurring at intervals of 10.6eV from the elastic peak. The remaining 

curves in the figure show the effect of angle of incidence variation on
I

the characteristic energy losses. As 0 Increases, the loss at 7«4eV

grows with respeot to the 10.6eV loss, indicating that the losses are 

due to surface and bulk plasmons respectively. At 75° Incidence, the 

7«4eV loss is predominant and multiple surface plasmon losses are seen 

down to the 4th order at 29eV. However, the loss at 10.6eV remains 

fairly constant with 0 variation, indicating that this bulk plasmon 

peak may have an additional contribution from a ’surface sensitive'
loss.



Figure 8.5a S low peak from Mg surface  w ith

d i f fe r e n t  a n g le s  of incidence 0



Figure 8.5b Slow peak f ro m  Mg surface w i t h  
d i f fe r e n t  angles of incidence 0



a n g le s  of inc idence  8



TAHLE 8.1

High ft.n4 I.-ow Er.»rgy Aug-r Electron Energies from 
Cl »an Mapnesluro (fnergles In eV)

work Su le roan & 

Pattina

Palniberg
49et, al. •*

Jenkina
Chungó

26
30 31

35.0 35 34 35
37.5 38

45.0 45 45 45.6

58.5 58.5 58 59

1005

1098 1096

1106

1118

1123 1129
1135 1140
1146 1153
1159 1164
1171 1175
1101 1186
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Pig* 8.7 shows the effect of primary electron energy variation
on the energy losses of magnesium. As the primary electron energy is

reduced, the 7.4eV loss becomes stronger than the 10.6eV loss, again

indicating the surface and bulk plasmon roles. The loss at l4.5eV

intensifies as E rises, which indicates a contribution from a 'bulk P
sensitive' loss. The observed values of the energy losses, together 
with their assignments will be tabulated and discussed in the following 

sub-section.
8.2.4 Discussion

The discussion of the presented results will be split up into 

the three areas of work, namely AES, slow peak and energy loss spectroscopy 

of magnesium. The interelationships between the areas will be examined 

when found necessary.

Low energy AES of magnesium has been thoroughly investigated
l6i gg

by a number of workers including Suleman and Pattinson , Salmeron et*al*°°#
8*5and Jenkins and Chung . The high energy KLL Auger spectrum is less well

49documented and in fact so far as is known, only Palmberg et. al. have
published this spectrum. The energy values for the L W  and KLL Auger
electrons found in this present work are presented in Table 8.1, along

with values obtained from other workers. Most workers seem to agree on
the low energy peak values apart from the weaker peaks of 26, 31 and 37«V.

.Suleman and Pattinson*^ have attributed the 26eV peak to an oxidation
effect i.e. not characteristic of a clean magnesium surface. In the KLL

49energy region, Palmberg et. al. have observed more energy structure than 

myself due to tke use of the more sensitive cylindrical mirror analyser. 

However, the larger features have been resolved, but in my case the values 

appear to be consistently lower than his, by about 5eV. An explanation 

for this is not evident.



F igure  8.7 E n e r g y  loss s p e c t r a  of c le a n  Mg w i t h  d i f f e r e n t
pr imary e l e c t r o n  e n e r g i e s



TABLE 8.2

Magnesium Auger Peak Assignments

Transition Calculated Energy (eV) Observed Energy (eV)

33.5 30

PL 34.4 35.0

46.9 45.0

<*2. J>2W 59.0* 58.5
KLjLi 1093*4 1098

PL(?) 1127.4 1123

“ 1 ^ . 5 1138 1135
5PL 1149.2 1146t
2PL 1159*8 1159
PL 1170.4 1171

“ 2 , 3 ^ 3 1176 ll8l

PL - Bulk plasmon loss from experimental values of main transition 

V - Fermi level

* from Salmerón et. al.88
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The various assignments for the Auger peaks and calculated 

energy values are shown in Table 8.2. Assignments for the L W  energy
0r 07 88region have been adequately discussed in the literature^* '* and will 

not therefore be discussed here, except to confirm basic agreement with 

these other workers.
All three KLL Auger electron peaks were observed in the present 

work, if the assignments of Table 8.2 are correct. One puzzling feature 

of the largest peak (KL0 ,L0 _ at ll8leV) is the occurrence of three 
relatively intense plasmon loss satellite peaks. Palmberg et. al. 7 have 

also observed these peaks as strong satellites. Obviously, these higher 

energy electrons will have a larger escape depth (20-30 X) and will therefore 
have a greater chance of creating plasmons before escaping. Also, as

pointed out in Chapter 2, plasmon creation may be enhanced by ionisation
119processes , which may be an additional reason for these strong losses.

With the aid of AES, we have characterised the surface on which 

the slow peak and energy loss measurements were made. Since there is good 

agreement between these AES results for magnesium and the results of other 

workers, it is now permissible to compare and critioize the other features 

of the secondary electron energy distribution, in relation to recently 

published results.
Pig. 8.J has shown that when using 2Vpk-pk modulation, three 

peaks may be seen in the slow peak spectrum at 3.3, 6.2 and 10.2eV.
Qe

These results compare favourably with those of Jenkins and Chung^*, who 

found peaks at 3.5, 7 and lleV. However, their use of such high 

modulations (and perhaps a poorer instrumental resolution) did not enable 

their spectrum to show up the full structure of the slow peak.

An explanation of the origin of the fine structure observed 

in Pigs. 8.3 “ 8,5b, must obviously go further than that suggested by 

Jenkins and Chung. They concluded that two peaks originated from the 

plasmon gain mechanism (sub-section 2.3.1). Later, it will be shown
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that the peak near lleV Is in fact characteristic of a partially oxidised 

surface, so that we need not consider this peak here. Jenkins and 

Chung did not realise this fact and so left open the question of exact 

peak origins. With the assumption of a work function correction of 

4.5eV for the analysing grids, the original peak energies at 3 0  and 

6.2eV become 7*8 and l&7eV with respect to the magnesium Fermi level.

These energy values are in close agreement with the surface and bulk 
plasmon energies (7.4 and 10»6eV respectively), and it seems possible that 
Fermi level electrons may therefore undergo this energy gain. Also from 

an electron population viewpoint, this process seems more likely than an
85 96energy gain in the slow peak electrons .

However, it is still not clear whether these gross features 

are produced by fine structure combinations, or are a completely distinct 

phenomenon. Evidence presented later on the oxidation effects, will tend 

not to support a plasmon gain hypothesis. The position at this time with 
regard to these gross features is therefore not fully settled.

Two mechanisms are offered at present to explain the origin 
of the slow peak fine structure. Firstly, electrons may be exoited into 
energy states above the vacuum level and may leave the surface with an 

energy characteristic of their parent state (Willis et. al.^^). Secondly, 

if a direct transition occurs between symmetry points in the Brillouin zones, 

this energy may be given to an electron causing it to be emitted from 

the surface (a C.C C Auger electron, where CA n n are the conduction 

band symmetry points involved). Unfortunately the data from Figs. 8 . 3  - 

8.5b do not help to resolve the mechanism choice, since no systematic 

variation of peaks is seen. One major problem is the change of background 

slope, from one plot to smother, which will alter peak strengths and 

positions. This problem is currently being tackled .
The 'direct emission' mechanism requires a knowledge of the 

high-energy band structure of magnesium, in order to test its predictions.



TABLE 8.3

Observed Slow Peak Energies and Calculated Symmetry Point. 

Transitions for Mg (energies In eV) *

* strong peaks
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So far as Is known, this Information is not available in the literature
so that the question remains open. Some correlation was found however,

between the Auger mechanism and the observed energy values, if one

makes the assumption that the transition energy is given to electrons

close to the vacuum level. Table 8.3 lists the values of observed peaks

along with the theoretical transition energies between symmetry points.

The energies of the symmetry points were obtained from the energy band
160diagram of magnesium as calculated by Falicov . The appropriate 

symmetry points and lines of the Brillouin zone are illustrated in Fig. 8.8.
The agreement in Table 8.3 is somewhat limited and the gaps in 

the table cannot be simply explained at present. It is possible that 

Tamm state (surface state) transitions may have an additional influence 

on the spectra. The strong peaks at 0.4, 3*0 and 6.2eV may be due to a 

high density of states at the H and M symmetry points (Fig; . 8.8) owing 

to their position on the Brillouin zone. The large width of the peak at 

6.2eV could be accounted for by the large spread in transition energies in 

this region (5»0eV - 6.8eV) along M symmetry lines.
The plasmon energies of magnesium are well-known^ and 

other workers' results are in reasonable agreement with those presented 

in Table 8.4. The table combines both Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 and gives all 
the losses observed together with their identification.

Fig. 8.6 indicates that the loss at 7.4eV is highly surface 

sensitive and its identification as a surface plasmon loss agrees well 

with the theoretical value of 7»7eV, assuming two free electrons per Mg 

atom. Surface plasmon losses are visible down to the 4th multiple in 

the 75° plot, although the 3rd multiple loss coincides with the 2nd order 

bulk plasmon loss. The loss at 10.6eV remains fairly constant with 9- 

variation indicating a possible contribution from a combination loss of 

the surface plasmon plus the 3*5eV loss.



Figure 8.8 The Brillouin zone in theh.c.p, 

structure showing points and lines of

160symmetry (from Falicov )
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TAKLE 8.4

Observed Energy Losses for Mg (in eV) with Assignments

Observed Loss Assignment

> 5 I
7.4 S
10.6 B and S+I
14.5 2S and Bfl
18.5 S+B
21.6 2B and JS
29-5 4S
52.5 5B
42.8 4B
54 53 and I
64 6B
76 7B

I - Ionisation or interband transition: B - bulk plasmon loss;

S - Surface plasmon loss

In Pig. 8.7, the increase in the size of the loss peak at

l4.5eV as E rises shows a possible contribution to the peak, from a P
combination loss of bulk plasmon (l0.6eV) plus the loss at 3«5eV. The

fact that the loss at l8.5eV stays reasonably constant as E is variedP
is good evidence for the assignment of a combination loss of surface plus 

bulk plasmon.
Prom these results it appears that the fine structure observed 

in the slow peak of magnesium has no correlation with characteristic 

energy loss structure, although from a sensitivity viewpoint, such 

fine structure losses may well be difficult to observe.
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8.3 Secondary Electron Emission Spectroscopy of
a Slowly Oxidising Magnesium Surface

After the foregoing results had been taken, a further 

evaporation of magnesium was performed. This film was then allowed 

to oxidise slowly from the residual oxygen present In the UHV chamber. 

Whilst this slow oxidation occurred, secondary electron emission 
spectroscopy was performed intermittently on the surface, over a period 

of about four weeks until the surface became fully oxidised.
During this oxidation, only oxygen was found to be a major 

contaminant, but after the four week period was over, a small triplet of 

peaks was found near lOOeV whose origin is unknown. This new magnesium 

film was thought to be less contaminated than the previous film (even 

though no contaminants were detected by AES) and evidence for this 

conclusion will be presented. In fact, this magnesium film was perhaps 

the twentieth film deposited, after about four weeks of evaporations 

without let-up to atmosphere.
8.3.1 Auger Spectra

Since changes were observed in the magnesium slow peak spectrum 

prior to the observation of the oxygen Auger peak, the elapsed time from 
film preparation will be quoted in the following figures, as well as the 

corresponding oxygen Auger peak scans. Initially, Auger spectra were 
taken using an Ep of 2keV and a primary current of 50yjA so as to minimise 

electron beam effects during the first oxidation stages. Subsequently, 
an Ep of 2.7keV and a primary current of 8(̂ /A were used for the detection 

of oxygen (indicated by the approximate x2 factor in the following figures) 

The Auger spectra of oxygen were taken using a modulation voltage of 

l6Vpk-pk to maximise detection.

An attempt was made to obtain a rough estimate of the monolayer

sensitivity to oxygen in our apparatus by applying the results of 
58Vrakking and Meyer . Our instrumental parameter values were used in
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their equation for Auger current (Equ. (8), Chapter 2) and our electronic 

detection apparatus assumed to be similar to their detection equipment. 

With this latter assunption we were able to arrive at a figure of about 
1# of a monolayer of oxygen for the limit of detection, using a normal 

incidence electron beam. Tills lower figure assumes that the oxygen lies 

purely at the surface, and is not distributed in the 'sensitive' volume 

detected by AES. The first oxygen Auger peak was resolved at 155 hours 
after film preparation, thus very approximately, this signal could be 

taken to represent 2# of an oxygen monolayer.
Figs, 8.9a-c show the effects of progressive oxidation on the 

low energy Auger peaks of magnesium. The initial effect is the rapid 

attenuation of the 45 eV peak, coincident with the growth of the 55 eV 

peak and the oxygen Auger peak. Also, a slight discontinuity develops 

at about 26eV. After 550 hours, the surface is fully oxidised, with the 

main peak at 45eV disappearing almost completely and the peak at 55eV 

becomes the largest peak in the spectrum (Fig. 8.9c)» The original peak 

at 58.5eV is still seen as a shoulder at about 58eV. At this stage, 

a large triplet oxygen Auger peak was found at 508, 490 and 472eV.

8.3.2 Slow Secondary Electron Spectra
Slow peak spectra were taken using modulation voltages of 0.25, 

1.0 and 2Vpk-pk, at normal incidence and with a primary electron energy 

of 500eT." A modulation voltage of O.lVpk-pk was used to check that no 

further fine structure was observable. In the actual experiments many 

more intermediate curves were in fact taken, but for the sake of clarity 

the slow peak spectra shown in the following figures are representative 

data only.

It is well known in the field of AES that surface contaminants 

(0, S, C etc.) have a predominant effect on the low energy Auger peaks. 

Hence, it was thought that fine structure in the slow peak may well be 

'ultra' sensitive to the presence of surface contaminants. Several slow 

peak spectra were therefore taken during the first few hours after the
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clean magnesium surface was produced and are shown In Fig. 8.10a. The 

time shown with each curve Is the elapsed time from the production of the 

clean magnesium surface. Curing the first two hours, peaks at 1.4 and 
1.7eV weaken whilst new peaks at 4.2, 4.8 and 5*8eV strengthen. Also, 
the total intensity increased as may be seen (note x -jjfr scale faotor).

The oxygen levels corresponding to each spectrum are plotted on the right 

of the figure and show no detectable oxygen contamination above the noise 

level. As the elapsed time increases to 87 hours (Fig. 8.10b), the 

peaks at 0.9 and 1.6eV become stronger and many changes occur in the 

smaller peaks between 2.6 and 6.5eV. It is worth noting that the 87 

hour curve of Fig. 8.10b shows a good resemblance to the corresponding 

curve of Fig. 8.4 (500eV plot), perhaps indicating slight contamination 
of this earlier magnesium film. One important emerging feature is the 

peak at 5*6eV, which has a strong influence on the gross features of the 

spectrum shown later.
Figs. 8.1Cc and 8.10d show the slow peak as the oxygen Auger 

signal progressively increases. The peak at leV is strengthening 

whilst peaks at 2.0 and 6.0eV are weakening. Also, a peak develops 

at 4.8eV, strengthens and shifts to 4.2eV. The large peak at 5*2eV, 
also strengthens and shifts to 2.6eV. Again, the general intensity of 

the slow peak has increased which is in accordance with the known larger 

secondary yield values for Insulating surfaces such as MgO. At about 

500 hours after the production of the clean magnesium surface, the slow 

peak spectrum becomes stabilised. The 470 hour plot shows a slight dip 

at lleV which was better resolved with more gain (x 10) and is shown in 

Fig. 8.10d. This peak was more prominent in the gross feature spectra 

of Figs. 8.11a and 8.11b. However, at this point it should be mentioned 

that this peak width (about 2eV) is much greater than that of other peaks 

in the fine spectra. Hence it was thought that this new peak may well 

have a different origin to that of the other fine structure.
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The gross features of the slow peak were usually observed 

using a modulation voltage of 2Vpk-pk. Pigs. 8.11a and 8.11b show the 

changes In the gross features, accompanied by the corresponding oxygen 

levels at each time interval. On the clean surface as shown by the 4 

hour curve (Pig. 8.11a), a peak is visible at 6.2eV with shoulders at 
3« 5 and 2.0eV. After a period of 92 hours, the peak at 3»5eV is larger 
and the shape of the spectrum closely resembles that of Pig. 8.5 (upper 

curve), apart from a missing shoulder at ll.OeV. The correspondence 

of these changes to those in the fine structure can be seen if reference 

is made to Pigs. 8.10a-c. At 93 hours, the 3*5eV peak has again 

strengthened. During this one hour time interval, the surface was 

exposed to the electron beam continuously whilst other measurements were, 

taken and it is thought that the beam caused the 3*5eV peak to strengthen. 
As more time elapsed there is a progressive change-over in intensity from 

the 6.3eV peak to the 3»5eV peak. In the 135 hour plot, oxygen is Just 
becoming detectable and a discontinuity appears at about lleV. The 
470 hour plot shows the 3»6eV peak to shift to 2.6eV and the 4.2eV peak 
is seen to develop. The 6eV peak weakens considerably, whilst the 

discontinuity at 11.3«V strengthens and is resolved. The spectrum for

the fully oxidised magnesium surface is in good agreement with that of
85Jenkins and Chung . Table 8.5 lists the observed peaks for clean and 

fully oxidised magnesium.

TABLE 8.5

Observed Fine Structure in the Slow Peaks of Clean and Fully
Oxidised Mg

Clean Mg (eV) 0.3 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.1 2.3 2.9 3.8 6.3
Oxidised Mg (eV) 0.4 1.3 1.6 2.6 3.3 4.2 6.3 H O
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The energy losses of magnesium were also observed during this 

oxidation period. Fig. 8.12a shows the energy losses with various stages 

of oxidation. It can be seen that the surface plasmon loss in magnesium at 
7.4eV, is strongly attenuated by the initial oxidation and eventually 
disappears after 237 hours. The bulk plasmon loss vanishes after 324 hours 
but there still remains a relatively weak loss at 22eV. The lowest plot of 

Fig. 8.12a shows this loss tinder larger gain, with accompanying losses at 

17 and 58eV.

The energy losses of the fully oxidised magnesium surface are seen

in Fig. 8.12b. With an E of 500eV, the observed losses were 17, 22 and 58eV.P
With the Ep of IkeV, losses at 6.0,10.9» 22.6, 33 and 43eV were observed.

The tentative identification of the 6.QeV loss is that of a shifted surface 

plasmon loss in magnesium, due to a dielectric overlayer of MgO.
8.3.4 Discussion

The effects of oxidation on the low energy Auger spectrum of 

magnesium have been considered by a number of a u t h o r s ^ a n d  the results 

of sub-section 8.3.1 appear to be largely consistent. The main peak at 35eV 

in the 'oxidised' spectrum is thought to be due to an 1^ ^W(MgO) transition 

involving the valence band levels of MgO. It may be pointed out that

both Suleman and Pattinson and myself have observed a weak peak at 58.5eV 

in the oxidised spectrum. If this peak were due to the 'plasmon gain' 

mechanism, its existence in the 'oxidised' spectrum would be difficult to 

explain. A further discussion is not necessary at this point, due to the

availability of discussions in the literature^0,
Many changes were seen to occur in the fine structure of the slow

peak of magnesium even before the first trace of oxygen was observed in the 

Auger spectrum, indicating that the method may well be more sensitive to 

initial chemisorption changes than the corresponding Auger effect.

Oxidation effects on the gross features of the slow peak were also invest

igated and these will now be compared with recent published work.
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The gross features of the slow peak were found to vary more 

slowly them the fine structure, with oxygen build-up. It appears that 

a characteristic ’shape’ in this energy region may give a sensitive

method for determining the state of oxidation of a magnesium surface, and
8*5moreover shows that the spectra previously reported by Jenkins and Chung^3,

97and Wright and Pattinson could well have originated from a partially 

oxidised magnesium surface although it would not have been evident from 

their Auger signal for oxygen.

Evidence for these proposals will now be discussed. The wide 

peak at ll.JeV (Pig. 8.10d and 8.11b), which developed a3 the oxygen 

level increased was thought to be an Auger peak (L^W) from oxygen.

The valence band in MgO may be taken to be 4eV below the Fermi level 

(Pong, Saslow and Cohen1^), and with an analyser work function correction 

of 4.5eV, we obtain a value of 11.2eV for the calculated energy of this 

’’Auger” peak. The oxygen level was obtained from Bearden and Burr^. 

Agreement with the observed peak energy value is excellent. Further 
evidence for this assignment will be given in the discussion of 

characteristic energy losses.

If our assignment is correct, then previously reported ’clean’ 
spectra (Jenkins and Chung^, Wright and Pattinson*^) were from partially 

oxidised magnesium surfaces, since the slow peak spectra showed shoulders 

at about lleV. Moreover, previous ’clean’ spectra showed equal intensities 

for the 3*6 and 6.3 eV peaks, whereas the gross structure after ^ hours 

(Pig. 8.11a) shows the two peaks to be asymmetric. Only later, as the 
surface became contaminated, did the two peaks become equal in intensity.

Attempts were made to correlate the fine structure observed in 
the oxidised magnesium spectrum with possible band structure mechanisms 

associated with their production. The band structure of MgO was taken 
from the work of Pong et. al.1^  Peak energies were corrected for the 

analyser work function and critical points taken from the band structure.
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However, the corrected peak energies and critical points only showed 

agreement in energy range with poor quantitative agreement.
Direct transition energies between critical points were 

calculated and the discrete energies assumed to be given to electrons 

near the Fermi level or vacuum level. But in neither case could good 
agreement be found with the observed energies. It may well be that the 

assumption of a bulk band structure for a thin layer of MgO is an over

simplification, hence giving the poor agreement.
85Although I can agree with Jenkins and Chung on the gross 

features of the oxidised magnesium slow peak, their conclusion regarding 

the similarity of 'clean and oxidised' slow peaks cannot be endorsed, 

since we have seen many changes occurring in the slow peak before the 

final oxidised state. If the 2.6eV peak of the gross features is 

tentatively identified as a "surface plasmon gain", why should it grow 
upon oxidation with respect to the "bulk plasmon gain" at 6.3eV? Surely 
the opposite should be true for this situation. Hence, these findings 
do not appear to support this tentative identification.

Also Jenkins and Chung found a severe attenuation of the slow

peak upon oxidation which is quite contrary to my findings. Perhaps

a reason for this discrepancy may be found in their method of oxygen
-2exposure, which consisted of an oxygen leak of 10 torn sec. at room 

temperature, followed by annealing. The slow peak shift to lower 

energies upon oxidation was observed by both Jenkins and Chung and myself. 

Unfortunately there is no other work in the literature at present with 

which further comparisons may be made, and so some of the questions Just 

raised are difficult to answer at this time.

The tentative identification of the 6.0eV loss seen in Fig. 

8.12b, is that of a shifted surface plasmon loss in magnesium, due to 
a dielectric overlayer of MgO. Using a dielectric constent of 3.0 for 

MgO in the equation derived by Stern and Ferrell^ (equ.(5), Chapter l).
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the calculated value of the shifted surface plasmon loss is 5«3eV (assuming 

Infinite dielectric thickness), which is in reasonable agreement with 

the observed value. The weak loss at 58eV in the oxidised magnesium 
loss spectrum, was thought to be an 1^ ^ ionisation loss in magnesium

144
(Lg ^ level - 56eV from Bearden and Burr , with correction), which 
is obscured in the clean magnesium loss spectrum, by the fifth order 
bulk plasmon loss. The weak loss at 17eV in MgO was more difficult 

to identify and was assumed to be an interband transition.

Energy losses in MgO have been studied by several authors

including Roessler and Walker*^, Watanabe^^ and Jull“̂ ,  and in these

cases a strong loss was seen at about 22eV. This loss was assumed to be

a bulk plasma resonance in the valence band of MgO. The upper plots

in Pig. 8.12b show that the bulk plasmon losses in magnesium are still

visible on the MgO surface, using an Ep of’lkeV. The energy losses are

11, 23, 33 and 43eV and correspond to the multiple bulk plasmon losses
in magnesium. However, the strongest loss at 22.6eV is too strong to be
a pure second order bulk plasmon loss and must represent a combined loss.

The value of this loss agrees well with the bulk plasmon loss for MgO,

but the MgO overlayer must be thin (20-25 X) in order to observe the bulk

plasmon losses in magnesium. (Further evidence for this overlayer depth
figure will be given in the next section). It was thought that a

contribution to this loss must come from the 1^ ionisation loss in oxygen
144at 23.7eV (Bearden and Burr ). Additional evidence for this assign

ment comes from the loss spectra of oxidised Be and A1 (Suleman and 

Pattinson^). In all three cases of the oxidised metals, the strongest 

loss occurs between 22 and 25eV which may be easily explained by the 

previous assignment.

w
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Such vacancies produced in the shell of oxygen may cause 

the atom to undergo an L ^ W  Auger transition. Hence, the wide strong 

peak observed at H O e V ,  which developed in the slow peak spectrum upon
oxidation, could be a 'normal* Auger peak of oxygen. The appearance

85of the peak in previous spectra (Jenkins and Chung , Wright and 
97Pattinson ) may well show that some oxygen contamination was present.
8.4 The Shifted Surface Plasmon Loss for Dielectric 

Overlayer Depth Determination

The surface mode of plasma oscillation depends on the surface 

conditions, because plasma oscillations are influenced by the surrounding 

charge distribution. Its frequencies are given by w _  - W  1j2 (equ. (5),
p iChapter 1) for clean and plain surfaces, and w  « W  / (l+ £ )2 for as p

surface covered with thick films having a dielectric constant ( .

However, when a semi-infinite metal is coated with a film of 
finite thickness, the dispersion relation of the surface plasmon frequency 
in the metal is:

r - a f  - ( € + tanh kD) / ( 2 é + (l+£2) tanh k D ) ------------ (16)
L*vvpJ

where w  and w *  are the frequencies of the surface and bulk plasmons s p
respectively, D is the thickness of the film having a dielectric constant 
€ and k is the surface wave vector excited by the incident electron, 

corresponding to the surface plasma oscillation.

Murata and Ohtani11^ have used equ.(l6) as a means of monitoring 

the progressive growth of oxide on a clean aluminium surface, by detecting 

the shifting surface plasraon energy. I have now extended this work to 

a magnesium surface and derived a suitable model for dealing with a 

normal incidence electron beam, where only backscattered electrons may 
produce surface electron oscillation. In addition, the expression for 

the surface plasmon wave vector in terms of the incident electron energy 
and surface plasmon energy, has been derived from first principles.
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If we now examine Pig. 8.15» which describes the wave vectors 

of the incident electron (kQ), backscattered electron (k^) and surface 

plasmon (k), we can apply conservation laws to derive an expression for k.

Conservation of momentum (parallel to surface)

tl kQ cos© « + ii k^ cos©

k ** cos© (kQ - k^) - --------- - —  (17)

Conservation of energy

( ti kQ)2 - W  + ( fl

2m 2m
where m is the electronic mass. 

Re-arranglng terms,

(k0 -  X j  -  a w „
fc(ko + v

Substituting for (k - k^) in (17) we have;

k cos© * nrw “8
t ko -1

(18)

for ^ » k  
1

Now k ■» (2m E )^ where is the primary electron energy.

Substituting for k in (18) we have:o

cos ©
h iL2 EJ

i Es
t

(19)

We have eliminated w  with the use of E = t w  where Ee is the
8  S  B 8

surface plasmon energy.
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Figure8.13 Wave vectors for electrons before 

and after scattering with excitation of 

the surface plasmon
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For a normal Incidence electron beam, cos 0 » 0 and surface 

plasmons cannot be generated by the incident electron. Since plasmon 
losses are observed under these conditions, they must be generated by 

backscattered electrons. If we assume an angular distribution of 
backscattered electrons follows a sin 0 relation (B u r n s , where 0 is 

defined in Fig. 8.13, we can calculate the mean angle (cos 0) for surface 

plasmon production. We must also make the assumption that the efficiency 
of surface plasmon production is directly related to the surface velocity 

component of the exciting electron (cos 0 function).

We can now arrive at an egression for the mean angle of 

surface plasmon production:

cos 0
r 7 2

JQ N(0). f(©)'. d0

d9

where N(0) is the number of backscattered electrons at © and f(0) is

the efficiency of surface plasmon production at 0.
,tr/2

Hence, cos 0 J sin 0. cos © d©

o f
rr/2

1/2
3in 0 d0

Hence, the expression for k, for a normal incidence exciting electron 

beam becomes:

k - |~ m 1 ̂  fs -------------------(20)
L 2EpJ 2h

If we now re-arrange equ. (16) to obtain D, we have as our 

final equation:

D 1.
2k

In 0 - 1 - (V ^ ) 2 (2  1 - £  2  - 1 ) 

- 0 - 1 +  ( V p ) 2 U 2 + 2 €  + 1)
( 2 1 )

where k is interpreted from equ. (20), for the normal incidence beam
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A computer programme was written In BASIC to allow the

calculation D and k as a function of the shifted surface plasmon energy
E , the results of which are plotted in Fig. 8.14. The shape of the s
thickness curve bears a strong resemblance to the theoretical equivalent 

curves of Murata and Ohtani*^.

We are now in a position to estimate the depth of the MgO over

layer, produced in the previous experimental work. The shifted surface 

plasmon loss was found at 6.0eV which corresponds to an overlayer 
thickness of 24.58 of MgO, as read from Fig. 8.14. In addition, we 

could see the bulk plasmon losses in magnesium using a IkeV primary beam, 

so the overlayer thickness must be comparable to the escape depth of a 

IkeV electron, which is about 20 X (Fig. 1.5). Hence, the two methods 

give reasonably consistent results.
Because of the success of this method, a more general computer 

programme has now been written in BASIC, allowing the input of any 

selection of chosen parameters in equs. (20) and (21).

8.5 Conclusions

We have seen that the slow peak energy structure of magnesium 
has considerable complexity and an exact interpretation of all the observed 

fine structure is not available to date. However, the present results 

indicate that slow peak spectra may well prove valuable in verifying a clean 

surface of polycrystalline magnesium. In addition, the spectra should 
have great value in assessing the validity of band structure calculations.

The final section of this chapter has shown that the accurate 

determination of surface plasmon energy shifts enables the evaluation of a 

dielectric overlayer thickness, on surfaces of 'free-electron' materials 

such as magnesium.
We will now move on to look at the results of a similar experiment 

performed on aluminium. The literature on this element is more abundant 

but even so, most authors have failed to observe the large amount of 

energy structure present in the slow peak of clean aluminium, when 
viewed under high resolution.
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k line
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CHAPTER Q

SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY OF ALUMINIUM

Q.l Introduction

Several publications have recently appeared in the literature 

concerned with slow secondary electron energy spectra originating from 
an aluminium surface. The interpretation generally offered for the 

spectra is in terms of plasmon effects based on the two or three peaks 

that have been observed. These workers also showed that traces of 

contaminants on the aluminium surfaces indicated by AES, had a predominant 

effect on these low energy electron spectra.

Hence, a rigorous experiment was performed to try to obtain 

the maximum observable slow peak energy structure. This proved to be 

successful and extensive fine structure was observed which will be 

discussed in the later sections of this chapter.

As in the case of magnesium, the detail and intensity of the 

fine structure was found to be highly dependent on the applied modulating 
voltage. The variables of primary electron incidence angle and energy, 

again appear to influence both the number and intensity of the peaks.

An interpretation of the fine structure is discussed, in terms

of direct electron emission from critical points in the high-energy band

structure of aluminium. The critical point energies were obtained from
168a recent calculation by Hoffstein and Boudreaux .

Some problems were encountered with regard to the reproducibility 

of fine energy structure. This problem was found to be more serious in 

the case of aluminium than in the previous case of magnesium. Usually 

the fine structure was found to intensify as more aluminium evaporations 
were performed, but sometimes strong fine structure was not observable, 

even after many evaporations. It was thought that the substrate might
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cause such an effect and so this possibility was Investigated by the 

evaporation of aluminium onto several different substrates. Unfortunately, 

the situation is not yet fully clarified and it may well be, that the 

additional analytical tool of T.'RKn will be required, to establish the 
reasons for the reproducibility difficulties.

9.2 Auger and Electron Energy Loss Spectra

The clean polycrystalline surface of aluminium was prepared by 
evaporation of 5N purity aluminium, from three previously out-gassed 

tungsten wire baskets, onto various substrates in UHV. AES showed 

oxygen to be the only serious contaminant on the first few evaporated 

surfaces, but thereafter, the aluminium surface would remain oxygen-free 
for several hours.

The low energy Auger spectrum of aluminium was found to be 

independent of the substrate on which the aluminium had been deposited.

In the case of the Pt black substrate, the Auger spectrum was somewhat 

attenuated due to the low value of yield for this surface. A typical 
spectrum is seen in Fig. 9.1, illustrating the high and low energy 
satellite peak structure. The large peak at 67eV is the well-known 
Ivj j W  Auger transition in aluminium, and the other peaks occur at 4l,

51, 8l and 104eV.

The strong energy losses of aluminium are well-known and the 
effects of 0 and Ep variations on the losses can be seen in Figs. 9.2,

9«3 and 9*4. All the observed energy losses can be explained in terms 

of surface and bulk plasmon losses, multiple and combination losses. A 

very strong surface plasmon loss at 10.6eV can be seen in Fig. 9.2 at 
60° incidence and also multiple surface plasmon losses. Multiple bulk 

plasmon losses may be seen up to the sixth order at approximately 15.5eV 

intervals, and the surface plasmon loss is seen to grow relative to the 

bulk plasmon loss as 0 is increased.



F igure  9.1 Low e n e rg y  A u g e r  sp ec trum  of  A1 sh ow ing  s a t e l l i t e  
peak s t r u c t u r e



F ig u r e  9.2 E n e rg y  loss s p e c tra  of c l e a n  A1 w i t h  d i f f e r e n t  
a n g le s  of  inc idence

i
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In the case of aluminium deposited on a Pt black substrate, 

these angular effects were not observed. Fig. 9.3 illustrates this 
situation. At normal incidence, the surface and bulk plasmon losses 

have roughly equal intensities, whereas in the corresponding curve of 

Fig. 9.2, the bulk plasmon loss is the stronger.

In Fig. 9.4, the energy loss at 10,6eV is seen to increase 
relative to the 15.5eV loss as Ep is reduced, Illustrating the surface 

sensitivity of the 10.6eV loss. Modulation voltages as low as 0.25Vpk-pk 

revealed no extra structure in the energy loss region (as in the case of 

magnesium), so again there appears to be no correlation between the 
'energy gains' of the slow peak and the energy losses of the elastic peak.

9.3 Slow Secondary Electron Spectra

Aluminium was evaporated onto a number of different substrate 

surfaces and slow peak spectra were taken. One such spectrum is shown 

in Fig. 9.5» plotted using both the N(E) and N'(E) modes. The conditions 

for both plots are identical, apart from the ordinate scale. We can 

see the large enhancement of energy structure with the use of thé N'(e ) 

mode over that of N(E). In the N(E) mode, two discontinuities occur 
in the slow peak at about 5 and lOeV. These appear as minima in the 
N'(E) curve at about 6 and lleV, and in addition, further structure has 
become visible between 0 and 6eV.

The strongest structure was seen after aluminium was evaporated

on a clean MgO surface (in fact, the fully oxidised Mg surface of Chapter
8, after exposure to air). Figs. 9*6, 9*7 and 9.8 refer to energy
structure observed using this particular substrate. Fig. 9.6 shows

that the use of 2Vpk-pk modulation (as used by many workers) does not

enable the full structure of the slow peak to be observed. The high

angle of incidence was used so that a direct comparison could be made

with the results of other workers. With 2Vpk-pk, two peaks are seen at

about 6 and lleV and a slight shoulder at about 4eV. As the applied

modulation is reduced, considerable fine structure appears between 0 and 
6eV.



Energy loss(eV)

Figure 9.3 Energy loss spectra of clean Al

deposited on a Pt black substrate
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F i g u r e  9 .6  S l o w  p e a k  o f  Al  w i t h  d i f f e r e n t  a p p l ie d

m o d u l a t i o n  v o l t a g e s
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The effect of E^ variation on the slow peak is seen in Pig.

9.7. Many features of the spectrum are reproducible as Ep changes, 

but a shift to higher energies is apparent as Ep falls. The reason 

for this shift is not at all certain, although the changing background 

slope as Ep varies could exert an influence. Contrary to the case of 

magnesium, most structure is visible at the higher values of E^. The 

spectra of Fig. 9.7 were obtained over a period of about 30 minutes.

Pig. 9.8 shows the effect of incidence angle variation on the 
slow peak spectra. At the higher angles of incidence, the structure is 

less pronounced, which is in accordance with the case of magnesium.

However, the reproducibility from plot to plot is restricted to peaks 

at about 6 and lleV. The plots of Pigs. 9*7 and 9*8 were taken on the 

same aluminium surface, with a time lapse of about one hour between the 

figures. If we compare the upper plot of Pig. 9*8 with the 2keV plot of 

Fig. 9.7, we should have identical spectra. It is immediately evident 
that the relevant curve of Pig. 9.8 has become slightly ’smeared out' 

during the time of surface analysis; the weaker peaks becoming shoulders 

in Pig. 9.8. Possible reasons for the ’fleeting nature’ of this structure 
will be discussed in the next section.

The spectra shown in Fig. 9.6 were taken on an earlier clean 

surface of aluminium, with a further two aluminium evaporations between 

Pig. 9.6, and Pigs. 9.7 and 9.8. If we now refer to the lowest plot 

of Fig. 9,6 and the 45° and 60° plots of Fig. 9.8, we can see an 

agreement with the larger features of the spectra, but again a ’smearing 

out' of the finer energy structure of Pig. 9.6. This indicates the 

first aspect of our reproducibility problem.

The second aspect of the problem relates to the reproducibility 

of the slow peak spectra of aluminium deposited on different substrates. 

Aluminium was evaporated several times onto a number of different substrates, 

most of which have been incorporated in Fig. 9»9» The substrate surfaces



Figure 9.9 S low peak of Al deposited on various
substrates
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of Pt and Pt black were prepared by evaporation of Pt in a commercial

coating unit and were then transferred to the UHV chamber. The
remaining surfaces were prepared by evaporations of Mg and A1 respectively,

in the UHV chamber, followed by exposure to air if required, to produce

the corresponding MgO and AlgO^ surfaces. The spectra of Fig. 9«9

were taken with similar experimental conditions (apart from E differences),P
and the aluminium surfaces were clean as determined by AES. We can

immediately see the strong fine structure which was observed using the
clean MgO substrate. Using a similar substrate, but with some carbon

contamination (contaminated MgO), the structure has weakened but is still

stronger than the remaining spectra. The oontaminants present on the

other substrates were C on Alo0_, S and C on Pt black and K,S, C and 0e 3
on Pt. The only consistently reproducible peaks from substrate to 

substrate appear to be those at 6 and lleV.

9.4 Discussion

The AES and energy losses of aluminium have been adequately 

discussed in the literature and will therefore not be discussed in 

detail here.
The low energy Auger spectrum of aluminium shown in Fig. 9*1»

42 8q 91is in basic agreement with the findings of other workers ’ . The

weak peak at 104eV, detected by Harris^'* and Suleman^^, is verified in 

Fig. 9.1. Table 9.1 lists the observed Auger electron energy values 
for aluminium together with their assignments.

TABLE Q . l

O b s e r v e d  low energy Auger peaks for aluminium and assignment« 

Present

Work (eV) 4l 51 67 81 104

Assignment L1L2.3V PL L2.3W I ^ W

PL - Auger electron suffering a bulk plasmon loss
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2i2 Q1 IlkThe energy losses of aluminium are also well-known ' 

and the observed energy losses are in agreement with other workers' 

results. Table 9.2 lists the observed energy losses together with 

their identification. All the energy losses can be rationalised in 

terms of multiple and combination plasmon losses, as in the case of 

magnesium.

The anomalous behaviour of the energy losses of aluminium 
deposited on a Pt black substrate (Fig. 9*5)» can be explained as follows. 
An aluminium coating on the microscopically rough Pt black surface 

(Chapter 6), should approximately follow the contours of that surface.

To prevent 'shadowing* effects, the Pt black surface was rotated through 

180° with respect to the incident aluminium beam, during aluminium 

evaporations. Many non-normal surfaces will therefore be presented to 

the analysing electron beam, when it is at normal incidence with respect 

to the macroscopic target. This will cause a larger proportion of

TABLE CLP
Energy Losses for Clean Aluminium

Energy Loss (eV) Assignment

10.6 S

15.5 B
20.0 2S
26.1 S+B
30.8 3S and 2B
42 2B + S
46 4S and 3B

57 2S + 2B and 3B +1S
62 4B

77 5B
92 6B

S - Surface plasmon loss, B - Bulk plasmon loss
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(values taken fresa minima in N'(E) or maxima in N(E) as indicated)

Present „ , 96 von Koch Powell & Henrich^1 Jenkins & Pattinson
results Woodruff91 Chung^ & Harris1 0̂

N* (E) N(E) N*(E) N ’(E) N'(E) n '(e )
1.8
2.2 absolute 2.0

1.2

2.5 energy scale

3.0 not 2.8

3.5 determined

4.0 4.0
4.6
5.1
5.6 5.7 5.5 5-5 5*7
6.2
6.8 6.8
7.2
8.2
9.4 10.5 10.5 10 10.3

10.8

15.2
11.5

Guennou, 
Dufour &
Bonnelle 
N(E)

170

8.0

10.5
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surface plasmons to be generated as seen by the upper curve of Pig. 9.3.
The remaining curves of the figure indicate that the incident electron 

has fno knowledge' of its angle to the macroscopic target's surface.
It appears therefore that the proportion cf normal to non-normal 

microscopic surfaces remains fairly constant as the macroscopic angle 

changes. This type of situation might exist for a surface covered by 

tiny spheres say.

We will now turn to the less well understood area of the slow 
peak spectroscopy of aluminium. We have seen the importance of analys

ing this energy region using both the N'(E) mode and small values of 

modulating voltage. Table 9*3 collects and compares our present slow 
peak results with those of other workers. The values listed under 

'present results' were obtained from the strong fine structure seen in 

Fig. 9.7 (2.0keV plot).
100 99Only Pattinson and Harris and myself -̂ used evaporated

films of aluminium; the other authors using polycrystalline and single

crystal bulk samples, in conjunction with argon ion sputtering and

annealing techniques. Many of the authors' results were taken using

at least lVpk-pk modulation voltage thus giving poor resolution.
4lHenrich used +1.35V on the inner grid to remove space charge effects, 

and we have already seen the unfortunate consequence of such biassing, 

on the energy resolution of retarding potential analysers (sub-section 3*2.5

However, most authors including myself appear to agree that 

the strongest peaks in the slow peak spectrum occur at about 5*5 and lOeV. 
Furthermore, Fig. 9.9 shows that these two peaks are consistently reprod

ucible from substrate to substrate. The plasmon gain hypothesis predicts 

peaks at 6 and lleV if Fermi electrons are involved, which agrees fairly 

well with the observed energy values. Henrioh explains these two 

peaks in terms of the closing of plasma loss channels for hot electrons 

(sub-section 2.3.1). Guennou, IXifour and Bonnelle^ 0 consider two
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Correlation Test for Observed Slow Peak Energies 
and Symmetry Point Energies

Observed Peak 

Energy (eV)

6.5 

6.7
7.0

7.5
8.0

8.5 

9.1
9.6

10.1

10.7

11.5

11.7
12.7
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15.5

Critical Point 

Energy (eV) 

6.0 
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7.0

9.9

12.0
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Critical Point

*3
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h

h
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n19.0
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Figure 9.10 High-Energy Band Structure of Aluminium 

Cfrom Hoffstein and Boudreaux'*-̂ )
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high-energy density of states maxima above the vacuum level and 

situated at the appropriate energies. Electrons would then be promoted 
to these levels by electron-electron interactions.

Up to the present, no interpretations are capable of explaining 

a possible number of 15 peaks in this energy region. Although Henrich 

dismissed the effects of band structure when using polycrystalline samples 

and collecting the electrons emitted at all angles, Willis et. al. 

have shown that this is not Justified at least in the case of germanium.

It is therefore possible that such high-energy band structure effects 

may be present.
In a polycrystalline sample (such as an evaporated thin film),

we may expect that most of the possible crystal orientations will be

presented to the incident electron beam, and hence the effects of the

’total* band structure should be observed. Excited electrons within

the slow peak will tend to populate band minima at critical points due

to relaxation processes. These electrons will 'bunch* at the critical

point energies and may leave the surface with an energy E ^  - where

E i3 the critical point energy with respect to the Fermi level and $ cp s
is the work function for the surface. A recent high-energy band structure

168calculation by Hoffstein and Boudreaux , has enabled a correlation test 

to be performed. They used a pseudopotential method and obtained results 
for the A  ,-A. and 2  symmetry directions of the fee lattice. The 

critical points were taken from their complete band structure diagrams, 

illustrated in Fig. 9*10. Unfortunately, the energy values had to be 
read directly from the diagrams so some possible reading errors may be 

present. The correlation test is presented in Table 9*^ and a work 

function correction Is made, so that the energies are referred to the 

Fermi level of aluminium.
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The critical points taken. Incorporate the three symmetry 

directions: (001), (ill) and (110). The agreement Is somewhat limited 
and two gaps appear In the table between 7*5 and 9.6eV and between 10.7 

and 11.7eV. It Is possible that these gaps may be filled when more 

critical points are calculated for other symmetry directions.

There still remains the rather puzzling question of 

reproducibility. We have seen that the strong slow peak fine structure 
of aluminium, observed using the clean MgO substrate, appears to ’smear 

out' with the passage of time and/or electron beam exposure. In addition, 

such strong fine structure is not observed as a general rule when using 
other substrates. It may well be that surface structural effects could 

give rise to such observations e.g, a surface of microcrystalline 

structure will present many crystal orientations to the electron beam, 

whereas larger grains will present fewer symmetry directions. Aluminium 

was therefore evaporated onto a number of substrates including Pt black 

which is known to have a microscopically rough surface. Fig. 9»9 shows 

that simple surface roughness does not appear to give results of a 

substantially different nature to those from other surfaces. The exact 

explanation for the stronger fine structure in the cases of the MgO 

substrates is as yet elusive, although it may be possible to shed some 

light on the issue, by the use of LEED in conjunction with a high resolution 
retarding potential analyser.

Q. 5 Cone luslona

The slow secondary electron spectrum of polycrystalline 

aluminium has been shown to be considerably more complex than previously 

published work has indicated. In addition, a new interpretation has 

been offered for the observed energy structure in terms of the high- 

energy band structure of aluminium, although the effeots of plasmon-type 

structure are not ruled out. Reproducibility problems from surface to 
surface have been encountered and their origin is as yet not fully under
stood, although it it hoped that additional analytical techniques will 
help to over-come these difficulties.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

Hie technique of AES has undergone a rapid expansion since 

its inception in 1968. We have seen that the technique has grown from 

a pure surface research tool into a method of significant technological 

importance. Many researchers are now using AES in conjunction with 

other surface techniques such as LEED, work function, electron energy 

loss measurements etc,, in order to monitor the presence of relevant 
surface chemical species.

Some theoretical aspects of AES are not well understood, 

including the calculation of Auger electron transition probabilities 

and Auger electron energies. However much progress has been made 

using semi-enpirical approaches.

We have seen the extreme surface sensitivity of AES to 

surface species and in particular, the ease of Cs on Au, where about 

1-2# of a Cs monolayer is capable of being detected. A calibration 
curve for this system has been obtained and it was shown that an 

approximate linear relation was followed between the Auger signal of 
Cs and its fractional coverage* at submonolayer thicknesses.

The combined AES-SEM instrument appear» to be of great 

technological importance when the surface spatial resolution of chemical 

species is required, e.g. microcircuit analysis. The preliminary 

results of Chapter J indicate the possibility of a simple conversion of 

an existing Auger electron speotrometer, to the combined AES-SEM 

instrument. Further improvements to both the detection electronics 

and electron beam spot sizes, should considerably inprove the spatial 

resolution of the instrument.
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The new retarding grid assembly, mentioned in Chapter 3, 

should hopefully give far less trouble in use, especially with regard 

to the energy resolution after grid re-assembly. Also it is hoped that 

the improved grid perfection will give an increase in resolution. A 

further improvement to the existing apparatus will be the construction 
of a 4^" pumping tube on the chamber, which is connected to 6” liquid 

nitrogen-cooled diffusion punp, utilizing polyphenyl ether as the 
working fluid. This should considerable increase the pumping speed of 

the experimental chamber, enabling pressures to be kept low (< 10 ^°torr), 

especially during the evaporation of materials for the production of 

clean surfaces.

The strong surface reactivity of zirconium was investigated in 

Chapter 5» with a special emphasis on the technological implications of 

this work. An Auger spectrum of zirconium was presented which appears 

to originate from a cleaner surface than others published in the literature. 
However, some contamination was present and perhaps further work would 

enable the complete cleaning of a zirconium surface, to obtain its 

characteristic Auger spectrum.

Some thermal degradation problems of metal black surfaces have 

been discussed and a new temperature-resistant metal black coating (Pt 
black) has been thoroughly investigated, with the technique of secondary 
electron spectroscopy. Some work remains to be done here with regard 
to the reasons for the degradation of a copper black surface.

The energy losses of antimony have been systematically 

investigated, and a strong plasma-like behaviour was observed. A 

simple model for this behaviour was proposed which qualitatively 

explains the anomalous energy losses.



A major section of the work of the thesis concerns the elements 
of magnesium and aluminium, which have been rigorously analysed with the 
techniques of AES, electron energy loss and slow peak spectroscopy. 

Considerable fine energy structure has been observed in the slow peak 

regime of both aluminium and magnesium, and in the case of magnesium, 

this fine structure was observed as the surface slowly oxidised. The 

fine structure appeared to be more sensitive to initial chemisorption 
changes than the corresponding Auger effects. The observation of 

electron energy losses as the surface slowly oxidised, enabled further 

evidence to be obtained for a possible oxygen L ^ W  Auger peak and also 

enabled an approximate figure for the MgO overlayer thickness to be 

calculated.
The retarding potential analyser appears to be one of the best 

electron spectrometers available for the analysis of very slow secondary 

electrons. However, the complex electron energy structure which has 
been observed in the low energy region will require considerably more 

theoretical and experimental investigation before its full potential 
is appreciated. To this end, additional analytical techniques are 
being developed and constructed, including UPS end XPS, which will 

shed more light on the energy levels and bands of the solid which may 

be participating in the electron stimulated electron emission processes. 

Also, TJren would be a useful tool when investigating the possible effects 

of surface structure on slow secondary electrons, but unfortunately, 
most TJran systems in current use do not have the required energy resolution.
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